ONE OF THE MAIN NEOTECTONIC STRUCTURES IN THE NW CENTRAL ANATOLIA: BEYPAZARI BLIND THRUST ZONE AND RELATED FAULT-PROPAGATION FOLDS
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

This paper suggests that the structure known as “Beypazarı flexure / monocline” in the Turkish geology literature should be named as “Beypazarı fault-propagation folds”. Beypazarı, Kılıci and Başören blind thrusts together with Erenler back thrust constitute the Beypazarı Blind Thrust Zone which is an active neotectonic structure as indicated by earthquake activity. NW-SE contraction created by the interaction between the North Anatolian Fault Zone, the Kırıkkale-Erbaa Fault Zone and the Eskişehir Fault Zone produced the Eldivan-Elmadag Pinched Crustal Wedge, the Abdüsselam Pinched Crustal Wedge and the Beypazarı Blind Thrust Zone. These structures take up the internal deformation of the Anatolian Plate.

\textbf{1. Introduction}

Beypazarı flexure (Rondot, 1956; Kalafatçıoğlu and Uysal, 1964; Kavuşan, 1993\textsuperscript{a}); later known as Beypazarı monocline (Yağmurlu et al., 1988; Demirci, 2000) is one of the important structures in NW central Anatolia. The region between Beypazarı and Çayırhan were mainly investigated by geochemistry oriented studies due to lignite, trona and geothermal resources (Helvacı et al., 1981; Öztürk et al., 1991; Suner, 1993; Kavuşan, 1993\textsuperscript{b}; Karadenizli 1995; Orti et al., 2002; Özçelik, 2002; Özgümç et al., 2003; Özçelik and Altunsoy, 2005; Diker et al., 2006; Şener, 2007; García-Veigas et al., 2013; Bechtel et al., 2014; Pehlivanlı et al., 2014). During trona mining, the problems about rock mechanics and hydrogeology were also investigated (Aksoy et al., 2006; Apaydın, 2010). Structural geology / tectonics oriented studies, however, are very limited (Yağmurlu et al., 1988; İnci, 1991; Kavuşan, 1993\textsuperscript{a}; Demirci, 2000).

Yağmurlu et al. (1988) suggested that the Beypazarı-Çayırhan Neogene basin was initiated in Early Miocene under extensional tectonic regime. After Pliocene the basin deformed under NW-SE contraction that is created by the interaction between the right lateral North Anatolian Fault and the Eskişehir Fault. This NW-SE contraction produces the NE-SW trending thrust faults, folding axes and monoclines that most prominent one is named as the Beypazarı-Çayırhan monocline.

Kavuşan (1993\textsuperscript{a}), however, proposed that in every stage of the Beypazarı-Çayırhan basin, NW-SE contraction was operational. It is noted that the effect of fractures is fading towards the young strata and turns to folding. Demirci (2000) determined three different regional tectonic phases, E-W contraction, N-S contraction and final extension. It is also noted that the final extension is not observed around Beypazarı (Demirci, 2000, p.142).

Esat and Seyitoğlu (2010), Esat (2011), Esat et al. (2016) and Esat et al. (2017) suggested that the NW-SE contractional tectonic regime is developed in the triangle-like area between the North Anatolian Fault Zone, the Eskişehir Fault Zone and the Kırıkkale-Erbaa Fault Zone (Figure 1). Due to the interaction of these fault zones, the Eldivan-Elmadag Pinched Crustal Wedge (EPCW) is developed and mapped in detail (Seyitoğlu et al., 2000; 2009). Abdüsselam Pinched Crustal Wedge (APCW) is recognized more
recently (Esat, 2011; Esat et al., 2017). The third structure observed in the triangle-like area is the Beypazarı Blind Thrust Zone (BBTZ) which is the subject of this paper (Figure 1).

2. The Stratigraphy of Beypazarı-Çayırhan Neogene Basin

According to Helvacı (2010) who updated previous studies with new data, Late Cenozoic stratigraphy starts with Paleocene Kızılçay Group having red conglomerates and claystones. Unconformably overlain Çoraklar formation having lower and upper lignite layers is composed of volcanoclastic conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones and mudstones. Overlying Hırka formation contains mudstone, claystone, bituminous shale, trona, grey shale, calcareous shale, dolomitic limestone, siltstone, intraformational conglomerate and tuff. The tuff in the Hırka formation has been dated (K-Ar) as 21.5 ± 0.9 Ma (Early Miocene). Hırka formation interfingers with Akpınar formation having alternation of siliceous limestone, chert, tuff, claystone and mudstone. Conformably overlain Çayırhan formation is composed of greenish claystone, mudstone, marl and sandstone layers. Mudcracks and salt crystals are observed to be common. Bozbelen formation is made up of reddish conglomerate, sandstone and mudstone. Kirmir formation, having green claystone with gypsum layers and bedded gypsum, laterally and vertically pass into Bozbelen formation and Sarıyer Limestone which are white, thick-bedded micritic limestone. Teke volcanics interfinger with Beypazarı sequence (Helvacı, 2010) (Figure 2).

3. Fault-Propagation Folding

It would be useful to give a brief summary about fault-propagation folding before presenting the field observations in the Beypazarı area. There are two
4. Field Observations

In the north of Beypazarı town, along the İnözü valley, detailed geological mapping demonstrates that so called Beypazarı - Çayırhan or Beypazarı Monocline is a fault-propagating fold related to blind thrusting (Figure 4). In the geological map of northern Beypazarı, the dark yellow, well lithified, easily distinguished volcanoclastic unit is particularly chosen to show overall structure of the area. The volcanoclastic unit is composed of poorly sorted lava blocks in tuff matrix and also contains sand size volcanic material. The unit is competent and well bedded. The upper and lower part of the volcanoclastic unit is made up of white marl, claystone, siliceous limestone and tuff. According to the previous description of the formations (Helvacı, 2010; Apaydın, 2010) it can be said that the volcanoclastic unit overlies the Hırka formation (Figure 4).

fault-related folding mechanisms in the thrust belts; (1) fault-bend folding: It develops in response to ramp-flat geometry of the thrust surface (Suppe, 1983) and (2) fault-propagation folding: which develops on the tip of a blind thrust where shortening is transferred to the folding (Suppe, 1985; Mitra, 1990; Suppe and Medwedeff, 1990). In the fault-bend folding, the forelimb has low dip angle compared to the fault-propagating folds with the highly dipping forelimb angle which is sometime even overturned (Calamita et al., 2012). Three models has been proposed for the fault-propagating folds in a fold-thrust belt (Jabbour et al., 2012). In the self-similar model, it is accepted that there is no rotation on the forelimb during folding. Fold geometry would be unchanged while anticline is growing. The interlimb angle remains constant (Suppe, 1985). In the time variant model, forelimb is rotated and the angle between limbs is not consistent (Mitra 1990). In the trishear model, fold developed gradually within the triangle zone on a tip of thrust fault (Erslev, 1991; Hardy and Ford, 1997; Allmendinger, 1998) (Figure 3).

Figure 2- Stratigraphy of the Beypazarı-Çayırhan basin with no scale (Helvacı, 2010).

Figure 3- Three models of fault-propagation fold (Jabbour et al., 2012).
In the Beypazarı town, Neogene sequence is inclined up to 70° towards SE, but this inclination gradually becomes less (30°) towards north and reach 10° around Üçkızlar Tepe (Figures 4 and 5). In the north of Üçkızlar Tepe, beds are dipping 15° NW. These observations show that the structure reported previously as Beypazarı monocline in the literature is an asymmetric anticline. There is no horizontal limb of fold to interpret the structure as monocline. We propose the formation of asymmetric anticline is related to a fault propagation system, which can be observed clearly on the western slope of the Erenler Tepe (Figure 6), where the hanging wall moved towards NW on the SE dipping fault surface as indicated by drag folds. The continuation of this fault towards WNW can be traced on the eastern slopes of the road located in the İnözü valley as at least three semi-parallel SE dipping fault surfaces (Figure 7).
Figure 5- a) Panoramic view of the Üçkızlar anticline in the SE of İnözü valley and (b) location of the Beypazarı blind fault. For location see figure 4.

Figure 6- a) The effect of the Erenler back-thrust on volcanoclastic unit. b) detail view of drag folds. For photo locations see figure 4.

Figure 7- a) The back-thrusts in the İnözü valley. b) The continuation of the Erenler back-thrust in the İnözü valley effects the volcanoclastic unit. c) On the footwall of the Erenler back-thrust, location of semi-parallel back-thrusts. Red arrows indicate thrust surfaces. For details see figures 8 and 9, for location see figure 4.
The drag folds developed in the white marl, tuff and claystone under the volcanoclastic unit clearly indicate that hanging wall movement is towards NW (Figure 8). Upward continuation of these thrust faults cannot be observed and they were developed as blind thrusts (Figure 9). In the north of Beypazarı, main structure is an asymmetric anticline with SE vergence. For this reason, observed NW movement on the SE dipping thrust surfaces can be evaluated as back-thrusts. One can reach a conclusion that the Üçkızlar asymmetric anticline is a fault-propagation fold related to the NW dipping blind thrust (Figure 10), named as Beypazarı blind thrust. This thrust cannot be seen on the surface but its back-thrusts are clearly observed on the road cut of the İnözü valley and western slope of the Erenler Tepe as mentioned above. Therefore the term “Beypazarı monocline” should be changed to “Beypazarı fault-propagation folds” (Figure 10).

Inside the İnözü valley, around Yediler Türbesi, miniature structures of siliceous layers in the marl unit indicate that the movement is towards SE in the N70°E, 15°NW thrust system (Figure 11). These miniature structures mimic the main structure of Beypazarı blind thrust.

Further to north in the İnözü valley, near the Beypazarı mineral water factory, Neogene sequence is folded again. There are two different anticlines following each other very closely. The smaller southern one is called Kilci anticline (Figures 10 and 12), while the northern one is named as Başören anticline and its southern limb dips more steeply relative to northern limb. These asymmetric anticlines can be traced on the valley of Alan dere, which is located on the west of the İnözü valley (Figures 10 and 13). In the Alan dere, when we closely examine steeply dipping southern limb, it can be recognized that the bedding in the inner part of the anticline has relatively higher angle than the outer part. In other words, dip values of bedding gradually decrease from inner part to outer part of the anticline (Figure 14). This demonstrates that a blind fault is responsible for the formation of the Başören asymmetrical anticline. In the deeper part, the amount of displacement on the thrust fault is higher therefore, we would expect more steep dipping at the inner part of an anticline, but near the surface, the amount of displacement on the blind thrust gradually decreases that in turn creates gentle dipping bedding towards the outer part of the anticline. In the upper section of the sedimentary sequence the effect of deformation gradually disappears. This feature demonstrates that the structures can be attributed to a fault-propagation folding (Figures 10 - 14).

In the investigated area, Beypazarı blind thrust, Erenler back thrust, Kilci blind thrust and Başören blind thrust constitute the Beypazarı Blind Thrust Zone (BBTZ) (Figure 10).

Further to north, in the Boyalı village, the basement, Jurassic-Cretaceous limestone, shows a normal faulted / overlapped relationship with the Neogene sequence. Although its primary position is altered, this relationship can be evaluated as an evidence for normal fault controlled deposition of Neogene sedimentary unit as suggested by Yağmurlu et al. (1988) (Figure 10).

5. Seismicity and Focal Mechanism Solutions

Beypazarı Blind Thrust can be followed easily from SW of Çayırhan to the NE of Beypazarı due
to different dips of bedding in the sedimentary units (Figure 15a). The trending of BBTZ, which consists of the Beypazarı, Kilci and Başören blind thrusts and the Erenler back thrust, and the earthquake activity of the region overlap each other (Figure 15a). Based on the data provided by Boğaziçi University Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research Institute (KOERI) the earthquake activity contains seismic events having a range of magnitudes 2.5 and 4.2. The focal mechanism solutions of the events occurred between 2002-2013 (their locations and magnitudes were calculated by KOERI) are determined from P-wave first motion polarities in this study. Therefore the FPFIT algorithm (Reasenberg and Oppenheimer, 1985) based on the first motion polarity was used. The focal mechanism parameters of the events computed in this study are given in table 1.

The focal mechanisms of the recent earthquakes show that some of the seismic activity is related to thrust faulting (event no: 10, 12, 15, 16, 19, 20) (Table 1; Figure 15a). The other focal mechanism solutions indicate strike-slip faulting with both right and left lateral movements (event no: 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 18). For this reason, it is interpreted that these strike-slip focal mechanism solutions may be related to the tear faulting in the thrust systems. Unmeasured strike slip fault surfaces remotely observed on the steep slopes of the İnözü valley must be related to these tear faults. The third group of focal mechanism solutions are related to normal faulting (event no: 3, 9, 17). These normal faults, semi-parallel to the thrusts are similar to the western margin of Eldivan-Elmadağ Pinched Crustal Wedge (Seyitoğlu et al., 2000; 2009) that were interpreted as compression induced normal faults (Ring and Glodny, 2010).

Result of the structural analysis of overall focal mechanism solutions is compatible with the Beypazarı Blind Thrust Zone. The strike of overall thrust surface obtained from kinematic analysis of the fault-slip data of the focal mechanism solutions is parallel to the blind thrusts shown in this paper and the principle stress direction is perpendicular to the fold axes (Figure 15b).

Figure 9- a) In the İnözü valley, the semi-parallel blind thrust developed on the footwall of the Erenler back-thrust. b) The fault surface and slicken lines of the thrust and their lower hemisphere stereographic projection.

Figure 10- The geological cross section of NW Beypazarı. The position of basal thrust is interpretive. For location see figure 4.
6. Discussions

“Beypazarı Monocline” vs. “Beypazarı fault-propagation folds”: Almost all definitions of a monocline mentioned nearly horizontal bedding on both sides of steeply dipping beds. These definitions indicate that previous “Beypazarı flexure or Beypazarı monocline” terminology used in the Turkish geology literature do not represent the structure in the Beypazarı town. Because detailed geological mapping presented in this paper documents that steeply dipping bedding belongs to a limb of asymmetrical anticline. The other limb is not horizontal as in the definition of monocline but dipping opposite side up to 15° (Üçkızlar anticline). This paper also documents that the Üçkızlar anticline is located between Beypazarı blind thrust and its back-thrusts. Additionally, the Kilci and Başören anticlines are recognized in this study and their relationship with the blind thrusting is demonstrated. Therefore, regional structure should be defined as “Beypazarı fault-propagation folds”.

The causes of deformation: In the NW central Anatolia, recently determined Eldivan-Elmadağ Pinched Crustal Wedge (EPCW) indicate that the deformation effected Neogene units have neotectonic character and they are developed as a result of interaction between the North Anatolian Fault Zone and Kırıkkale-Erbaa Fault Zone that creates NW-SE contraction (Seyitoğlu et al., 2000; 2009). Later, a
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Depth (km)</th>
<th>Mag. Ns Gap (°)</th>
<th>Dmn (km)</th>
<th>Rms (s)</th>
<th>Erh (km)</th>
<th>Erz (km)</th>
<th>Nfm Plane 1</th>
<th>Plane 2</th>
<th>P-axis</th>
<th>T-axis</th>
<th>Azm (°)</th>
<th>Plng (°)</th>
<th>Azm (°)</th>
<th>Plng (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2002.11.27</td>
<td>02:06:05.66</td>
<td>40.2692</td>
<td>32.0803</td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>295.50</td>
<td>75.04</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2006.08.28</td>
<td>18:54:19.97</td>
<td>40.2622</td>
<td>32.0803</td>
<td>12.14</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>26.04</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>295.50</td>
<td>75.04</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2006.12.07</td>
<td>22:54:21.97</td>
<td>40.2657</td>
<td>32.0803</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>295.50</td>
<td>75.04</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>01:51:40.49</td>
<td>40.2998</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2009.01.11</td>
<td>02:11:40.49</td>
<td>40.2485</td>
<td>32.1133</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The hypocentral and focal mechanism solutions of the seismic events between Beypazarı and Çayırhan.
similar Abdüsselam Pinched Crustal Wedge (APCW) is defined and it is stated that triangle-like area between the North Anatolian Fault Zone, Eskişehir Fault Zone and the Kırıkkale-Erbaa Fault Zone is under NW-SE contraction (Esat and Seyitoğlu, 2010; Esat, 2011; Esat et al., 2016; Esat et al., 2017). Inside the triangle-like area, positions of main contractional structures are different (Figure 1). EPCW, is located between Ankara and Çankırı and has a NNE-SSW trend (Seyitoğlu et al., 2009). In the west of Ankara, APCW has NE-SW trend (Esat, 2011; Esat et al., 2017). The Beypazarı blind thrust zone (BBTZ, its details given in this paper) has ESE-WSW trend. In the NW central Anatolia, the strikes of main contractional structures gradually change from NNE to WSW, this situation must be related to a triangle-like area getting narrower towards west. It is considered that the interaction between the North Anatolian Fault and the Eskişehir Fault created deformation around Beypazarı as previously suggested by Yağmurlu et al. (1988).

The relationship between the earthquake activity and Beypazarı Blind Thrust Zone: The focal mechanism solutions presented in this paper indicate that Beypazarı Blind Thrust Zone (BBTZ) is an active structure (Figures 15a and b). There is an epicenter distribution on the SE of BBTZ. These data indicate that BBTZ is continuing towards SE with a basal thrust. As indicated by the focal mechanism solution of earthquake number 12 (Table 1; Figure 15a), the basal thrust must be shallow dipping towards NW.
The focal mechanism solutions are related to both thrust and strike-slip faulting. The lacking of dominantly right and left lateral strike-slip solutions may indicate that they are related to tear faulting. Similarly, in the NE of the study area, the main and aftershocks of 2000.08.22 Uruş earthquake (M: 4.3) provide solutions of both thrust and strike-slip faulting. Kaplan (2004) attributed these focal mechanism solutions to the NE-SW trending left lateral Uruş (Çeltikçi) fault zone, but these seismic events may well be related to Beypazarı Blind Thrust Zone and related NW-SE trending right lateral tear faulting.

7. Conclusions

The structure known as “Beypazarı flexure” or “Beypazarı monocline” in the Turkish geology literature is in fact a fault-propagation folds related to blind thrusting. For this reason, the name of “Beypazarı fault-propagation folding” is proposed in this paper. All of the blind thrusts that played a role to create this structure are named as the Beypazarı Blind Thrust Zone (BBTZ). Seismic activity and focal mechanism solutions show that BBTZ is an active neotectonic structure. BBTZ is an important element with EPCW and APCW which take up the internal deformation of Anatolian plate between NAFZ, EFZ and KEFZ (Figure 1).
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ABSTRACT

In the Çamardı (Niğde) district, the Niğde Massif is composed of marbles, gneisses, quartzites and amphibolites. These rocks of the Massif have been cut by Cretaceous aged granodiorities. The Paleocene-Eocene aged low-grade metamorphic rocks constitute the autochthonous cover of the Massif. These units are tectonically overlain by the Upper Cretaceous-Paleocene aged fyschoid and island arc type rocks. The Oligocene-Quaternary aged terrestrial and volcanic rocks constitute the youngest units of the district. The metamorphites of the Niğde Massif have been subjected to at least four phase ductile deformation (D1, D2, D3, and D4) and folding. Through the D1 deformation phase, the rocks of the Massif have been folded as recumbent-isoclinal folds (F1-F2 phase folding) and have gained a structure with a foliation (S1) which is parallel to the axial planes. Owing to the isoclinal and intense folding of the bedding planes (S0) of the rocks, bedding transposition have developed and transposed folding structures have formed. Through the D2 phase deformation, the rocks have been subjected to extension. Whitney and Dilek (1998) in their work, mention that the Niğde Massif, during the Alpine Orogenesis has been subjected to crustal thickening and associated with it Barrowian type metamorphism and during this process the Massif has been subjected to extension. Whitney and Dilek (1998) in their work, mention that the Niğde Massif, during the Alpine Orogenesis has been subjected to crustal thickening and associated with it Barrowian type metamorphism and during this process the Massif has been subjected to extension. The geometry of the F3 phase folds reflects cuspate-lobate structure which is the folding type peculiar to the districts where basement rocks and cover rocks have been deformed together.

Keywords:
Çamardı, the Niğde Massif, polyphase deformation, cuspate-lobate structure

1. Introduction

The study area comprises Çamardı county of Niğde province and its surroundings (Figure 1). The Yozgat-Çorum Massif is one of the most important structural elements in the geological evolution of Turkey (Ketin, 1966; Kırşehir Block, Gö Tür et al., 1984; The Central Anatolian Crystalline Complex, Gençioğlu et al., 1991). In the area, high grade metamorphic rocks of the Paleozoic-Mesozoic aged Niğde Massif which belongs to the Kırşehir Massif and the Late Cretaceous-aged granodioritic rocks intruded into them constitute the basement of the district (Blumenthal, 1941; Viljoen and İleri, 1973; Kleyn, 1968; Gençioğlu, 1977; Dellal Laş and Aksu, 1986).

Most of the studies carried out in the study area and its near surroundings are related to stratigraphy and mineral researches (Yetiş, 1978; Kuşçu, 1992). Detailed structurally weighted works have been carried out in the other sections of the Kırşehir Massif (Seymen, 1981a,b, 1982, 1983 and Göncüoğlu, 1991, 1993). There are also some structurally weighted works that have been carried out in the Niğde Massif. Whitney and Dilek (1998) in their work, mention that the Niğde Massif, during the Alpine Orogenesis has been subjected to crustal thickening and associated with it Barrowian type metamorphism; and afterwards depending on the developed magmatism it has been subjected to high temperature-low pressure metamorphism and during this process the Massif has been subjected to extension. Whitney and Dilek (2001) in their work, have carried out studies related to the metamorphism and exhumation of the rocks belonging to Kırşehir, Akdağ, Aksaray and Niğde Blocks which constitute the Central Anatolian Crystalline Complex, and stated in their work that the rocks belonging to the Niğde Massif possess different metamorphism properties compared to the others. Gautier et al. (2002) in their work have tried to reveal the geological evidences of the pre-Eocene exhumation of the Niğde
Massif. Whitney et al. (2003) in their work, have tried to establish the phases of the regional metamorphism and deformation of the rocks belonging to the Niğde Massif and the emplacement mechanism of the Üçkapılı Granodiorite and its age. And Whitney et al. (2007) in their work, have examined the Niğde Massif situated in the region between strike-slip fault zones, according to temperature-deformation properties.

They mention that the regional metamorphism observed in the Niğde Massif corresponds to the same age as the other massifs (Kırşehir, etc.), however, its deformation types differ from the deformation types of the other massifs. Umhoefer et al. (2007) mention in their work that the rocks belonging to the Niğde Massif have developed under the influence of yo-yo tectonics which has developed within the region situated between the strike-slip faults and possess also a vertical component and which have given rise to the burial and exhumation of the basement and cover rocks. According to this, the rocks belonging to the Massif have been subjected to burial during Late Cretaceous era and at the same time have been subjected to metamorphism and deformation. And during pre-Tertiary era, the basement rocks have exhumed and given material to the Tertiary aged rocks. And in the second burial phase, the basement and cover rocks have been subjected to re-burial and lower grade metamorphism. Afterward, these units have exhumed again during Miocene (17-9 my).

Whitney et al. (2008) in their work have carried out fission track dating on the minerals obtained from the rocks belonging to the Niğde Massif and determined the periods of the burial and exhumation of the yo-yo tectonics. Gautier et al. (2008) mention in their work that the Niğde Massif which constitutes the south edge of the Central Anatolian Crystalline Complex is composed of two structural elements, its lower section is the section that has gained a dome structure by migmatites, and its upper section is composed of metamorphites which display lower metamorphism. They also mention that between these two sections, an extensional detachment zone has developed, and the Niğde Massif has exhumed in this way and has supplied material to the Late Maastrichtian aged units in the Ulukışla Basin which is in the form of a graben and which has developed on the hanging wall by way of southward dipping normal faults developed afterwards. The writers have stated that within the Niğde Massif, the direction of the movement observed in the slip zones which is towards south-southwest and the direction of the regional scale thrusts developed during the Alpine Orogenesis are in conformity with each other. Genç and Yürür (2010) have examined, in their work, the extensional tectonic regime developed during Cenozoic era, along the line between Konya and Yozgat, in the massifs belonging to the Central Anatolia Region. The writers have mentioned the uplift of the rocks of the Massif by the thin skin detachment faults developed in this region after Late Cretaceous era depending on the extensional tectonic regime and have tried to explain the relation of the volcanism observed in the Cappadocia region with these events.

Idleman et al. (2014) in their work, have determined the burial and exhumation of the Massif according to \(^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}\) analyses carried out on the muscovite and alkali feldspars obtained from the rocks of the Niğde Massif. They have stated that the first exhumation of the Massif has occurred during pre-Paleogene period and the massif and the Paleogene-aged units have been subjected to re-burial and undergone metamorphism in the greenschist facies.

2. Lithostratigraphy

In the Çamardı district, the rocks belonging to the Massif have been differentiated as Gümüşler metamorphites at the bottom, and Aşıgediği metamorphites on the top (Demircioğlu, 2001 and Demircioğlu and Eren, 2003). The rocks of the Massif
have been cut by Late Cretaceous aged Üçkapılı Granodiorites (Kleyn, 1968; Viljoen and İleri, 1973; Göncüoğlu, 1977 and 1985). The basement units which have been subjected to high grade metamorphism during pre-Paleocene era have been unconformably covered by Late Cretaceous-Eocene aged rocks that have been subjected to low-grade metamorphism, Pliocene-Quaternary aged slope debris and alluviums.

2.1. Gümüşler Metamorphites

With in the study area, the high grade metamorphic rocks that are prevalent on the south and north limbs (Figure 2) the map scale recumbent fold have been called within 'Niğde Series' by Tromp (1942), ‘Lower Series’ by Kleyn (1970), and 'Maden formation' by Viljoen and İleri (1973). And Göncüoğlu (1977) has named these rocks Gümüşler formation in the detailed works that he carried out in the Niğde Massif.

The gneisses that constitute the most part of the Gümüşler metamorphites display extensive outcrops in the study area. They have thicknesses ranging from several centimeters up to hundreds of meters. Their outward appearance is gray, brown, and black colored and they display distinct foliation planes. Whitney et al. (1998) state in their work that the gneisses within the rocks belonging to the Massif show sillimanite gneiss feature and indicate high grade metamorphism depending on the regional metamorphism. In Demircioğlu (2001) work, large quantities of sillimanite have been encountered during the petrographic examination carried out on the gneisses in the Gümüşler metamorphites. As Demircioğlu and Eren (2000), Demircioğlu (2001), and Eren and Demircioğlu (2003) have stated in their work, Umhoefer et al. (2007) and Idleman et al. (2014) mention in their work that the Paleocene-Eocene aged units within the study area have been subjected to low-grade metamorphism.

One of the rocks which show alternation with the gneisses and amphibolites is the marbles that possess thicknesses up to 20 meters and display various outward appearances. These marbles have been named ‘Asmaca marbles’ in the work of Demircioğlu (2001). The crystal sizes of the marbles having colors varying from light yellow to white range from macrocrystalline to microcrystalline. And glassy white and yellowish colored quartzites are distinguished as Alıçlıboyun quartzite (Demircioğlu, 2001). These quartzites display alternations with the gneisses and marbles as thin bands.

2.2. Aşıgediği Metamorphites

The metamorphic rocks which crop out in the core of the recumbent fold in the middle section of the study area have been examined within Niğde series by Tromp (1942) and within Niğde Complex by Blumenthal (1952). The same unit has been named ‘Upper series’ by Kleyn (1970), ‘Kılavuz formation’ by Viljoen and İleri (1973), and ‘Aşıgediği formation’ by Atabey et al. (1990). Tromp (1942) has given their age as Devonian.

The marbles constitute the most predominant rocks of the Aşıgediği metamorphites which constitute the uppermost horizon of the Niğde Massif. Alternating with the marbles, metacherts, amphibolites and quartzites are also present within the unit. Demircioğlu (2001), in his work, has named these amphibolites showing alternations with the marbles ‘Çingillitepe amphibolites’. They possess a highly folded structure on the map scale, too (Figure 2). They display outward appearances having colors varying from dark brown to black. Their schistosity planes are fairly conspicuous. These planes are in a position parallel to the bandings in the marbles with which they show alternation. This situation is an indication which shows that they have been subjected to the same deformations and metamorphism as the marbles. Their thicknesses range from several centimeters up to hundreds of meters. The metacherty marbles are situated at the transition zones with the Gümüşler metamorphites on each limb of the recumbent fold. The metacherty horizons can show thicknesses from 1 centimeter to 15 centimeters. They present light brown-beige colored appearances. They show competent material feature within the marbles. They have gained boudinage and pinch and swell structure feature depending on the tensions.

2.3. Üçkapılı Granodiorite

The Üçkapılı Granodiorite most prevalently crops out in Üçkapılı village and its surroundings to the north of the study area (Göncüoğlu, 1977 and 1985). In the south it is observed as smaller intrusions. Their appearance is highly fractured and they show widespread alteration. The granodiorite which cuts the metamorphites belonging to Massif is covered by Paleocene-Eocene aged rocks (Figure 2). According
Figure 2: Geological map of the study area and geologic cross sections (Demircioglu, 2001).
to the study of Göncüoğlu (1977 and 1985) its age is Cenomanian-Maastrichtian.

2.4. Cover Units

In the study area, the Niğde Massif is unconformably covered by Late Cretaceous-Quaternary aged units. The first assemblage of the cover units is constituted by the Celaller and Eskiburç groups which have developed depending on the opening and closing of the Ulukışla Basin in the district. They unconformably cover the metamorphites belonging to the Niğde Massif and the Üçkapılı Granodiorite (Figure 3). Within the Çamardı formation there are pebbles belonging to the Üçkapılı Granodiorite.

The Paleocene-Eocene aged Celaller Group comprises the Paleocene-Eocene aged Çamardı formation and the Eocene-aged Evliyatepe formation. The Celaller Group is tectonically overlain by the Eskiburç Group in the district. The Eskiburç Group is composed of Late Cretaceous-Paleocene aged Ulukışla migmatites and Paleocene-Eocene aged Ovacık formation. They show lateral-vertical transitions with each other. These units have been subjected to low-grade metamorphism (Demircioğlu and Eren, 2000, 2001 and Demircioğlu and Eren, 2003). The above-mentioned units are unconformably covered by the Oligocene-Quaternary aged neo-autochthonous post-orogenic rocks in the district.

3. Structural Geology

According to Göncüoğlu et al. (1981), the rocks belonging to the Niğde Massif are Paleozoic-Mesozoic aged and have been influenced by orogenic activities prior to Late Cretaceous era. Göncüoğlu (1981) states in his work that the rocks belonging to the Massif have been folded and faulted through a deformation having at least 3 phases, one of the phases solid and the other two plastic. Atabey et al. (1986) states that the Caledonian and Hercynian Orogenesis have influenced only the Niğde Massif; but, the Alpine Orogenesis have influenced both the Massif and the young units covering the Massif. Henden (1983) states in his work that the main structure in the district is constituted by dome structures depending on the granitoid intrusion.

For the detailed structural analysis of the Massif, the structural map of the district has been constructed and the area has been separated into sub-areas depending on the trend of map and mesoscopic scale structures (Figure 4). Accordingly, the study area has been separated into four sub-areas as the Ortakaya sub-area, the Akgedik sub-area, the Kartalkaya sub-area, and

![Figure 3- The contact between Üçkapılı Granodiorite and Çamardı formation.](image-url)
Figure 4: Structural map of the study area and sub-areas.
the Ören sub-area. Field observations and mesoscopic analyses demonstrate that the metamorphites of the Niğde Massif have been subjected to a ductile deformation (folding) having at least five phases (\(F_1\), \(F_2\), \(F_3\), \(F_4\), \(F_5\)) (Figure 4).

Through the \(D_1\) phase deformation (\(F_1\) phase folding), the rocks of the Massif have been subjected to map scale recumbent-isoclinal folding and have gained a structure with a \(S_1\) -foliation (with gneissose banding) which is parallel to the fold axis planes (Figure 5a). \(F_1\) -phase folds are encountered mostly in the sections of the study area where there is marble/metachert alternation (Figure 5b). The folds of this phase are generally in the form of recumbent-isoclinal folds and in appearance present similar fold features.

Again through \(D_2\) phase deformation, in the district, (coaxial) Type-3 type folded folds have developed as a result of the overlying of the coaxial \(F_2\) phase folds the \(F_1\) phase folds (Figure 5 c, d).

During this phase, as a result of the isoclinal and intense folding of the bedding planes (\(S_0\)) and the rupture of the more competent material within the rock, bedding transposition has developed and transposed folding structures have developed (Figure 5c, f and Figure 6a). The metacherts in the marbles have gained pinch and swell structure depending on the extension during folding (Figure 6b). The metacherts occasionally display pseudo-bedding feature, too (Figure 6c). These structures prove that in the Çamardı district, notwithstanding the intense metamorphism, the primary structures have been preserved.

Through \(D_3\) phase deformation, northeast-southwest trending and dipping both northeast and southwest map scale folds (\(F_3\) phase folding) have developed (Figure 4).

As a result of the interference of \(F_1\)-\(F_2\) and \(F_3\) phase folds, in the district, folds, generated by Type-2 folding, have formed (mushroom folds) (Figure 6b). Second phase mesoscopic folds are of tight-isoclinal geometry and display asymmetrical and inclined fold feature.

In the study area, as a result of \(D_3\) phase folding a large dome structure has developed in the district (\(F_3\) phase folding). This folding is most probably the result of the deformation that the Üçkapılı Granodiorite formed while it was intruding into the rocks of the Massif. \(D_4\) phase deformation has deformed both the Massif and the Paleocene-Eocene aged cover rocks simultaneously (Figure 4). The folds which have formed during this phase (\(F_3\) phase folding belonging to the Massif) have formed map scale synformal and antiformal structures that are trending approximately perpendicular to \(F_3\) phase, plunging southeast and have northwest-southeast trend.

As a result of this deformation (\(D_4\)), cuspate-lobate type structures have developed which are peculiar to the districts where basement rocks and Paleocene-Middle Eocene aged cover rocks have been deformed together. As a result of the folding, the cover units have formed tight synclinals inside the rocks of the Massif, and the basement rocks have formed, towards the cover units, map scale folds having broad and round anticlinal geometry (Figure 4). The Üçkapılı Granodiorite in the area has gained meta granodiorite feature and fracture systems have developed in it.

In the study area, for the geometrical analysis of the map scale folds, foliation (gneissose banding), banding, and schistosity measurements have been taken from the rocks belonging to the Massif, and these have been evaluated on the stereographic projection depending on the sub-areas (Figure 7).

In the Kartalkaya sub-area, when the banding measurements of the Aşıgediği marbles and the banding measurements in the quartzites are jointly evaluated, fold axis trends are observed in almost every direction (probably depending on the dome structure) (Figure 4). However, the general fold axis trend in this area has been determined as N58E/20NE (Figure 7a).

In the Akgedik sub-area, when the bandings observed in the marbles and the measurements of the schistosity planes in the amphibolites are evaluated on the diagram, the general fold axis trend in this area has been determined as N44E/12SW (Figure 7b).

These fold axis trends obtained from the Kartalkaya and the Akgedik sub-areas correspond to the \(F_3\) -phase folding phase.

It is observed that the mesoscopic fold axis trends determined in the Ören sub-area are in every direction (Figure 4). Also, when the fold axis trends measured
Figure 5- Folds and structural elements observed in the rocks of the Massif.

a - Recumbent-isoclinal folding and structure with S1-foliation (with gneissose banding) parallel to the fold planes

b - F1 phase folds in sections with marble-metachert alternation

c, d - (coaxial) Type-3 type folded folds developed in the district as a result of the overlying of the coaxial F2 phase folds the F1 phase folds

e, f - bedding transposition-transposed folding structures developed as a result of the isoclinal and intense folding of the bedding planes (S0) and the rupture of the more competent material within the rock.
Figure 6: Structures observed in the rocks of the Massif.

- a. Bedding transposition and transposed fold structures observed in the gneisses within the Gümüşler metamorphites,
- b. In the Aşıgediği metamorphites, pinch and swell structure depending on the extension in the metacherts within the marbles,
- c. Pseudo-bedding observed in the metacherts,
- d. Type-2 type folded folds (mushroom folds) developed as a result of the interference of F₁-F₂ and F₃ phase.

In this area are evaluated on the diagram, it has been determined that the fold axis trends are in every direction (Figure 7c). This situation can be related to the doming developed in the area depending on the intrusion of the Üçkapılı Granodiorite, and the folding developed depending on it (D₃-phase deformation). It is thought that this doming has also caused the folding of the rocks belonging to the Massif (F₄-phase folding).

In the Ortakaya sub-area, the general fold axis trend obtained as a result of the evaluation of the foliation measurements, taken from the gneisses belonging to the Gümüşler metamorphites, on the diagram, has been determined as N56W/14SE (Figure 7d).

When the mesoscopic fold axes measured in the same sub-area are evaluated on the diagram, it is observed that the general trends of the fold axes are tending northwest-southeast and the plunge of these axes are toward southeast (Figure 7e). These fold axis trends give the F₅-phase fold axis trend of the Massif, and are in conformity with the map scale fold trends obtained from the Paleocene-Eocene cover rocks (the fold axes obtained from the bedding positions measured from the formations of the Celaller Group and the Eskiburç group and belong to F₁ and F₂ phase of the cover units) (Figure 7f and Figure 7g) (Eren and Demircioğlu, 2003). As to the fold axis trends of the cover units, it has been found as N43W/28SE in the units of the Celaller group (Figure 7f) and as N46W/40SE in the units of the Eskiburç group (Figure 7g) (Eren and Demircioğlu, 2008).

When the general banding measurements obtained from the marbles and the quartzites belonging to
the Aşıgediği metamorphites have been evaluated on the diagram, the general fold axis trends have been determined as N52W/16SE and N78E/15SW (Figure 7h). Of these fold axis trends, the fold axis with N52W/16SE trend is in conformity with the fold axis trend obtained from the Ortakaya sub-area (F5 phase folding). And the fold axis with N78E/15SW trend shows similarity to the fold axis trend (F3-phase folding) obtained from the Akgedik sub-area.

In the study area, when the mesoscopic fold axes trends measured in the rocks of the Massif are evaluated on the diagram (stereographic projection), it is observed that the fold axes trends show distribution in every direction (Figure 7k). This situation is an indication which shows that the rocks of the Massif have been subjected to deformation in every direction and depending on it to polyphase folding.

In the study area, there are some situations showing similarities and differences with the previous studies. In the previous studies; there are differences between the geologic map used by Gautier et al. (2002, 2008), Whitney et al. (2003, 2007), Idleman et al. (2014) and the geologic map used by Demircioğlu (2001). In addition, while the studies carried out after 2000 are generally related to the burial-exhumation and the metamorphism of the Niğde Massif, this study aims to reveal the polyphase deformation of the rocks belonging to the Massif and the developed fold-fold interference types. During the burial-exhumation, yo-yo tectonics and metamorphism of the rocks belonging to the Massif, the rocks have been subjected to polyphase folding and fold interference structures have formed.

In the study area, during the thin section examinations carried out on the metasandstones taken from the Paleocene-Eocene aged units, which have been mentioned in this study as cover units without giving into detail, asymmetrical pressure shadow structures have been determined that have developed in the ductile detachment zones. These structures might be the indication of a detachment fault developed after Middle Eocene. In addition, within the metasandstones of Middle Eocene aged Evliyatepe formation, the existence of outcrop scale sigmoidal veins developed in the brittle-ductile slip zones has been determined (Demircioğlu, 2001). In the rocks of the Massif, a thrust fault developed on the map scale is present. It is thought that this thrust has formed during the compressions causing map scale folding (D4-phase deformation).

According to this study, differing from the previous studies, in the study area, the metamorphic rocks of the Niğde Massif have been subjected to a deformation with at least 4 phases (D1-D2-D3-D4). 5-phase folding (F1-F2-F3-F4-F5) has developed in the rocks belonging to the Massif. Within the rocks of the Massif, depending on the deformations and foldings, mesoscopic fold axes have developed which are trending-plunging in every direction.
Through D1 phase deformation, the metamorphic rocks have been subjected to recumbent-isoclinal folding and they have formed coaxial Type-3 type fold structures with the development of F1 and F2 phase foldings.

Through D2 phase deformation, the rocks of the Massif have been re-folded (F3 phase folding) and as a result of the fold interference, they have formed mushroom-shaped Type-2 type folds. According to the data obtained from the sub-areas, the general fold axis trends belonging to this phase have been found as N58E/20NE and N44E/12SW.

D3 phase deformation has probably developed during the intrusion of the Üçkapılı Granodiorite into the rocks of the Massif and has re-folded the rocks of the Massif (F4 phase folding). During this phase, folds have formed which are trending and plunging in every direction.

Through D4 phase deformation, the rocks of the Massif have been subjected to folding (F5 phase folding). The fold axis trends (N58W/21SE) obtained from the rocks of the Massif and the F1-F2 phase fold axis trends (N43W/28SE and N46W/40SE) of the cover units are compatible with each other.

Again during this phase, the units of the Massif and the units of the cover have been together subjected to folding and have formed cuspate-lobate structures.
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ABSTRACT

The Piramagroon anticline (or Piramagrun Mountain) elongates directly to the northwest of Sulaimani city, Northeast Iraq and its southeastern part contains two other anticlines, named Harmetool and Yakhkhy anticlines in addition to their complementary synclines and many other smaller folds. The anticline has experienced intense search for oil in the last few years and a well is drilled to a depth of 3000 meters but, any evidence of oil or gas wasn’t found. In the present study, the southeastern part has been studied stratigraphically and structurally and the previous studies have been critically reviewed which may help to reason about the absence of oil in the area. In this study the stratigraphy of the anticline has been determined and Kometan, Gulneri, Dokan, Balambo and Yakhkhy formations have been plotted on a geological map and stratigraphic column and the nannofossils have been used for the aging of intervals with undetermined ages. The thickness of the Gulneri Formation is 2-4 m and by the analysis of nannofossils its age was identified as Late Cenomanian-Early Turonian. Lithology and bedding styles of the Dokan and Upper part of the Balambo formations are very similar to Kometan Formation and they can be determined either by fossils or by using Gulneri Formation as marker bed. The outcrop of the Gulneri Formation is helpful for differentiation since it is soft and can be recognized easily in the field by its darker color. The structure of the anticline is relatively complex as it consists of asymmetrical anticlines with southwest plunge mainly in few places while it changes to overturned fold in others and is deformed by reverse fault. The anticlines are shaped by detachments on the Gulneri and Yakhkhy formations and by the other older soft rocks. The newly formed anticlines have the style of multi-detachment fold or multi-detachment faulted fold.

This part consists of many anticlines; the largest one is called Piramagroon anticline which plunges near Sutka village (Figure 1). The second largest one is locally famous Harmetool anticline (mountain) which is located at the east and southeast of Piramagroon anticline.

Previously, Harmetool anticline is called Sulaimani Anticline by Maala (2008) and Al-Hakari (2011). Other anticlines are Sherkuzh and Yakhkhy which are located at the north and south of the Harmetool anticline with more than four smaller anticlines (Figure 1).

Very recently an oil company has drilled an oil well on the core of the anticline to the depth of 3000 meters. The well is drilled on Sarmord Formation and reached Triassic Formation without striking any trace of oil or gas. The present study is focused on the stratigraphy and structural properties of the southeastern part of Piramagroon anticline. The
study is based on geologic mapping and structural analysis in addition to stratigraphic differentiation by nannofossils. Additionally, by this study it is planned to add more useful data and new geological results to the previous studies such as Aziz et al. (1999) (Figure 2), Maala (2008), Al-Hakari (2011) (Figure 3) and Omar et al (2015).

1.1. Geological Setting

Tectonically, the studied area is part of the northeastern margin of the Arabian Plate, where the previous Early Cretaceous platform has transformed to a foreland basin during the Late Cretaceous (Karim, 2004). According to the tectonic subdivision of Iraq by Buday and Jassim (1987), Jassim and Goff (2006) the study area is considered to be located in the High Folded Zone while it is considered to be located in the Simply Folded Zone at the classification of whole Zagros belt by Ghasemi and Talbot (2006) (Figure 1b).

In the north of the study area (Mawat-Chwarta area) a large graben is located in which ophiolites, Tertiary, and Upper Cretaceous formations are present. The main fault trends are normal, and the movements are predominantly normal. The structural style of the area is characterized by northwest-southeast reverse faults and thrust faults. The faults are associated with the Zagros orogeny, which is a result of the collision of the Arabian and Eurasian plates. The main faults are the Assy fault and the Rukban fault, which are the main structural elements of the area. The Assy fault is a northwest-southeast striking fault, which separates the faulted area from the unfaulted area. The Rukban fault is a north-south striking fault, which separates the study area from the Sistan Basin. The study area has a complex structural style, characterized by the presence of normal faults, thrust faults, and reverse faults. The normal faults are associated with the Zagros orogeny, and the thrust faults are associated with the collision of the Arabian and Eurasian plates.
outcropped. In the Graben, the Main Zagros Thrust can be observed between Qulqula Radiolarian Formation and Red Bed Series. The Upper Cretaceous Formations are Shiranish (marl), Tanjero (sandstone, marl and conglomerate) and Aqra (fossiliferous and detrital limestone) Formations (Karim, 2004; Al-Kubaysi 2008; Sadiq 2010; Özer et al. 2013; Karim and Khanaqa 2014).

Between the Graben and the study area, Azmir anticline and Chaqchaq syncline are located which are dissected by consequent valleys in which best outcrops of Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks are available for geological studies. The formations, on the anticline and in the syncline, have the same properties as those that are exposed on and around Piramagroon anticline and will be discussed in the next sections of this paper in details.

2. Result and Discussion

2.1. Stratigraphy of the Study Area

The stratigraphic study of the southeastern part of Piramagroon anticline is very important in four ways. The first one is that the study area is the zone of facies change between Qamchuqa and Balambo formations (Ameen, 2008). In this area, the thick and massive dolomitic limestone (competent beds) of the Qamchuqa Formation, from the west, changes to well bedded limestone and marly limestone (incompetent) of Balambo Formation. Therefore, the phrase “Qamchuqa/Balambo transition or QBT” is used for the equivalent of Qamchuqa Formation in the transition zone. The second is that the transitional zone, structurally, consists of alternation of competent and incompetent beds which reflect different deformational patterns that are the combination of the two end members. The third is expanding of the urbanization of the Sulaimani city towards the study area which may cover most parts during the forthcoming decade. Fourth is that the boundary between Balambo (or its reefal equivalent of Qamchuqa Formation) and Kometan Formation (Turonian-Campanian) is well exposed in the study area.

The boundary must contain either the rocks of Cenomanian- Turonian ages or events (unconformities). Many authors (Sharland et al., 2001; Al Hussaini and Matthews, 2008; Al-Qayim et al., 2012; Lawa and Gharib, 2009 and Omar et al., 2015) have cited major unconformity in this boundary. Lawa et al. (2011 in Al-Hakari, 2011) have cited that during the early Turonian, the Qulqula Radiolarian Formation and main igneous complexes were uplifted and acted as Hinterland for Foreland basin. Buday

Figure 2- Geological map of the study area which shows two strike-slip faults (Aziz et al., 1999).
(1980) and Jassim and Goff (2006) have refereed that Qulqula Conglomerate Formation had deposited at the top of the Qulqula Radiolarian Formation during the Cenomanian-Turonian age. This deposition is recently referred by Ibrahim, 2009 and Al-Qayim et al. (2012).

The present study, field inspection across many sections, has not revealed any of above signatures. Moreover, the nannofossil analysis of the boundary between Qamchuqa (or Balambo) and Kometan formations showed that the Gulneri and Dokan formations exist in the boundary and unconformities are not observed (Figure 1 and 4). This result agrees with the conclusion of the Karim and Taha (2009) who refused the unconformities that previously established at the base and at the top of the Gulneri Formation in Dokan area. The latter study concluded that the formation consist of marl and marly limestone without black shale. Karim et al. (2013) found both formations on the Azmir and Goizha anticlines and prepared a detail map of the area to the north and east of Sulaimani city which show the outcrops of the two formations.

Previously, Aziz et al. (1999), Maala, (2008) and Al-Hakari, (2011) mapped the study area and
Figure 4- Stratigraphic column of the studied area drawn from the result of the present study.
indicated Qamchuqa, Kometan, Shiranish and Tanjero formations on the crest, upper and lower limbs of the anticline respectively (Figure 1 and 2). The above authors have not recorded the Gulneri and Dokan Formations. In the study area around Sulaimani City Al-Hakari (2011) and Omar et al. (2015) indicated (by stratigraphic column) that there are unconformities between Qamchuqa and Kometan formations where both Dokan and Gulneri formations are missing. About the contact between Kometan and Shiranish Formations, they showed that there is an unconformity between the two formations while the present study didn’t record any unconformities and field and fossil analysis indicated conformable nature of the boundaries of the above four formations.

2.1.1. Gulneri Formation

The Gulneri Formation was first described by Lancaster Jones (1957) and Bellen et al. (1959) near the Dokan Dam site at the west of Sulaimani city, which consists of about 2 m black, bituminous, finely laminated, calcareous shale with glauconite and collophane at its lower part. The age of the formation is Early Turonian (Bellen et al., 1959).

The high bitumen content and dwarfed fossils indicate that the Gulneri Formation was deposited in an euxinic environment (Jassim and Buday, 1987; Jassim and Goff, 2006). The formation is separated by unconformities with both the overlying and the underlying Kometan and Dokan formations respectively (Buday, 1980). The present study found that it consists of well bedded marly limestone mainly and is laminated and oil impregnated occasionally. In all sections, shale has not been found and the observed lithology of marly limestone is same with the conclusion of Karim and Taha (2009) who reused the previous lithology (black shale) of Gulneri Formation at the type section near Dokan dam site. Karim and Taha (2009) has showed that the formation is deposited in the large basin in which Balambo and Kometan Formations are deposited, by model.

In the study area, the upper part of Balambo Formation, Dokan and Kometan formations are very similar in lithology and bedding patterns (Figure 5). They can be separated either by foraminifera study or by identifying Gulneri Formation which is located between the two formations. The latter formation can be observed in the field which appears as a covered dark ribbon between white limestones of Kometan and Balambo Formations. The thickness of Gulneri Formation is about 2-4 m. Between Dokan and Surdash towns, it is located between Dokan and Kometan Formation and it consists of dolomitic limestone without marl and marly limestone but it is thinly bedded and due to this property, it is highly deformed as seen in Tabeen Gorge where Karim (2014) showed a photo of the formation to prove its existence. Therefore, the result of the present study refuses the presence of the Turonian unconformity in North Eastern Iraq that was mentioned before. Lawa et al. (2013) cited an unconformity and mentioned that Dokan and Gulneri formations are not present (an unconformity with duration of 4.7 m.y) in the Tabeen Gorge 4 km to the southeast of Surdash village. Similarly, Omar et al. (2015) have recorded the unconformity and they noted the absence of Dokan and Gulneri Formations (Late Cenomanian to Early Turonian age) at the top of the Balambo and Qamchuqa Formations. They attributed this absence to the reactivations of ChaqChaq fault and tectonic uplifting of the Mawat ophiolite obduction during the Turonian. They further added that the top of the latter two formations are characterized by the disappearance of planktonic foraminiferal, nannoplanktons and palynomorphs. They assigned this gap as Pre-Aruma unconformity and attributed it to ophiolite obductions. In the present study, the sediments of the Gulneri and Dokan Formations are found and they contain in many place both nannofossils and planktonic forams.

2.1.2. Nannofossils Analysis of Gulneri Formation

Omar et al. (2015) cited that the top of Balambo Formation is unconformity and does not contain nannofossils while at the the present study many index nannofossil species which represent the age of Gulneri and Dokan formations have been found in the formation.

In the study area, the outcrops of Gulneri Formation are mostly covered and weathered; therefore, fresh sampling is difficult. For sampling, one meter deep holes have been excavated on the outcrop of the the formation. The six samples have been sent to Romania for nannofossil analysis and age determination. A
A detailed report is prepared by Dr Ramona Balc (ramona.balc@ubbcluj.ro) for the nannofossils which gave the age of Late Cenomanian-Early Turonian for the sampled interval (Figure 6 and 7).

**Nannofossils Species:**

The age of the studied samples is given by the presence of *Corrollithion kennedyi* and *Quadrum intermedium*. The first mentioned species was identified only in one sample (sample 5). Thus, this level falls in UC3d Nannofossil Subzone (Burnett, 1998), which is Late Cenomanian in age. The top of this subzone is defined by the last occurrence (LO) of *C. kennedyi*. Next level (sample 4 and sample 3) covers the Uc3d – UC5b Nannofossil Subzones, the bioevents mark the base of the UC5b which is represented by the first occurrence (FO) of *Quadrum intermedium*. The age of the above mentioned interval is Late Cenomanian. The last level (samples 2 and 1) falls in UC5c Nannofossil Subzone.

![Figure 5- Southwestern side of the Nadoor valley shows the minor folding and stratigraphic differentiations.](image1)

![Figure 6- Species of the result of the nannofossil analysis which gives the age of Late Cenomanian-Early Turonian. Species are: 1. Broinsonia enormis (Sample 1); 2. Corrollithion kennedyi (Sample 5); 3. Cylindralithus sp. (Sample 5); 4. Cylindralithus nudus (Sample 5); 5. Discorhabdus ignotus (Sample 5); 6. Eprolithus floralis (Sample 2); 7. Eiffelithus turriseiffelii (Sample 2); 8. Helenea chiastia (Sample 5); 9. Helicolithus trabeculatus (Sample 5); All photos are taken under XP light.](image2)
Subzone, the base of this subzone is defined by the FO of Q. intermedium (Figure 6). The age of this subzone is Late Cenomanian-Early Turonian.

2.2. Structure of the Study Area

When we examine the accurate analysis held in the preceding sections about the stratigraphy of the study area, the structure analysis kept in more update conditions is much more suitable than the previous studies.

2.2.1. Strike Slip and Reverse Faults

Aziz et al. (1999) have recorded two strike slip faults and called them Sulaimani-Sitak and Chaqchaq strike slip faults. They have indicated the two faults intersecting beneath western part of Sulaimani city (35° 34' 15.40" N and 45° 24' 25.17" E) (Figure 1). They added that the facies change from reefal Qamchuqa Formation to Pelagic Balambo Formation is controlled basically by deep seated Chaqchaq strike slip fault. The same idea is accepted by Ibrahim (2009), Al-Hakari (2011) and Omar et al. (2015) but they showed it diagrammatically as normal listric fault (Figure 8).

The present study doesn’t agree with the citation of the above authors about the effect of the fault on the facies change from reefal limestone to deep pelagic limestone or marl during Early Cretaceous. This disagreement is due to the fact that this facies change is not restricted to the area at north and northeast of Piramagroon anticline but exists in the whole northern Iraq. On the tectonic map of Jassim and Goff (2006), this facies change is indicated as located between the Balambo-Tanjero Zone and High Folded Zones and starts from Chachaq valley and continues to the north of Rawndoz town.

The facies changes of Qamchuqa Formation (shallow reefal limestone) to Balambo Formation (deep pelagic limestone or marl) should not to be controlled by fault because this facies change is very common on the continental margin of the present day oceans where the reefal carbonate on the shelf rapidly (relatively) changes to pelagic limestone or mud on the slope or continental rise. During Early Cretaceous the Arabian platform was part of the continental margin of the New Tethys Ocean. Ameen (2008); Ameen and Karim (2009) and Karim and Taha (2009) have discussed and indicated this facies change without connecting it with faults (Figure 9).

Al-Hakari, (2011) has found two other strike slip faults in the area to the west of the Sulaimani-Sitak fault (Figure 3). The authors of the present study, as a result of the fieldwork, have not found any evidence of these four faults at the west and northwest of the Sulaimani city. The geological mapping has not detected any shifting of the axes of the folds and the topographic features in the studied area (Figure 3). Two reverse faults were observed which have had the displacement less than 20 m, one of them cut the southwestern limb of the Piramagroon Anticline and was observed inside the Yakhyian valley (Figure 10). Another reverse fault is seen on the northeastern limb of Harmetool anticline near the mouth of the Nadoor valley (Figure 11a). These two faults may be anticline break through faults due to the fact that the anticlines are detachment folds and this type of faults are observed commonly in this type of folds.

2.2.2. Type of Anticlines

There are two main anticlines in the studied area which are named Piramagroon and Sulaimani (Harmetool in the present study) anticlines by Maala,
(2008) and both of them are recently mapped by Al-Hakari (2011) who has indicated all the main anticlines as southwest vergent asymmetrical anticlines. It was observed that the above indications are true for those found inside QBT. In some cases the anticlines are reversely faulted by anticline breakthrough fault. However, the folds inside Kometan Formation behaved more or less differently. In addition to asymmetrical anticlines, Kometan Formation contains box and recumbent anticlines (Figure 11d).

Al-Hakari (2011) and Omar et al. (2015) have assigned the anticlines in the studied area as fault propagation folds (Figure 1) but the present study

Figure 8- Paleogeography and tectonics of Late Tithonian-Cenomanian in which listric fault is indicated by: a) Ibrahim (2009), b) Al-Hakari (2009) and Omar et al. (2015).

Figure 11d- Paleogeography of the Arabian Platform during Early Cretaceous which shows facies changes which are not related to fault (Ameen, 2008; Karim and Ameen, 2009).
showed that it is detachment fold. The proof for detachment fold is discussed in detail for during the study of Azmir-Goizha anticline at the north of Sulaimani city by Karim and Ahmad (2014). The detachments of the anticlines occurred on the Gulneri and Sarmord formations and other older soft rocks. The anticlines which were formed are in the style of multi-detachment fold or multi-detachment faulted fold. Al-Hakari (2011) mentioned that the cores of the anticlines in the study area were occupied by Qamchuqa Formation but the present study showed that Balambo and Sarmord Formations exist in the core (Figure 2, 10 and 12).

The absence of the oil in the core of the anticline is attributed, according to the result of the present study, to refolding and intense deformation of the core of the Piramagroon anticline by detachment folding which includes rotation of both limbs and squeezing of the core of the anticline. Al-Hakari (2011) and Omar et al. (2015) assigned that this refolding (parasitic folding) and squeezing, by the above processes, has destroyed any existing reservoir (Figure 5) and its seal more intensely than previous model of fault propagation folds. The latter authors explained that, as shown in the figure 13, open folds, without parasitic folds, are much more suitable for keeping accumulated oil than detachment folds aforementioned in the present study. Another reason for the absence of oil is the deep burial of the targeted rocks which are more than 10 km during Pliocene below Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks before exhumation. The burial temperature was so high that degraded the possible existed oil.

2.2.3. Sulaimani Anticline

This anticline is located inside the western part of Sulaimani city (35° 34′ 15.50′′ N and 45° 24′ 25.15′′ E) and geomorphologically consists of three low hills such as UN and Farouk hills (Figure 14). The plotting of its axis indicates that this anticline, most possibly, is an independent anticline. Previously this anticline is assigned as southeastern plunge of Harmetool anticline by Maala (2008), Al-Hakari (2011) (Fig.13A) and Aziz et al., (1999). The elongation of the axis of Sulaimani anticline coincides with the Sherkuzh anticline (Figure 14a). Al-Hakari (2011) had indicated two strike slip faults that cut this anticline (Figure 3). In this study, only a small strike slip fault was found that strikes nearly east-west (Figure 14b).

3. Conclusion

1-The equivalents of the Dokan and Gulneri Formations are found for the first time in the study area.

2-The unconformities below and above Kometan Formation were not found.

---

Figure 10- Folds in the south eastern limb of Piramagroon anticline, Yakhyian valley, 15 kms to the northwest of Sulaimani city, 3 km to the north of Qamar Taly village.
3-The age of the Gulneri Formation is Late Cenomanian-Early Turonain

4-A new and updated geological map is drawn for the area on which all the formations are differentiated.

5-The most realistic structural analysis of the study area on which new folds and fault is recorded for the first time is revealed.

6-The folds of the area consist of detachment anticlines and synclines and detachments which occurred on marls of the Gulneri, Sarmord Formation and other older rocks.

7-The main faults are reverse faults.

8-The probable reason for the absence of oil is intense refolding and squeezing of the core of the anticline by detachment folds.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, geological and geomorphologic studies having the solution approaches for the coast edge line problem at the marginal-marine environments were realised. Some solutions on the matter were proposed. The eight following locations were chosen: the south of Lara Main Road (1), Aksu River Exit (2), Acisu Stream-2 (3), Ağilsu Stream Exit (4), Köprüçay Exit (5), seashore at the south of Evrenseki (6), seashore at the east of Side (7) and Kızılot (8). Past and new images of the Google Earth satellite views, topographic maps and aerial views; lithological-sedimentological observations, fauna data in sediments, plant cover, artificial structures, previous literature and related law and rules were taken into consideration. Besides the matter were also evaluated in the views of tectonics and sea level changes. From the obtained data two significant subjects are seen as important points on the matter. The first is backward date and validity period in future. The second is effective sea level in height. In fact, recent geomorphologic structure of the eastern Antalya Coasts is the result of mixed functions such as wave, river and wind dominated activities. It is also important to indicate that internal parts of the land also comprise very low elevations up to just a few meters above the sea-level. As a result it is brought out that last and future centuries as a time, observations on the sea level changes in last and future decades as a space should be taken into consideration for the coast edge line solution.

1. Introduction

Coast edge line problem is one of the main controversial problems between citizens and government institutions or organizations. This problem particularly causes some effects on the facilities of farmers and tourism sector investors who have investments in the region. In the literature, different approaches for the solution of the problem are remarkable. Differences in these approaches put forward insolubility instead of the solution. For that reason, long-term legal processes initiate to defend their rights. One of the examples showing this kind of problem is the sea sides of the Antalya coast. Determination of coast edge line around water masses such as lake and marine also seems to be main subject between citizens and government institutions. Related law and regulations which were issued for making use of the public have been changed with some additions and applied since 1982. 43 article of the 1982 basic law, 3086 numbered coastal law, 3621 numbered coastal law issued in the Official Gazette (Resmi Gazete) on 17 April 1990, cancellation decisions of the Turkish Constitution Court on some articles of the law dated on 18.09.1991, and 3830 numbered law including some changes on the 3621 coastal law are important coastal laws and their regulations. The recent applications are based on 3621 numbered coastal law with the changes of the 3830 law and regulations issued in 1992 and 1994. According to the law and regulations; Coast Line is the natural line of sea, natural and artificial lakes and rivers changing with meteorological events except floods. It extends on the combinations of the water points touched to the landmass. In the same law and regulations, Coast Edge Line (Changes: RG-Official Gazette: 30.03.1994-21890) is defined in the mentioned law and regulations as follow: In the low-flattened coastal areas, it is a border towards the landscape including beach and coastal sand dunes, gravel, rocky, stony, reeds and marshes; in the narrow-high coastal areas, it is the upper limit of the slope or cliff. It cannot be changed either when the border is altered by unnatural fillings. The area between coast line and coast edge line is known as Coast (Changes:
The Miocene to Pliocene aged ancient marine and terrestrial sediments occur at the basement at the Antalya coasts (Figure 1). The previous literature present geological maps of the region, Quaternary geology and the ages of the formations based on foraminifera, nannofossil and other marine organisms data (Akay et al., 1985; Şenel, 1997a-c; Ergin et al., 2004; Aysar et al., 2008; Parlar, 2010; Kanbur, 2012; Sagular et al., 2015; İslamoğlu, 2002; İslamoğlu and Taner, 2002, 2003a-c).

Many places in the Eastern Antalya Coasts include low-flattened coastal areas. Many investigations explain observations and details on the coastal edge line determinations at water column such as lake and marine (Abama, 1991; Görmüş et al., 2001, 2005, 2007, 2010; Tüysüz, 2003; Tüysüz and Erturaç, 2005). As known, coast line is related to sea level changes and depends on different factors (Nummedal et al., 1987; Pluet and Pirazzoli, 1991). Among them, tectonic-eustatic, sedimentary-eustatic and glacial-eustatic ones are long-term factors while atmospheric ones (such as precipitation, wind, pressure, temperature, tidal effects) are known as short-term period factors. In the previous literature, it is reported that anthropogenic factors and global warming in the last and next century have affected the sea level up to 100 cm (Douglas et al., 2000; Climate Change, 2013). This situation means that sea level will rise at the low-flattened coastal areas and sea water column will cover in the low elevations in the region. Besides, changes in climate may affect weathering of landscape rocks. As a result of this sediment transportations may occur. All indicated events may be seen as a transgression or regression in the coastal areas. Some examples may be given from the Turkish coastal areas (Kaynak, 1988; Brückner, 1997). The effects of the earthquake are also known to cause a decline in the sea sides. Ciner et al. (2009) reports the last five thousand years of the Antalya Coasts based on observations of the beach stones and 14C analysis. They state that subsidence was formed by earthquake effects. They also emphasize the significance of tectonic control on the sea level changes. Besides Turkish National Committee For Coastal Zone Management founded in 1993 have been organising national congresses that many subjects and problems on the matter have been discussed (Akyol et al., 2010; Altın, 2010; Balas, 2010; Sesli et al., 2010; Kutoğlu et al., 2010). Among them Akyol et al., (2010) indicate that geological, agricultural and topographical engineers have more responsibilities on the determination of the coastal edge line and necessity changes on the regulations should be done. Altın (2010) explains the process of determining the coastal edge line. Sesli et al. (2010) presents some examples, particularly related to coast legal and technical aspects from the coasts of Ordu. Kutoğlu et al. (2010) concerns with changes in the Zonguldak surroundings from the 1890s to the present. In addition to these, in the literature it is also indicated that wave heights average derived from the SW winds in the eastern sea sides of the Antalya is 50 cm monthly It changes with daily and seasonal conditions up to 2-8 meters (Özhan and Abdalla, 2002). Depending on the progress of wave heights on the landscape, sea will cover the land in different altitudes. All mentioned investigations brings out that determination of the coast edge line controlled by sea level changes will always be a problem if a limit time for the past and future, and scientific determination criteria are not taken into consideration. The beginning time of mankind history in terms of time seems to be a longer time. Many coastal changes are seen during this time. So, the aim of this study is to present last century coastal changes from the eastern Antalya shores with examples. The study mainly emphasizes that time limit is a significant parameter on the determination of the coast edge line and some changes should be done on the related law and regulations. It also deals with which kinds of scientific criteria should be added to the regulations.

2. Studied Locations and Methods

The study mainly focuses on the significance of coast edge line determination based on its limit time, progress and place. The locations comprise the following eight areas from the eastern Antalya coasts (Figure 1): Particularly it is seen that river and stream exits are more important on the coastal formation. So, river and stream exits were chosen. These are as follows: the south of the Lara Road (1),
Figure 1 - A map showing the studied locations (www.googleEarth) and geological map of the area on the satellite view (travertine outcrops having narrow coastal side around the Antalya, particularly low plains at the eastern parts of the Antalya, Miocene to Pliocene aged basement geological units are seen in the region, k2m. Cretaceous ophiolitic melange, e2-3. Eocene neritic limestone, m3. Miocene aged, ancient marine siliciclastic sediments, pl1. early Pliocene aged terrestrial, occasionally marine clastic sediments, Q. Quaternary alluvium, travertine-terrestrial, please see MTA geological map 1/500,000 in scale for other detail explanations of the map.
exit of the Aksu Stream (2), Acısu Stream-2 (3), exit of the Ağlısu Stream (4), exit of the Köprüçay (5), the southern shore of the Evrenseki (6), shore of the eastern Side (7) and Kızılot (8) (Figure 1).

In the study, new and old Google Earth satellite data (the dates are given on the images) and aerial photographs were used. The changes were marked in the old and new images. In the field works, observation holes were realized by auger or grap. Observations on lithology, soil, plant cover and artificial constructions were performed. Fauna observations and soil analysis in the laboratory were also realized. So, data on geological, geomorphologic, topographic, soil characteristics and plant cover features as well as previous reports and law and regulations were used for the determination of coast edge line.

3. Results and Discussion

Low-flattened eastern Antalya Coasts generally include many meandering and braided river systems arising in the Taurides and pouring to marine. Approximately northwest-northeast trending coastal margin at the south of the Isparta Angle (Gutnic et al., 1979) has a typical view for formation of marine shores. Observations about the studied areas are given as follows:

3.1. Satellite Data

Google Earth satellite data dated as 2003 and 2015 were evaluated. Some changes on the coasts are clearly seen within twelve years; even it is obvious within five years. However the views also have errors depending on pixel resolution. Figure 2 shows vertical and horizontal differences, a few meters in distance. The reasons of that may be related to many factors such as beaming error, data difference, transformations of projection systems and corrections on the errors. Although these errors may be important, clear geomorphologic differences and changes on coastal edge line are clearer in the views. Figures 2-4 shows satellite views and changes in the studied coastal areas.

The south of Lara Main Road: Touristic constructions and buildings on the sand dunes (I), flattened area around the exit of the one of the branch of the Aksu Stream (Acısu-1) filled by beach sediments (II), change of the exit of the stream (III) and changes in the size and locations of the swampy areas (IV) are seen as the main changes (Figures 3A- B). Longer beach or shore of the sea, and shorter stream angle are seen in the 1/25.000 scaled topographical map of the area dated on 1962 (Figure 3G).

Exit of the Aksu Stream: Mankind effects at the exit of the Aksu Stream (I), changes on the coast line (II) and buildings (III) are the important changes in the area (Figures 3C-D). Changes on the coastal edge line is seen clearly in 1962 topographic map, 1/25.000 in scale (Figure 3G).

Acısu Stream-2: Left side bending at the exit of the Aksu River is seen and called as Acısu Stream in the eastern part of the river (Figure 3E-F). Although some coastal changes are seen in the area, hollow of stream parallel to sandy dunes is more or less the same during the last fifty-sixty years. Widening sandy barrier (I), differences at the exit of the stream (II) are the main changes. Standard topographical map 1/25.000 in scale (Figure 3G).

Figure 2- Google Earth satellite views showing illusion scale in meters in Recent and past views (it is clear that the same building is seen in different place in the 2015 satellite view, coordinates are shown in the figures).
Figure 3- Google Earth satellite views of 2003 and 2015 for the following locations A-B. South of the Lara Main Road, C-D. exit of the Aksu Stream, E-F. exit of the Acısu Stream-2, G. topographical map of these three locations in 1962, (a) south of the Lara Main Road, (b) exit of the Aksu Stream, (c) Acısu Stream-2, numbers show changes in time.
scale and dated as 1962 show a natural water channel at the exit of the Acısu Stream in the land (Figure 3G).

*Ağlısu-Acısu Stream:* So many differences in the nature are not seen in the area during the fifty-sixty years. The most changes are observed as human made constructions and buildings at the pouring place of the stream to the sea. Stream name is the Ağılısu in the topographic map, 1/25,000 in scale dated as 1963. Dried channels that are related to underground water level are clearly seen at the northern sandy dunes at the new dated topographical map (Figures 4A-D).

*Exit of the Köprüçay:* It is called as Karaöz Stream in the standard topographical map, 1/25,000 in scale dated as 1963. Significant changes are seen around

Figure 4- Google Earth satellite views of 2003 and 2015, past and recent topographic maps for the Ağılısu (A-D), Köprüçay exit-Karaöz Stream exit (E-F), Google Earth view of south of Kısalar location, black line may be thought as wave effect boundary in last decade, numbers show changes in time.
the exit of the stream. Displacement of the exit of the stream and changes in the coastal line are seen as important changes in comparing the views (Figures 4A-D).

**Seaside at the southern Evrenseki:** When comparing the views of 2003 and 2015 Google Earth satellite views, buildings or constructions and changes on the coastal edge line are seen clearly (Figures 5A-B).

**Seaside of the eastern Side:** During the last two decades, significant differences are not seen in the area when comparing the satellite views (Figures 5C-D).

**Kızılot:** Sheki occurred around the coast edge of the area during the last fifteen years is seen clearly in comparing of satellite views (Figures 5E-F).

3.2. Field Work Observations - Observation Holes

Sediments in the observation holes by grap and pits by hand auger were examined and analysed in the mentioned areas above as Ağılısu, seaside of the eastern Side and Kızılot. The following includes details of observation holes and pits. Besides soil characteristics and formations, past aerial views, plant cover changes in time were also indicated in the text.

**Ağılısu:** Figures 7-8 show faunal and lithological characteristics of the sediments in the observation holes and pits around the Ağılısu Stream (Figure 6A). In the first observation hole, the lithology changes from bottom to top as swamp muddies, ancient beach sands, soil A horizon and sand cover. Observation
Figure 6- A view indicating of the locations of the observation holes from the Ağlısu (A), a view from the dunes that include reedy at the south of Ağlısu (B), lithologies in the observation hole (C), past aerial photographic view in 1953 (D) and a topographical cross-section showing elevations (E).
It is clearly seen that a shallow inner lake were formed around the Ağlısu area in the past aerial view, 1953 in date (Figure 6D). It could be interpreted as a lagoon. However, its formation around the exit of the stream, transportation of stream sediments and elevation values, a few meters in heights prove that it was most probable an inner lake in the land. Besides swamp occurrences, stream bending related to sandy barrier, not reaching to the sea directly, it may be assumed that inner land conditions such as river and wind were the predominant conditions during the last seventy years. In the south, 1.5 meters beach sediments in height from the sea level to Acısu Stream occur at the tidal part of the marine. However sandy dunes reach up to 3.5 meters in height. At the northern part of the Acısu Stream, the elevation increase towards the northern landscape starting from 1.8 meters (Figure 8).

The stream is clearly seen that it is related to a meandered river system. Formation of the stream, parallel to marine, decreasing elevation, fine terrestrial materials, swamp formation, brown in colour are also seen. Streams and river systems arising out of the Taurides mountain reach to the low altitudes and show many bendings before pouring to the sea. Materials derived from the mountains have been alterated to fine sized clastics and deposited with muddy materials in flattened areas. It is seen that a sandy barrier, parallel to the Mediterranean Sea was occurred by the effects of winds and waves.

---

**Figure 7** - Stratigraphic sections of the observations holes from the Ağlısu area.

**Figure 8** - Topographic cross section showing the relation between marine and Acısu Stream (a sandy barrier including marine sands is interesting to notify).
Land use around the Ağılısu area: Plant cover in having the worth of agricultural usage have not been observed at the northern and the southern parts of the Ağılısu Stream. Due to the Recent landscape design to the north of the Acısu Stream, grass, palm and other landscape plants are seen in the area. In the south of the stream, sand dunes, sedge, reed, sand lily and trichome types are usual plant cover. In the past aerial views of the area, it is seen that the northern area of the stream have dwarf trees (such as pınar-ılex and kermaz oak) that are typical plant cover of the area. In the same views, there have been rarely high-tall plants and forest trees (Pines). However, the southern part of the stream has more or less the same view in comparing Today’s view. Formation of natural vegetation is related to soil characteristics. Durable sedge, reed types, sand lily and sea nergisi- daffodil are usual plant material at the saline and alkaline conditions while plant cover diversity and its richness, forest development comprising high-tall plants and shrubbery are seen on terrestrial soil material. Observing of plant cover at the southern part of the Ağılısu Stream from the last a few decades to Recent show that it was dried many years ago.

At the northern and the southern parts of the Ağılısu Stream, grappled observations holes that are vertical and horizontal to the stream were realized. They were also compared each other. In the first observation hole at the northern part of the stream, the sediments were divided into 5 layers. At the top artificial filling material 10 cm in thickness (0-10 cm) is a landscape design material. It is clear that these materials were filled by mankind effects. It was not taken into consideration for the last century history. Then darker topsoil material 25 cm in thickness (from 10 cm to35 cm) follows. Analysis of topsoil material shows that they are loamy, carbonated and alkaline sands (Tables 1-2). Rich organic materials are seen. Value of EC is 260 mmhos/cm. Third layer is 35 cm in thickness (35-70 cm). Its colour is reddish brown. It is composed of clay material including sub-rounded gravels 1-2 cm in size. This soil is less alkaline and have not carbonate material. Organic content is medium. EC value is 350 mmhos/cm. Towards to bottom, light coloured fine sands, and 50 cm in thickness (70-120 cm) are seen. They have alkaline, carbonates and less organic material. EC value is around 185 mmhos/cm. Fine clastics starting from 120 cm are seen at the bottom of the sediments. ‘dir. They are grey to green in colour and include silty clay material. Carbonized plant relics were observed. They have rich organic material and include less alkaline, carbonated material. EC value is 510 mmhos/cm. Report on the soils of the Antalya Basin in 1970, and report on the landscape of the Antalya City show that the soils in the area are alkaline character V. class Regosoller (L4-1 O Vs) type according to Forest Land Use, Land Capability Classification. In the second observation hole at the southern part of the Acısu Stream, the sediments are divided into two layers. At the top, light coloured coarse sands, 70 cm in thickness are seen. They have alkaline and carbonated characters. EC value is 60 mmhos/cm. The bottom part include light coloured sands. They have also alkaline and carbonated material. They do not include organic material. EC value is 190 mmhos/cm. Report on the soils of the Antalya Basin in 1970, and report on the landscape of the Antalya City show that the materials in the area are VIII. class Beach Sediments (SK T VIII) type according to Forest Land Use, Land Capability Classification.

It is thought that the divided layers and their irregular physical and chemical features in the first observation hole show an alluvial origin. Upper layers were formed within their settlement place with deposition of different materials transported in the Acısu Stream during the last a few decades. Occurrences of organic material and plant relics derived from the land areas show that the soil layers were got out of the marine conditions a long time ago.

Although some marine effects are seen in northern Acısu Stream, different layer occurrences and Recent geomorphologic view were related to the stream effects. Floods have brought many materials derived from the Taurides. The different sediments were deposited within the different layers in the area. It is assumed that the area was got out of marine conditions and terrestrial soil materials were deposited around the stream during the last century.

The eastern coast of Side: One observation well by scoop, two observation holes by auger were realized within the coast of the eastern Side. Figure 9 shows lithological and faunal observations of the well. When the topographical cross sections, N-S in direction were examined, it is seen that sand dunes reaches up to 19-20 meters in heights and plane areas are around 1 meter high above the sea level. In the topographical map, a zone, 60-80 meters in width is
observed as beach sands. Northern area of the beach sands covers green belt.

**Land use around the eastern coast of Side:** There have not been any differences of natural plant characteristics between the area at the northern coast edge line and a belt at the southern coast edge line extending from east to west towards the sea, 10-50 meters in width. Beach sand sediments are seen 10 meters in width in the east part of the area and 50 meters in width in the western part of the area. A belt 50 meters in width at the northern and the southern parts of the coast edge line had the same plant characteristics in the past aerial photos (Figure 10).

Appearing of natural plant cover is related to soil formations. The increase of the amount and diversity of plant cover, forest having shrubs and tall pine trees are only seen in terrestrial soils while sedge and reed types, sand lily, sea daffodil plants that are resistant to sea pressure are observed within the soils formed in saline and alkali conditions. According to plant cover appearance there have not been any differences between coast edge line surrounding and a belt, 10-50 meters in width at the south. This observation show that soils were formed at both sides of the coast edge line by terrestrial effects.

Sediments in the observation hole-2 at the eastern side includes 5 layers. The topmost unit is 15 cm in thickness (0-15 cm). They include artificial materials of landscaping formed and transported by human-being. Below the first unit, dark coloured surface soil was seen from 15 to 45 cm, 30 cm in thickness. According to soil analysis, they have sandy soils, carbonate and alkaline in character (Table 3). Organic material is poor in these soils. EC value is 65 μmhos/cm. Third layer is 15 cm in thickness (45-60 cm). It contains alluvial gravely sands. Gravels are sub rounded in shape and 1-2 cm in size. This layer is mainly composed of coarse sands. It has less carbonates, less alkaline and poor organic materials. EC values was found as 50 μmhos/cm. The section continuous with dark coloured sandy soils from 60 to 70 cm. Reddish brown sandy silts are seen between 70 and 80 cm, 10 cm in thickness. It has alkaline, carbonated characters. Organic material is moderate. Value of EC is 240 μmhos/cm. The bottom layer starts from 80 cm. In the observation hole, the bottom layer is about 150 cm in thickness. Brown coloured layer is composed of fine sands. The layer including poor organic material has carbonated and alkaline characters. EC value is 90 μmhos/cm.

Report on the soils of the Antalya Basin in 1970, and report on the landscape of the Antalya City show that the soils in the area are alkaline character VI. class Regosoller (L8-2 O VIes) type according to Forest Land Use, Land Capability Classification. Report on the soils of the Antalya Basin in 1970, and report on the landscape of the Antalya City show that the materials in the belt between 30-30 meters south of coast edge line and seaside are VIII. class Beach Sediments (SK T VIII) type according to Forest Land Use, Land Capability Classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1- Soil properties of observation hole 1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topsoil-surface soil (10-35 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium soil (35-70 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom soil (70-120 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swamp muddies (from 120 cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2- Soil properties of observation hole 2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topsoil-surface soil (0-70 cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom soil (70-150 cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10- Stratigraphic section including observation details of the hole around seashore at the east of Side.

- fine-medium sized muddy sands including plant roots, grey to light brown in colour
- muddy sands with rare gravels, including plant remains, sample no: 4
- gravels, mean value 0.5 cm, reaching up to 2-3 cm in size. They include limestone, igneous fragments sample no: 3
- muddy soil, reddish, brown in colour, with gravels and sands sample no: 2
- ancient marine beach sands, flushed and washed with very rare foraminifers (*Orbulina* sp., *Globigerina* sp.), quartzite sands, well sorted sample no: 1
Layers of soils were identified based on sediment succession and their features. The layers characteristics, particularly on physical and chemical features and irregular changes show alluvial origin. The sediments were formed by surface currents and floods at the western side. Different size materials were deposited in different times. Organic contents of layers and roots of plants, 5-6 cm in diameter indicate terrestrial plant structures. The soils were under the terrestrial conditions a long time ago. High tall plants also show that soils of the area is related to land occurrences.

Around Kızılot: Coast line is parallel to beach around Kızılot. A different geomorphologic view is seen due to the Miocene aged hard rock’s exposing towards the sea. It differs from the flattened plain area. Conciliated rocks such as conglomerates and sandstones have terrace elevations reaching up to approximately 10-15 meters in height. It is clear that terrace formation is related to wave effects. There have been small streams on the both sides of the area at the west and east. It is thought that terrace steps about 3-6 meters in height at the northern side of the area is also due to exposing of the Miocene aged hard rocks.

Land usage: The area has no agricultural potential. Natural plant cover divides the area into two parts. The first part has a touristic building including a garden. The garden comprise pines, 50-60 years in age and occasionally citrus fruits. The second part has also a garden including various ornament and landscape plants, and walking area with wooden structures. These area are clearly seen in the satellite view, 2003 in date. Figures 11-12 show satellite and field views. Regular palm trees are observed within the southern coast. The second part of the area in the past aerial photographs includes bushes and other small land plant cover on the coastal sands. The first part area in the past aerial photograph has more or less the same present view. Based on the obtained data, it is assumed that the first part has the same Today’s geomorphologic view while the second part was under the marine effects a few decades ago. The second part turned to land and dunes were formed. First bushes and terrestrial small plants growth within the coastal sands.

The first part has a narrow slope separated from the coast. It has also semi-narrow-high coastal property. Artificial fillings and soil transportations may be seen. To interpret the past history, the data on morphologic, topographic, geologic and geomorphologic features are needed. Only landscape characteristics are not enough to get the past data.

4. Conclusions

Coasts of the Antalya Bay generally includes low-flattened coastal areas. Streams reaching to the sea turns to meandered type rivers at the coast plains. Different geomorphologic views have been formed by the effects of stream, waves and winds at the coastal plains. Changes on coast edge lines are seen on the stream exits related to convoluted revines towards right or left sides.

A definite past time for coast edge line is not seen on the law and regulations. For that reason, a problem appears government organizations and citizens, tourism sector investors. Our observations show that a period such as seventy and eighty years should be taken into consideration for the past history time. Because marine effects and coast edge line are seen in the inland areas in geological times. In the inland, kilometres far away from the sea, marine transgression and regression towards the land occurred within thousand years. Foraminifera and other organism relics within the observation holes support the idea. Besides it is also assumed that a limit time of coast edge line for the feature such as seventy years or a century will be useful as acceptance time. Because sea level changes may be so different from the Today’s level within thousand years. Another problem in determining of coast edge line is sea level effect towards land in height. The obtained data indicate that elevation height such as one meter or interpreting of the coast edge line from the past aerial photographs, 70 years ago (beach boundary and plant cover line towards the sea) may be a good solution for the problem. However inland areas may include
Table 3- Soil properties of observation hole 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer Description</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>EC (μmhos/cm)</th>
<th>Carbonate CaO(%)</th>
<th>Organic Material (%)</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top soil (15-45 cm)</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel interbedded layer (45-60 cm)</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Gravelly coarse sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top soil continue (60-70 cm)</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium soil (70-80 cm)</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Sandy silt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom soil (from 80 cm)</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Fine sand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11- Google Earth view showing the investigation locations from the Kızılot area (A), topographic map (B), aerial view in 1953 (C), Google Earth view in 2015 (D), clear elevation differences (E) and topographic cross section (F).
low elevations, only a few meters in height behind the sand dunes. The wave effects reaching up to 2-8 meters in height should also be observed inland areas. The research results on the transgression towards the sea and depression after earthquake effects should also be taken into consideration. After all data, the elevation height may be suggested.

Although there have been no enough data on the active tectonism and its effects to coast edge line, it is clear that tsunami and tidal effects related to tectonism are not seen as big as the effects in marine conditions. If these effects happen, it is also obvious that the marine transgression may affect inland areas, kilometres far away from the sea. However all
mentioned negative occurrences are not valid in the area. So, determination of coast edge line by Today’s data is thought to be solutions for the problems. 

In conclusion, it is thought that clarifying of limit times for the past and future, sea level effect height and definition criteria for the coast edge line within the law and regulations should be evaluated for the solution of the problems.
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1. Introduction

The study area incorporates Datça and Hisarönü Bays in the southwest of Turkey located with Datça Peninsula to the north, Marmaris to the east, and Simi (Sömbeki) island to the south between the Datça Peninsula to the north, Marmaris to the east, and Simi (Sömbeki) island to the south between the Mediterranean and Aegean Seas with oceanographic characteristics of these seas (Figure 1). The studies and available data for the region are generally related to the general geology, with insufficient study on the seafloor sediments and their characteristics. This article, prepared to research the decomposition products of source rocks on Datça Peninsula and the offshore traces of heavy mineral placer sands deposited along the current coastline, comprises sedimentologic and geochemical studies along with interpretations, partial seismic and C14 studies. As there is no previous data on studies of heavy mineral placers in the marine area south of Datça Peninsula, this study is considered to fill an important gap in the literature.

1.1. General Geology

The Aegean region is actively shaped by tectonic events (Figure 2). The region was the setting for the formation of the Aegean trench and is currently dominated by intense tectonic movements linked to subduction (Şengör and Yılmaz, 1981, Ersoy, 1991). The Upper Miocene was the period when N-S extension began in the Aegean region (Kurt, 1999). In this period the Aegean Sea, coastline and neighboring continents were one of the most seismically active regions in the world (Jackson and McKenzie, 1984; Taymaz et al., 1991; Dirik et al., 2003). Under the effect of these motions, the Aegean Sea was influenced by active extensional tectonics in the boundary system of plates around the Mediterranean (Mascle and Martin, 1990; Uluğ et al., 2005) and east-west striking grabens formed due to extensional tectonics (McKenzie, 1972, 1978; Dewey and Şengör, 1979; Angelier et al., 1981; Uluğ et al., 2005).
The current setting of the Datça Peninsula is closely related to a range of geologic events such as the regional emplacement of the Likya Nappes and the formation of the Gökova, Datça and Hisarönü Bays. The Likya Nappes were formed by the thrusting of oceanic crust above the Anatolide-Tauride platform during subduction along the Izmir-Ankara suture belt in the Cretaceous and the shaping of this thrust and later material accreted by subduction during the continent-continent collision in the Upper Paleocene-Lower Eocene along with allochthonous units from the Western Taurus (Brunn et al., 1971, Şengör and Yılmaz, 1981, Ersoy, 1991, Uluğ, 2005). A NW-SE striking rift system including Middle-Upper Miocene units developing due to the effect of a compressional regime and later N-S oriented systems including Plio-Quaternary units occurring during the extensional regime appear to have been effective during the formation of Gökova Bay north of Datça Peninsula (Görür et al., 1995; Uluğ et al., 2005). With the effect of slab pull beginning in the Upper Miocene, the currently submarine Hisarönü Graben formed between the Datça and Bozburun Peninsulas (Ersoy, 1991). Gravity causing extensional forces on the Datça Peninsula produced structural elements like horst and graben due to a growth fault. The most typical examples are NE-trending faults bounding the north and south of Datça Graben. The faults of the Hisarönü and Gökova Grabens cut the faults of the Datça Graben obliquely. As a result the Datça Peninsula gained a horst structure together with the grabens between the Datça Graben (Ersoy, 1991).

Outcrop geology in the Datça Peninsula comprises the Triassic-Cretaceous age Likya Nappes including the Bodrum Nappe, Gülbahar Nappe and Marmaris Ophiolite and overlying Paleogene, Neogene and Quaternary units (Figure 3). The Bodrum Nappe comprises Middle Triassic-Upper Cretaceous dolomite, limestone, mudstone, claystone, siltstone and volcanics and represents bedrock. The Middle Triassic-Upper Cretaceous Gülbahar Nappe consisting of sandstone, mudstone, limestone and volcanic overlies these units (Şenel and Bilgin, 1997). The Jurassic-Upper Cretaceous Marmaris Ophiolite Nappe is located above the Gülbahar Nappe, and includes rock types such as limestone, cherty limestone, dolomite, radiolarite, chert and volcanics in sheared serpentinite mud with a chaotic structure. There is occasional harzburgite, dunite, gabbro, diabase and serpentinitized harzburgite and dunite in the Kızıldağ Melange and Olistostrome with harzburgite, occasionally serpentinitized harzburgite and dunites and occasional small diabase and gabbro masses comprising the Marmaris Peridotites (Şenel and Bilgin, 1997). Paleogene clastic units are found over the Likya Nappes above an angular unconformity with Neogene clastics and carbonates continuing above an unconformity. Unconformably lying above all units are Quaternary-age clastic sediments (slope debris, alluvium) and volcanics (Şenel and Bilgin, 1997).

![Figure 1- The study area of Datça and Hisarönü Bays and close surroundings.](image-url)
1.2. Morphology, Climate and Rivers

The coastline of the Datça Peninsula comprises mountainous morphology with generally narrow and short beaches, and small islands and submarine elevations extending from the coast into the sea (Figure 4). The highest points on the Datça Peninsula are from west to east; Yassıdağ (408 m); Karabalık Peak (455 m); Bozdağ (1163 m); Karmanbaşı Peak (747 m) and Mount Yağlıdağar (486 m). South of the peninsula the shelf area deepens from the coast to 200 m reaching broad extension in Hisarönü Bay of ~ 22 km, with a narrow shelf of ~ 5 to ~ 8 km in Datça Bay linked by a deepening section beginning from 200 m (Figure 4). The region has typical Mediterranean climate. Summers are hot and dry, while winters are mild and rainy. Mean annual temperature is 19.1 °C in Datça with the hottest month of July having mean temperature of 27.1 °C and the coldest month of January having mean temperature of 12.1 °C. Mean precipitation for Datça is 710.9 mm. Nearly all precipitation falls during the winter months (Taşlıgil, 2008).

Due to the steep morphology of the peninsula, it has many inclined short riverbeds with seasonal and irregularly flowing rivers and streams carrying material to the coast in the region represented by Küçükalataka Stream (1); Eksera Stream (2); Çakal Stream (3); Günuç Stream (4); Bakacak Stream (5); Alazeytin Stream (6); Akçabük Stream (7); Kızıl Stream (8); Karabük Stream (9); Koca Stream (10); Armutyana Stream (11); İnceburun Stream (12); Zindan Stream (13); Uzunrmak Stream (14); Çakallıca Stream (15); Gökçe Stream (16); Havari Stream (17); Değirmen Stream (18); Bağlıca Stream (19); Cin Stream (20); Kurucaboğaz Stream (21); Kocaçığlı Stream (22); Karacalıbükü Stream (23); Dalli Stream (24); Kazan Stream (25); Hisarönü Stream (26); Değirmen Stream (27); and Çaykuyu Stream (28) (Figure 5).

Apart from streams, the Datça Hot Spring collecting in a natural basin with temperature 27 °C is located 100 m inland west of Datça Pier (Taşlıgil, 2008).

2. Material and Method

On the General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration (MTA) research ship MTA Selen, the Datça Project voyage collected single channel shallow seismic reflection profiles, grab and core samples from Datça and Hisarönü Bays. For shallow seismic sections, a seismic profile perpendicular to the coast in accordance with the aims and scope of the
project was chosen (Figure 6). Single channel seismic data were collected using a high resolution shallow seismic system (Geoacoustics) with energy source of a 175 joule boomer, listen time of 500 ms and sampling interval of 40 µs. The data were processed with the system’s Geo-Pro II data processing software to obtain seismic reflection profiles. For calculation of water and sediment depths from two way travel time (TWT) data, the acoustic wave speed was accepted as 1500 m/s. With the aim of explaining Quaternary geology, principles and methods stated in Mitchum et al. (1977) and Posamentier et al. (1988) were used for interpretation of facies analysis and parameters on seismic reflection profiles.

The study used 71 samples taken with a sediment scoop representing the top 30 cm of the seafloor (Figure 7). The majority of samples were analyzed in the MTA laboratories, with some completed in the Geological Engineering Department of Ankara University. The sediment sample points numbered 51, 52, 53, 54 and 55 were in close proximity to the region of the number 10 seismic profile (Figures 6 and 7).

For grain size analysis, the sediment samples were washed and after sea salt was removed, they were washed above a 0.0625 mm pore size sieve to separate the sand and gravel fractions. The remaining mud fraction was separated into silt and clay grain sizes with a Malyem Mastersizer 2000 device. The samples were later dried and passed through a 0.0625 mm sieve to separate 4 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, 0.25 mm and 0.125 mm diameter grain sizes. Grain size classification was determined according to the Wentworth scale stated by Folk (1980).
To identify the ages of the sediments, sediment samples from the upper levels of cores obtained from 8 sample points (Figure 8) were sent to the ETH (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology of Zurich) laboratory and age dating was completed with convective radiocarbon methods with results given as C14 BP after C13 correction (BP – before present).

For total heavy mineral analyses, washed and dried sediment samples with grain size from 1 mm to 0.0625 mm were separated into heavy and light mineral fractions according to standard methods with bromoform liquid with density 2.89 g/ml (Müller, 1967; Lewis, 1984; Grosz et al., 1990).

Based on total heavy mineral analyses of scoop samples from Datça and Hisarönü Bays, 21 samples were chosen for geochemical analysis (Figure 9). The dried and ground sediment samples had main and trace elements measured with a Therma ARL XRF system (reference material UQ standart) in the Turkish Accreditation Agency-certified MTA General Directorate Laboratories for geochemical element analysis (Figure 9). Statistical methods like the Pearson correlation matrix were used to assess the analysis results.

3. Results

The assessment of data from sediment sample analyses and seismic section in Datça and Hisarönü Bays are given below.

3.1. Radiocarbon (C14) Ages of Sediments

The ages of base levels of the sediments in the study (30 cm below the seafloor) were determined with calculation methods to have begun deposition 2694 years before present for station number 4 and 14,700 years before present for station number 3 with all ages obtained from the field between these values (Table 1). Calculations from other cores with 30 cm thickness found station no. 7 began deposition 11,424 years before present, station no. 8 began deposition 10,237 years before present with other stations beginning deposition between 2816 to 6112 years before present. The sediment deposition rates obtained from the ages of sediments was mean 6 cm/1000 years, with significant differences regionally (2-11 cm/1000 years) (Table 1). The highest values (10-11 cm/1000 years) were encountered in the concave, protected and relatively wide shelf at Datça Bay with fluvial inputs. The ages of scoop (surface) sediment samples in
Datça and Hisarönü Bays were assessed as varying from Upper Pleistocene to Holocene. For these bays, it was estimated that nearly 2 m of sediment may have accumulated from the beginning of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; 19,000 years BP, Hamann et al., 2008) and Holocene (11,700 year BP. IUGS ICS, 2016) to the present day (Table 1).

3.2. Seismic Facies Analysis

To make the seafloor, sea level changes and tectonics more comprehensible in the region, the no. 10 seismic reflection profile from east of Datça Bay was investigated (Figure 10). With approximately 410 ms listen time, no. 10 profile is equivalent to about 300 meters depth when seawater acoustic wave speed is taken as 1500 m/s. Beginning near the coast and in shallow water with 60 ms (45 m) water column depth, the section extends into open water with 270 ms (202 m) depth. The edge or threshold of the shelf is very clear on the profile at 160 ms (120 m) depth and is very much in accordance with the previously published Upper Pleistocene global sea level variation curves (Fairbanks, 1989; Siddall, 2003; Toucanne,
Again on this profile, sediment or deposition depth on the inner shelf near the coast is 20 ms (15 m) reaching 60 ms (45 m) on the outer shelf and falling to 20 ms (15 m) again on the upper slopes. Seismic facies units with continuous regular high-amplitude reflections parallel to the slope with cover-like form pass to wavy, dome-like parallel moderate-high amplitude occasionally chaotic, irregular, lenslike and progressively clinoform units on the shelf. Especially at 160 ms depth (120 m) with clear progressive clinoforms, a sediment wedge similar to a low sea level delta and the ancient coastline from the Upper Pleistocene period shape the shelf in the study area. Investigation of available data shows that in the study area in Datça and Hisarönü Bays sea level variation and terrestrial clastic supply were among the important factors in the Upper Pleistocene and especially Holocene. The angled (normal, reverse) faults identified on the seismic profile show that the region was affected by active tectonics especially in the Miocene and later times (Figure 10).

Surface sediment samples obtained with a scoop (30 cm thick) are equivalent to 0.4 ms thickness on the seismic profile and as a result it is very difficult, if not impossible, to perform detailed seismic facies analysis with such low values (Figure 10).

### 3.3. Grain Size Distribution

The grain size distribution of sediment samples from 30 cm depth on the sea floor in Datça and Hisarönü Bays comprised 0-18% gravels, 7-85% sand, 2-30% silt and 6-69% clay (Figure 11). When the bays are compared, the sediments in Hisarönü Bay varied form 5-10% gravel, 25-50% sand, 10-30% silt and 25-69% clay. The sediments from Datça Bay meanwhile have distribution of 0-15% gravels, 25-85% sand, 0-30% silt and 0-69% clay (Figures 11 – 12 – 13 – 14 - 15).

According to this distribution the sediments in Datça Bay contained relatively high proportions of...
sand and low proportions of clay. The relatively high gravel amounts in Datça Bay were found in the west, central and east sections in a regionally narrow area. Similarly the proportion of gravels in Hisarönü Bay has regional increases in the central and western sections. Generally the increase in gravels was encountered at the shelf edge and nearby, in front of rocky coasts and in relatively shallow waters (Figure 12). An increase in the proportion of gravels was only found near stream mouths in a few areas, with gravels in Datça Bay increasing from the interior to exterior.

Sand amounts may increase near the coast in the west and east of Datça Bay (50-85%) but also may increase in more distal areas (Figure 13). Silt proportions generally increase from the coast (<10%) toward open waters (shelf edge) (20-30%) (Figure 14). These increases appear to be more dominant in limited regions in the eastern portion of Datça Bay and the eastern, central and western portions of Hisarönü Bay.

Clay amounts vary in the western and eastern sections of Datça Bay. In the west in areas close to the coast 50-69% clay grain size material reduces toward open water to fall below 25% and in the east increases again to reach 69% occasionally on the shelf edge (Figure 15). In the protected and secluded Hisarönü Bay, the clay amount is generally high and values of
Figure 12- Distribution of gravel size material in surface sediments in Datça and Hisarönü Bays.

Figure 13- Distribution of sand size material in surface sediments in Datça and Hisarönü Bays.

Figure 14- Distribution of silt size material in surface sediments in Datça and Hisarönü Bays.

Figure 15- Distribution of clay size material in surface sediments in Datça and Hisarönü Bays.
50-69% are more common (Figure 15). Though high clay proportions are encountered near stream mouths, it appears difficult to apply this correlation to the whole study area. When sediment grain size distribution is classified according to the triangle diagram of Folk (1980) the bay sediments belong to slightly gravelly muddy sand “(g)mS”, slightly gravelly sandy mud “(g)sM”, gravelly muddy sand “gMS”, slightly gravelly mud “(g)M”, slightly gravelly sand “(g)S”, gravelly mud “gM” and sandy mud “sM” with sand and mud proportions varying occasionally (Figures 16 - 17). In the field sandy and muddy units are the dominant two common sediment types and generally muddy units accumulate in Hisarönü Bay while sandy units generally accumulate in Datça Bay. In some regions and especially in the west, sediment types change from mud to sand from the coast to open water, while other regions display transition from sand to mud.

The graphic mean grain size of sediment samples varies from Ø 4.70 to Ø 8.14, with mean grain size of clay for a small area close to the coast in the interior of Hisarönü Bay, while the mean grain size for other areas of Hisarönü Bay and Datça Bay is mainly silt (Figure 18).

3.4. Total Heavy Mineral Distribution

The total heavy mineral (THM) amounts in surface sediments in Datça and Hisarönü Bays vary from <1 to 13% with values mainly lower than 2% (Figure 19). Relatively high THM amounts are encountered in the interior sections of Hisarönü Bay (10-15%) and in the tip area east of Datça Bay (5-10%) (Figure 20). Inland from the coast in the bays and especially in regions that may form source areas, it is previously known that there are ophiolitic rocks that may contain heavy minerals. In fact, ophiolitic rocks rich in heavy minerals are more common in Hisarönü Bay (Figure 3). When the total heavy mineral contents of samples are compared in terms of grain size, samples containing heavy minerals appear to have gravel percentages from 0-10% with sand 25-75%, silt 5-25% and clay 15-55% (Figure 21). Additionally it cannot be said that there was a strong direct positive correlation between total heavy mineral proportions and grain size distribution of sediments.

3.5. Element Geochemistry

The element analysis results obtained in the study (Figures 22-32, Table 2) were compared with mean values for continental crust, sedimentary (e.g., shale, sandstone, limestone) and basic-ultrabasic (e.g., dunite, harzburgite) rocks.

When the mean values for SiO₂, TiO₂, Al₂O₃, Fe₂O₃, MnO, MgO, CaO, Na₂O, K₂O, P₂O₅ and Cr₂O₃ in study area sediments are compared with mean sedimentary, magmatic and continental crust rock values, the majority had similarities identified. The source rocks found inland from the coasts are commonly observed, forming a wide range from dunite, harzburgite, basalt, sandstone, limestone and basic-ultrabasic rocks (Figure 3). Especially the relatively high Mg, Fe and Cr amounts may be considered decomposition products from the Marmaris Ophiolite. The distribution of some elements displays regional differences (Figures 22-32). In the outer portion of Hisarönü Bay in front of Dil Headland and from sample no. 28 at the shelf edge to Datça Bay in the west and Hisarönü Pier in the east, amounts of SiO₂, Al₂O₃, Fe₂O₃, and K₂O generally and clearly increase. The increasing trend toward the east is partially accompanied by TiO₂, MgO, Na₂O and P₂O₅. While MgO increases in the remaining area between the two bays (Figure 27), MnO values are high throughout all regions (Figure 26). CaO has an inverse distribution decreasing to the east and west from station no. 28 (Figure 28). Sampling station no. 28 is located in the region of the ~100 m depth contour in Datça and Hisarönü Bays and determines the bathymetric limit separating the bays (Figure 4). Datça Bay to the west of the sample point has a relatively narrow coast with steep slope linking 100 m to deeper areas, Hisarönü Bay to the east has a broader and relatively lower slope opening to deeper areas from 100 m (Figure 4).

Evaluation with a correlation matrix prepared from results of interelement correlations and dependence on other variables was completed taking account of correlations between elements and element associations and determined positive and high correlations for those with correlation coefficient +0.8 or more (Table 3). Accordingly SiO₂-TiO₂, SiO₂-Al₂O₃, SiO₂-Fe₂O₃, TiO₂-Al₂O₃ and Al₂O₃-K₂O have very high positive (+) correlations, with the majority of these elements directly or indirectly associated with or enriched in silicates and aluminosilicates. Coefficients varying from 0.66 to 0.91 for Cr₂O₃, MgO, Fe₂O₃ and total heavy mineral amounts may be linked to source rocks containing chromite and peridotite in the region. Generally the effect of total heavy mineral amounts on
Figure 16- Classification of surface sediments in Datça and Hisarönü Bays according to Folk (1980).

Figure 17- Distribution of surface sediments in Datça and Hisarönü Bays according to Folk’s classification (1980).

Figure 18- Mean grain size distribution of surface sediments in Datça and Hisarönü Bays.

Figure 19- Total heavy mineral distribution in grab sediment samples from Datça and Hisarönü Bays.
element distribution was very low (Table 3). No matter how sand size and clay size sediments appeared to have relatively high correlation coefficients, generally clay fractions were not enriched in elements (Table 3).

4. Discussion

Generally high resolution seismic reflection profiles provide important clues about the stages within a Quaternary-fill sedimentary basin including erosion, transportation and deposition conditions and texture and structure of accumulated sediment (Mitchum et al., 1977; Posamentier et al., 1988). These include, especially, environment and facies types linked to high and low sea levels developing in the Upper Pleistocene period (Ergin et al., 1992; Aksu et al., 1999; Çağatay et al., 2000; Boggs, 2006). Investigation of available seismic data show that sea level variation during the Upper Pleistocene-Holocene period and supply of terrestrial clasts were among the most important factors affecting the sea floor sediments in Datça and Hisarönü Bays. The fact that the surface sediments investigated had mean thickness of 30 cm made seismic facies analysis of the
Table 2: Comparison of continental crust, shale, basalt, sandstone, limestones, ultrabasics, dunite and harzburgite geochemistry with geochemical data of samples from Datça-Hisarönü Bays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO2</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>49.00</td>
<td>23.96</td>
<td>60.60</td>
<td>64.20</td>
<td>61.26</td>
<td>50.01</td>
<td>78.71</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>43.64</td>
<td>41.48</td>
<td>43.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al2O3</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>16.88</td>
<td>16.31</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>7.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe2O3</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>26.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnO</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>X0.1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>45.24</td>
<td>47.83</td>
<td>33.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>41.10</td>
<td>27.37</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>42.29</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na2O</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2O</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2O5</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr2O3</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X: Estimated value

Figure 22- a) SiO₂ amounts and b) SiO₂ spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.
Figure 23- a) TiO$_2$ amounts and b) TiO$_2$ spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.

Figure 24- a) Al$_2$O$_3$ amounts and b) Al$_2$O$_3$ spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.
Figure 25- a) Fe$_2$O$_3$ amounts and b) Fe$_2$O$_3$ spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.

Figure 26- a) MnO amounts and b) MnO spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.
Figure 27 - a) MgO amounts and b) MgO spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.

Figure 28 - a) CaO amounts and b) CaO spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.
Figure 29- a) Na$_2$O amounts and b) Na$_2$O spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.

Figure 30- a) K$_2$O amounts and b) K$_2$O spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.
Figure 31- a) P$_2$O$_5$ amounts and b) P$_2$O$_5$ spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.

Figure 32- a) Cr$_2$O$_3$ amounts and b) Cr$_2$O$_3$ spatial distribution in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.
Table 3- Correlation matrix for geochemical data, sand, clay and total heavy mineral amounts in surface sediments in Datça-Hisarönü Bays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>%</th>
<th>SiO$_2$</th>
<th>TiO$_2$</th>
<th>Al$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>Fe$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>Na$_2$O</th>
<th>K$_2$O</th>
<th>P$_2$O$_5$</th>
<th>Cr$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Clay</th>
<th>Total Heavy Mineral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO$_2$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na$_2$O</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K$_2$O</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P$_2$O$_5$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Heavy Mineral</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

uppermost section of the seismic profile used in this study very difficult.

According to radiocarbon age dating, the surface sediments of 30 cm thickness began to be deposited from 2694 to 14,700 years ago (BP) with sediment thicknesses from the Upper Pleistocene-Holocene boundary (11,700 BP) between 24 to 130 cm and from the Last Glacial Maximum (19,000 BP) from 39 to 212 cm in Datça and Hisarönü Bays. In other words, the scoop or surface sediment samples were generally Holocene in age. Regionally varying clastic supply, transportation and accumulation conditions are among important factors affecting deposition, ensuring sediment accumulation in different regions, at different times and thicknesses. However, it cannot be said that regional sediments are all current. The presence of different age sediments or older or relict sediments accumulating during the last glacial period and later may be interpreted.

In the study area of Datça and Hisarönü Bays with narrow and long morphology, the surface sediments covering the top 30 cm of the sea floor have grain size distribution from clay to gravel with relatively high proportions of clay and sand in sediments. Generally sand-rich areas at the coast become more clay-rich environments horizontally toward open water without clear transition. For example, regional increases in gravel and sand proportions not only occurred in high-energy shallow areas, but were found in areas close to the current shelf threshold parallel to the coast. These may be interpreted as relict deposits.

Near stream mouths in Datça Bay and in the interior section of Hisarönü Bay, the clay and silt proportions increase relatively, while increases in open water and shelf areas may indicate different sources or depositional environments. The current high clay, silt, sand and gravel proportions may indicate the presence of ancient stream channels and flood plains on the sea floor from the last glacial period. There are many factors affecting or controlling grain size of deposited clasts. Important factors controlling sediment types and distribution include varying regional climatic conditions and precipitation amounts, presence and abundance of transportation elements like rivers and ice/snow, distance from the coast and especially river mouths, morphologic properties of fluvial systems, topography of the coast and inland, underwater morphology and topography, and waves and currents along the shore and offshore (Reineck and Singh, 1975; Lewis, 1984; Leeder, 1988; Ergin et al., 1991; Ergin et al., 1998; Black and Oldman, 1999; Ergin and Bodur, 1999; Nichols, 1999; Çağatay et al., 2000; Hiscott et al., 2002; Boggs, 2006; Falco et al., 2015). Additionally there may be relict sediments carrying traces of previous deposition and last glacial/interglacial variations on the modern seafloor (Emery 1968; Falco et al., 2015). Marine regression during the last glacial period before the Holocene (19,000 years BP and up to -120 m globally) and large-grained sediments deposited in relative shallow waters are covered by fine-grained sediments belonging to the Holocene transgression (Ergin et al., 1992; 1999; Aksu et al., 1999; Algan et al., 2007). Currently in
some shelf areas both large-grained (rich in sand and gravel) relicts and fine-grained (rich in clay and silt) current sediments are found together. In relatively high-energy coastal regions and river mouths, large-grained sediments like gravel and sand are deposited while in low-energy and open water areas silt and clay sediments commonly accumulate (Scrutton, 1960; Kuehl et al., 1986; Jouanneau et al., 1989; Ergin et al., 1998; Owen, 2005). In short the study area does not just contain current sediments, but is covered by occasional relict sediments from the last glacial period. Another possibility affecting the grain size distribution in the study areas is the difference in rock types along the coast and inland in the region (Figure 3). South of Hisarönü Bay clastics, carbonates and volcanic are dominant, while ophiolites are more common in the north. While ophiolites have broad distribution in the east of Datça Peninsula, in the west clastics and carbonates are abundant. As fluvial systems in the area are short, high-energy with steep beds and seasonal-irregular flow, they may transport grains longer distances from the coast into open water.

The majority of sediments in the study area have total heavy mineral amounts below 2%, with relatively high values up to 13% common in Hisarönü Bay with heavy-mineral rich ophiolitic rocks along the coast. Between Datça and Hisarönü Bays and in the other two remaining coastal areas, total heavy minerals range from 5-10% which may be linked to previously-worked chrome mines inland and have been carried by streams. Beach sand rich in heavy minerals have been previously encountered along the south Mediterranean coasts (Ergin et al., 2013, Ergin, 2014). Generally, black sands containing varying proportions of chromite, magnetite and ilmenite forming heavy mineral placers are found on some sea coasts in the region and may even be worked as mines (Malik et al., 1987; Gujar et al., 2010).

In sediments accumulating distant from coasts, there are total heavy mineral amounts that are negligible which may indicate that sediments accumulating in the region are poor in heavy minerals and large grain sizes. Though there is generally no significant correlation between total heavy mineral amounts and grain size distribution in sediments, there is a relatively positive correlation between sediments with more than 2% total heavy mineral content and those rich in sand (Figure 21).

When the element geochemistry in study area sediments is compared with other geological reference data, the results indicate they are decomposition products of the rocks inland in the region (e.g., limestone, clay-mudstone, sandstone, peridotite, basalt, gabbro, serpentinite, radiolarite). Mean geochemistry for rocks forming the crust are given in works by Turekian and Wedepohl (1961), Gao et al. (1998), Klein (2005), Rudnick (2005) and Okunlola and Idowu (2012). Mean geochemical data for ophiolites near the study area indicated dunite and harzburgite in a doctoral study by Uysal (2007). These researchers’ data and the values identified in this study are mainly in accordance, though amounts of elements like Fe, Mg and Cr are relatively high (Table 2). The presence of high concentrations of elements contained in ultramafic rocks like harzburgite and dunite support the values in this study.

5. Conclusion

Analyses completed on surface sediment samples collected with a scoop from the floors of Datça and Hisarönü Bays south of Datça Peninsula assessed the grain size distribution, geochemical components, total heavy mineral contents and seismic reflection profile in the region and the results are summarized below:

Datça Yarımadası güneyinde yer alan Datça ve Hisarönü Körfezlerinin tabanından kepçe ile alınan yüzeySEL sediman örnekleri üzerinde gerçekleştirilen analizler ile bölgesinde elde edilen tane boyu dağılımları, jeokimyasal bileşimleri ve sismik yansıma kesiti değerlendirilmiş ve elde edilen sonuçlar aşağıda özetlenmiştir:

The common sediment type in Datça and Hisarönü Bays is mud, with occasional contribution of sand and gravel. The age interval of sediment samples varies from 2694-14700 years (BP) and the sources are a variety of sedimentary and magmatic rocks outcropping along and behind the coasts indicating the Upper Pleistocene-Holocene period. The environmental characteristics developing linked to sea level changes during the last glacial and later period are very clear. Ancient coasts and shelf thresholds or edges are observed on the seismic profile at current water depths of -90/-120 m. Grain size distribution is significantly controlled by terrestrial and submarine morphology, fluvial drainage systems, geological
source differences on land and wave and current variations. Generally low total mineral amounts of 2%, but reaching up to 13%, indicate the presence and significance of the Marmaris Ophiolite. The majority of the chemical element composition and statistical interpretation of sediments is in accordance with mean crustal rock values, with Fe, Mg and Cr amounts indicating the broad distribution of partially serpentinized peridotites. Element distribution also may be correlated with regional variations of source rocks.
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ABSTRACT
The changes in planktonic foraminifera assemblages were studied in two sections composed of clayey limestone, limestone, claystone and marl in the Akveren Formation in the Bartın Province. Pseudoguembelina palpebra, Racemignemelina fructiosa, Abathomphalus mayaroensis and Pseudoguembelina hariaensis biozones in the Maastrichtian and Parvularugoglobigerina eugubina, Glomobanomalina compressa/Praemurica uncinata, Praemurica uncinata and Morozovella angulata biozones in the Paleocene were determined using planktonic genus and species identified in these sections. Paleoenvironmental interpretations in this study were completed by using the relative abundances of paleoecological species identified in these biozones. The abundance of Rugoglobigerina spp., Heterohelix globulosa, Pseudoguembelina spp., species that tolerated changes in sea water temperature and nutrition, increased in the Maastrichtian. In the uppermost Maastrichtian, high abundance of Racemignemelina fructiosa, Heterohelix globulosa and Rugoglobigerina spp. show oligotrophic and warmer environmental conditions in this study. The abundance of globotruncanids are unstable due to environmental changes. The new species have smaller sizes and globular chambers emerged in the Paleocene. High abundance of Subbotina triloculinaides and Parasubbotina pseudobulloides show mesotrophic and cooler environmental conditions in the Danian. Morozovellid taxa started to dominate in the Selandian and environmental conditions changed from mesotrophic to oligotrophic.

1. Introduction

The temperature in the Late Cretaceous from Cenomanian to Maastrichtian was higher than today as determined by stable isotope studies and global climate models (Huber et al., 1995, 2002; Clarke and Jenkyns, 1999; DeConto et al., 1999; Wilson and Norris, 2001; Norris et al., 2002; Wilson et al., 2002; Bice et al., 2006; Forster et al., 2007; Bornemann et al., 2008; Friedrich et al., 2008; Shirazi et al., 2013; Kaya-Özer, 2014).

The Cretaceous climate started to cool in the Campanian and Maastrichtian (Huber et al., 1995, 2002). While the decrease reached a maximum level in the Maastrichtian (Clarke and Jenkyns, 1999; Huber et al., 2002; Miller et al., 2005), a sudden increase in temperature occurred at the end of this period (Li and Keller, 1998a,b) and surface water temperatures increased by 2-3 °C between ~65.45 and 65.1 Ma before the Cretaceous–Paleogene boundary (K–Pg) (Li and Keller 1998a,b; Barrera and Savin, 1999). Global cooling continued in the last 100 kyr of the Maastrichtian and sea surface water temperatures decreased (Thibault and Gardin, 2007).

Climatic changes caused variations in the biota of planktonic foraminifera together with most fauna (Abramovich and Keller, 2003). An important biotic event that occurred in this period is a decrease in planktonic foraminifera species richness at about 66 Ma in the South Atlantic and Tethys basins, coincident with the end-Maastrichtian global warming (Li and Keller, 1998a, b). This was also proven by oxygen isotope studies carried out on deep-sea drillings in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans (Zachos et al., 1985, 1989; D’Hondt and Lindinger, 1994; Corfield and Norris, 1996; Barrera et al., 1997; Li and Keller, 1998a,b; Abramovich and Keller, 2003; Friedrich et al., 2012) and in the Boreal Realm (Friedrich et al., 2008).

Keller et al. (2002) noticed the faunal decline crested at the K/Pg boundary with the mass extinction.
of tropical-subtropical planktonic foraminiferal species whereas the cosmopolitan and ecologically generalist species survived into the Danian. At first, tropical species with complex, large and ornamental shells (*globotruncanids, racemiguembelinids, planoglobulinids*) and then smaller subtropical species (*pseudotextularids, rugoglobigerinids*) were affected during the extinction at the K/Pg boundary (Keller, 1996).

There are lots of paleoecological studies based on stable oxygen and carbon isotopes and changes in planktonic foraminifera assemblages in Maastrichtian and Paleocene sediments which were collected from deep sea drillings and several locations worldwide (Huber et al., 1995; Li and Keller, 1998a). The aim of this study is to identify planktonic foraminifera biostratigraphy in the Akveren Formation and determine the paleoecological conditions based on changes in planktonic foraminifera assemblages between Maastrichtian and lower Paleocene period using samples from Bartın Province (Western Black Sea) in Turkey. The biostratigraphic and paleoenvironmental interpretations of the composition of the planktonic foraminifers were also discussed.

### 2. Geological Setting and Previous Studies

The study area is in the Western Black Sea Basin in the Pontides, one of the tectonic plates in Turkey, which is a part of the Alpine Belt. There are several geological studies about Bartın province and its surrounding. The first studies in the region were about its petroleum potential (Badgley, 1959; Saner, 1981; Gedik and Korkmaz, 1984; Robinson et al., 1996; Görür and Tüysüz, 1997). There are also several studies investigating its geological and tectonic characteristics. The geological map of Cide-Kurucaşile area was drawn by Akyol et al. (1974). Geological structure, tectonic, petrographical and petrological characteristics of the region from Jurassic to Quaternary were investigated by Saner (1980), Gedik et al. (1983), Barka et al. (1983), Aydın et al. (1986), Derman et al. (1995), Derman (2002) and Tüysüz et al. (2012).

Şengör (1982) suggested that the Western Black Sea basin was opened as a back arc basin in relation to closure of the Tethys Ocean. Görür (1988) mentioned the Western Black Sea Basin as related to post rift thermal subsidence (Görür, 1988). Özçelik and Çaptuğ (1990) examined the tectonic characteristics of the region and emphasized that sedimentation was continuous in upper Cretaceous/Tertiary units. In addition, they pointed out that the Akveren Formation is of Maastrichtian-early Paleocene age, comprises marls, calciturbiditic limestones, micrites and shale.

Akman (1992) studied the stratigraphic units between Lutetian and Permian, and named the various sediments, volcano-sedimentary, and volcanic rocks that outcrop in the region. Tüysüz (1993) investigated the Pontides in detail, classified its tectonic sections and suggested a geological evolution model. Sunal and Tüysüz (2001) studied the stratigraphy and tectonics of the region. Tüysüz (2002) stated that deposition was accompanied by strong volcanism in the Cenomanian-Maastrichtian period and this volcanism that was common on the Black Sea coast began at the end of the Campanian and ended in the Maastrichtian.

Paleontological studies completed in the study area and its surrounding are important. Dizer and Meriç (1981) defined the planktonic foraminifera zones from the upper Cretaceous to Paleocene in Gebze, Akçakoca, Devrek and Bartın areas in Northwest Anatolia. They stated that the sea had a deep sea characteristic in Bartın in the upper Cretaceous and Paleocene. Varol (1983) discussed the late Cretaceous-Paleocene calcareous nanofossils from the Kokaksu Section. Sirel (1991) defined a new species (*Cideina* n.gen.) in his study in the Cide region. Özkan-Altuner and Özcan (1999) examined the benthic and planktonic foraminifera in the units from late Cretaceous to early Tertiary in the forearc basins located in north, northwest and central Anatolia.

Şener (2007) identified *Neotrocholinid* and *Orbitolinid* species that were benthic foraminifera in the İnaltı Formation outcropping in Amasra. Three new *Neotrocholina species* (*Neotrocholina amasraensis, N. sireli, N. bartinensis*) were identified, the age of the formation in the study area was defined as Cimmerian-Aptian based on these identified species.

### 3. Stratigraphy

The oldest unit in the area consists of Amasra Group rocks, belonging to the Yemiş localtime Upper Group (Tüysüz et al., 2004). The Amasra Group, deposited in the late Santonian and Campanian, begins with a marine succession that overlaps the older units (Tüysüz et al., 2004). At the beginning of this period, pelagic limestones were deposited and then volcanics
3.1. Kazpınar Formation

The name of the formation was first used by Tokay (1954/1955). This unit was studied as the Yemişliçay formation (Ketin and Gümüş, 1963), Kurucaşile formation (Akyol et al., 1974), Lümeran formation (Kaya et al., 1982/1983), Cambu formation (Şahintürk and Özçelik, 1983; Tüysüz et al., 1997) and Dinleme formation (Akman, 1992) in previous studies. Kazpınar formation widely consists of andesitic lavas, pyroclastics, volcanic sandstones, siltstones, marls and lava blocks (Tüysüz et al., 2004).

Kazpınar formation indicates volcanic activity in the deep sea environment (Akman, 1992). Turbiditic units were deposited when the volcanism lost its effect (Akman, 1992). The age of the formation was defined as Campanian according to its stratigraphic position (Tüysüz et al., 2004). In another study, it was dated as early Campanian due to genus and species of planktonic foraminifera and nanofossils that were identified in carbonate levels in this formation (Kaya-Özer, 2009).

3.2. Akveren Formation

Akveren Formation overlaps the Yemişliçay group rocks consisting of volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks (Gedik et al., 2005). The Akveren Formation was first described by Gayle (1959) as layers of clayey limestone then formally defined by Ketin and Gümüş (1963) as widespread along the western Black Sea coast.

Akveren Formation was the subject of several studies. Dobrucalı (1985) and Sarıca (1993) examined planktonic foraminifera fauna and stratigraphic position of the Akveren Formation. Kırcı (1998) stated that the Akveren Formation includes a rich foraminifera assemblage that consists of planktonic foraminifera, small benthic foraminifera and large benthic foraminifera in Maastrichtian and dated it as late Cretaceous-Paleocene. In addition, she pointed out that it was dominated by deepening intensity flows and represented a calciturbiditic succession that reflected deposition in the open shelf environment.

Aydın (2005) studied nanoplanктон biostratigraphy in detail in the units of Cretaceous-Paleogene age including the Akveren Formation northwest of İzmit. In this study, the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary was determined to be continuous. Güray (2006) determined the Campanian-Maastrichtian boundary by using planktonic foraminifera. While the Campanian-Maastrichtian boundary was determined as the boundary of zones of Pseudotextularia elegans and Planoglobulina acervuloinides in her study, the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary was determined by the extinction of upper Cretaceous fossils.

The Akveren Formation is initially characterized at the base by white-gray, medium to thickly bedded sandstones and greenish-gray marls that change to white-cream, thinly bedded micritic limestones and clayey limestones in the upper levels. The formation ends with white-beige, locally siliceous, thin to medium bedded limestones, claystones, and marl alternations and gradually passes into the Atbaşı Formation consisting of calcareous mudstones (Akman, 1992, Figure 1).

Thickness of the Akveren Formation was indicated as 390 m by Akyol et al. (1974) and 590 m by Akman (1992). The age of the formation was indicated as Campanian-Maastrichtian by Akman (1992), Maastrichtian by Ketin and Gümüş (1963) and Maastrichtian-Paleocene by Gedik and Korkmaz (1984). Kaya-Özer (2009), Kaya-Özer and Toker (2012) pointed out that the age of the Akveren Formation age is Campanian-Selandian based on planktonic foraminifera and nanofossil biostratigraphy.

3.3. Atbaşı Formation

The Atbaşı formation was first named by Ketin and Gümüş (1963) and different names have been used in some studies (Akyol et al., 1974; Akman, 1992). The unit consists of green and purple thin bedded, conchoidal fracture, fossiliferous siltstones, claystones and marls. Thin to medium bedded, green, greenish, gray sandstone layers and rarely white colored, thin bedded limestones are found in the unit. According to Gedik and Korkmaz (1984), its thickness is 537 m Akyol et al. (1974) named this unit the Akgüney Formation and indicated its thickness as 260 m. The age of the unit was determined as Paleocene-Early Eocene (Ketin and Gümüş, 1963), Paleocene (Akyol et al., 1974), early Eocene (Gedik and Korkmaz, 1984) and Paleocene (Tüysüz et al., 1997), in various studies. Kaya-Özer and Çakır (2015) pointed out the age of the formation was Selandian-Ypresian according to detailed planktonic foraminifera biostratigraphy.
4. Material and Method

This study is based on 37 samples from two sections in the Akveren Formation. The study area lies in the Bartın area on the Black Sea coast and is shown on the 1:25000 Zonguldak E28-c2 map (Figure 1).

The samples of planktonic foraminifera were disaggregated in 10% concentrated hydrogen peroxide soaked with water and washed through >63 μm sieve until clean foraminiferal residues were recovered. The washed samples were dried at room temperature. From each Cretaceous sample, about 300 planktonic foraminifera were picked from random sample splits (Abramovich and Keller, 2003). All Paleocene planktonic foraminifera species were picked from the samples, because they are rare. The planktonic foraminifera species were identified under a stereo microscope (Leica zoom 2000). The important species were photographed with a scanning electron microscope (SEM-JEOL JSM-6490LV) at the Turkish Petroleum Company (TPAO) and are presented in the plate.

Mesozoic taxonomic concepts for planktonic foraminifera identification were applied in this study according to Robaszynski et al. (1984), Caron (1985), Robaszynski and Caron (1995), Huber et al. (2008), Petrizzo et al. (2011). Cenozoic taxonomic concepts for planktonic foraminifera identification were used according to Toumarkine and Luterbacher (1985), Berggren and Norris (1997) and Olsson et al. (1999).

The percentages of planktonic foraminifera species were calculated for paleoecological interpretation and these percentages were counted according to the
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relative abundance of each species in the samples. The percentage abundances (%) of planktonic foraminifera are listed in table 1 and table 2.

5. Results

5.1. Stratigraphic Section

The detailed planktonic foraminiferal biostratigraphy were studied in the Karainler and Karadur areas around Bartın (Figure 1).

Karainler stratigraphic section

Measured in west of Karainler Village in the Akveren Formation, the Karainler section begins at the coordinates 41°39′25″ - 32°25′50″ and ends at 41°39′15″ - 32°25′80″. It consists of an alternation of pink, cream-colored, thin to medium bedded clayey limestones, cream-colored, thin-bedded claystones and gray conchoidal marl at the base of the Akveren Formation (Figure 2). It passes into an alternation of gray, beige, thin to medium bedded, clayey limestones, white, thin bedded claystones and gray, green laminated marl in the upper level of the Akveren Formation. The section ends with an alternation of gray marl and thin to medium bedded limestones that include hard, partly silicified and echinoid fossils (Figure 2, 3). Total thickness of the section measured in the Akveren Formation is 140 m and the sampling intervals varied every 3-10 m in this section (Figure 3).

Figure 2- Field photographs of the sedimentary rocks of the Karainler stratigraphic section. (a). Alternating silicified limestones and marl in the upper Maastrichtian of the Akveren Formation, (b). interbedded gray green marls and cream clayey limestone in the lower Maastrichtian of the Akveren Formation.

Figure 3- Karainler measured stratigraphic section showing lithostratigraphy, biostratigraphy and main planktonic foraminiferal bioevents from the Bartın area.
Karadur stratigraphic section

Measured around Karadur Village, the Karadur section begins at the coordinates 41°39′15″-32°25′45″ and ends at 41°38′80″-32°24′95″. It consists of an alternation of cream-colored, thin to medium bedded limestones, claystones and green, beige marl at the base in the Akveren Formation (Figure 4). The section continues as an alternation of partly silicified, thin to medium bedded limestones and laminated marl in the upper level of the Akveren Formation (Figure 4), it gradually passes into the Atbaşı Formation consisting of purple, green, thin to medium bedded conchoidal fracture marl in the uppermost levels (Figure 5). Total thickness of Karadur section is 23 m and the sampling intervals varied from 1-5 m in this section (Figure 5).

In the study area, the K/Pg boundary is located within the Akveren Formation. However, during the sampling process, this boundary was missed and could not be identified.

5.2. Biostratigraphy

The standard upper Cretaceous biozonation scheme of Huber et al. (2008) and standard Paleocene biozonation scheme of Wade et al. (2011) were applied to the planktonic foraminifera data (Figure 3, 5). The important planktonic foraminifera species were shown in the plate I, II.

5.2.1. Maastrichtian Planktonic Foraminifera Zones

*Pseudoguembelina palpebra* Partial-range Zone: Biostratigraphic interval from the first occurrence (FO) of *Pseudoguembelina palpebra* to the FO of *Racemiguembelina fructicosa*.

---

**Figure 4** - Field photographs of the sedimentary rocks of the Karadur stratigraphic section. (a). interbedded graygreen marls and cream silicified micritic limestones in the upper Maastrichtian of the Akveren Formation, (b). field view of Karadur stratigraphic section.

**Figure 5** - Karadur measured stratigraphic section showing lithostratigraphy, biostratigraphy and main planktonic foraminiferal bioevents from the Bartın area.
Author: Huber et al., 2008

Age: late Campanian-early Maastrichtian (Base 71.64 Ma, top 69.62 Ma; Huber et al. 2008).

The dominant planktonic foraminiferal species recorded in this zone include *Contusotruncanana contusa*, *C. fornicata*, *C. patelliformis*, *C. plicata*, *C. plummerea*, *C. walfischensis*, *Gansserina gansseri*, *Globigerinelloides ultramicrus*, *Globotruncanana arca*, *G. aegyptiaca*, *G. bulloides*, *G. falsostuartii*, *G. insignis*, *G. linneiana*, *G. mariei*, *Globotruncanella havanensis*, *G. minuta*, *G. petaloidea*, *Globotruncanita stuartii*, *G. stuartiformis*, *Heterohelix globulosa*, *Planoglobulina acervulinoidea*, *P. multicamerata*, *Pseudoguembelina costulata*, *P. palpebra*, *Pseudotextularia elegans*, *Rugoglobigerina hexacamerata*, *R. macrocephala*, *R. rugosa*, *R. rotundata* (Table 1).

This zone has been identified in samples K31–K38 from the base of the Karainler stratigraphic section of the Akveren Formation (Table 1, Figure 3).

**Racemiguembelina fructicosa** Partial-range Zone: Biostratigraphic interval from the FO of *Racemiguembelina fructicosa* to the FO of *Abathomphalus mayaroensis*.

Author: Huber et al., 2008 (modified by Robaszynski and Caron 1995; Li and Keller 1998a, b).

Age: early Maastrichtian (Base 69.62 Ma, top 68.72 Ma; Huber et al., 2008).


This zone has been identified in samples K40 and K41 of the Karainler section (Table 1, Figure 3).

**Abathomphalus mayaroensis** Partial-range Zone: Biostratigraphic interval from the FO of *Abathomphalus mayaroensis* to the FO of *Pseudoguembelina hariaensis*.

Author: Huber et al., 2008, modified by Robaszynski and Caron (1995).

Age: late Maastrichtian (Base 68.72 Ma, top 66.78 Ma; Huber et al., 2008).


This zone has been identified in samples K42–K47 of the Karainler section of the Akveren Formation (Table 1, Figure 3).

**Pseudoguembelina hariaensis** Partial-range Zone: Biostratigraphic interval from the FO of the nominate species to the extinction of most Cretaceous planktonic foraminifera at the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary.

Author: Robaszynski and Caron (1995).

Age: latest Maastrichtian (Base 66.78 Ma, top 65.50 Ma; Huber et al., 2008).

Toward the end of the Maastrichtian, globotruncanids decreased and high abundances of biserial heterohelicids, pseudoguembelinids, and rugoglobigerinids are recorded. The most characteristic elements recorded in this zone are *Abathomphalus mayaroensis*, *Contusotruncanana contusa*, *C. plicata*, *C. plummerea*, *C. walfischensis*, *Gansserina gansseri*, *Globigerinelloides ultramicrus*, *Globotruncanana arca*, *G. aegyptiaca*, *G. falsostuartii*, *G. mariei*, *Globotruncanella havanensis*, *G. petaloidea*,
Table 1 - Percentage abundances (%) of planktonic foraminifera are represented against sample position of the Karainler stratigraphic section in the Maastrichtian.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Planktonic Foraminifera Zones</th>
<th>SAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maastrichtian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
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This zone has been identified in the Akveren Formation in samples K48–K50 of the Karainler section (Table 1, Figure 3), as well as in sample KD1 from the lowest levels of the Karadur section (Table 2, Figure 5).

Plummerita hantkeninoides Zone is absent from all the Bartın sites which evolved within the last 300 k.y. of the Maastrichtian (Abramovich and Keller, 2002). The markers species of this zone is apparently preferred to live in eutrophic shelfal to upper-slope continental margin environments (e.g., Abramovich et al. 1998; Abramovich and Keller, 2002; MacLeod et al., 2007) and has not been reported from open-ocean pelagic carbonate sediments (Huber et al., 2008).

The Cretaceous-Paleogene transition is within the Akveren Formation. Any lithological changes were not seen in this region. Consequently, this boundary was estimated with changes of planktonic foraminifera species of this area.

K/Pg boundary are defined planktonic foraminiferal zone Guembelitria cretacea (P0) followed by the Parvularugoglobigerina eugubina Zone (Pla) (Smit, 1982). Abramovich et al. (2010) studied the distribution of the Guembelitria genera in detail in the uppermost Maastrichtian. They mentioned that whereas Guembelitria genera bloomed in the uppermost surface water primarily above shelf and slope environments, it appears to have failed to reach the open ocean.

5.2.2 Paleocene Planktonic Foraminifera Zones

Parvularugoglobigerina eugubina Taxon-range Zone (Pa): Biostratigraphic interval characterized by the total range of the nominate taxon Parvularugoglobigerina eugubina.

Author: Luterbacher and Premoli Silva, 1964.

Age: 64.97–64.8 Ma; Danian (early Paleocene).

The most characteristic assemblage recorded in this zone includes Eoglobigerina eobulloides, Globoconusa conusa and Parvularugoglobigerina eugubina.

This zone has been identified in sample KD2 of the Karadur section of the Akveren Formation (Table 2, Figure 5).

Parasubbotina pseudobulloides Partial-range Subzone (P1a) and Subbotina triloculinoides Lowest Occurrence Subzone (P1b) were not determined in this study area (Table 2, Figure 5).

Glomobanomalina compressa/Praemurica uncinata Lowest Occurrence Zone (P1c): Biostratigraphic interval between the FO of Glomobanomalina compressa and/or Praemurica inconstans and the FO of Praemurica uncinata.

Author: Berggren and Miller, 1988.

Age: 62.87–61.37 Ma; early Paleocene (mid-late Danian).

The characteristic assemblage recorded in this zone includes Globoconusa conusa, Parasubbotina pseudobulloides, Eoglobigerina eobulloides, Subbotina triloculinoides, Praemurica inconstans, Morozovella trinidadensis and Glomobanomalina compressa.

This zone has been identified in sample KD3-KD11 of the Karadur section (Table 2, Figure 5).

Praemurica uncinata Lowest Occurrence Zone (P2): Biostratigraphic interval between the FO of Praemurica uncinata and the FO of Morozovella angulata.

Author: Berggren and Miller, 1988.

Age: 61.37–61.0 Ma; late early Paleocene (late Danian).

Associated species of the nominate taxon are Globoconusa conusa, Parasubbotina pseudobulloides, Subbotina triloculinoides, Praemurica inconstans, Morozovella trinidadensis, Glomobanomalina compressa and Praemurica uncinata.

This zone has been identified in sample KD12-
Table 2 - Percentage abundances (%) of planktonic foraminifera are represented against sample position of the Karadur stratigraphic section from Maastrichtian to Selandian.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Planktonic Foraminifera Zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. compressa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>G. compressa</th>
<th>M. angulata</th>
<th>Planktonic Foraminifera Zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KD4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Heterohelix globulosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Planoglobulina acervalinoides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Pseudoguembelina costulata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Pseudoguembelina hariaensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Pseudoguembelina palpebra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Racemiguembelina fructicosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Rugoglobigerina hexacamerata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Rugoglobigerina macrocephala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Rugoglobigerina rugosa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>G. compressa</th>
<th>M. angulata</th>
<th>Planktonic Foraminifera Zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KD-5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Parvularugoglobigerina eugubina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Eoglobigerina eobulloides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Globoconusa conusa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Parasubbotina pseudohulloides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Sabotina triloculinoides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Glomobanomalina compressa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Planktonic Foraminifera Zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. compressa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>G. compressa</th>
<th>M. angulata</th>
<th>Planktonic Foraminifera Zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KD-11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Praemurica uncinata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Morozovella angulata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Morozovella conicotruncana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Morozovella velascoensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Acarinina primitiva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD-16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Planorotalites chapmani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KD13 of the Karadur section (Table 2, Figure 5) of the Akveren Formation.

**Morozovella angulata** Lowest Occurrence Zone (P3): Biostratigraphic interval between the FO of *Morozovella angulata* and the FO of *Globanomalina pseudomenardii*.

Author: Berggren and Miller, 1988.

Age: 61.0–59.4 Ma; early late Paleocene (Selandian).

Associated species of the nominate taxon in the studied section are *Globoconusa conusa*, *Parasubbotina pseudobulloides*, *Subbotina triloculinoides*, *Praemurica inconstans*, *Morozovella trinidadensis*, *M. angulata*, *M. conicotruncana*, *M. velascoensis*, *Globoconusa compressa*, *Praemurica uncinata*, *Acarinina primitiva*, *Igorina pusilla* and *Planorotalites chapmani*.

This zone has been identified samples KD14–KD20 of the Akveren Formation (Table 2, Figure 5).

5.3. Planktonic Foraminifera Assemblages

5.3.1. Composition of the Planktonic Foraminifera Assemblages in the Maastrichtian

The Maastrichtian is represented by small-sized biserial and low trochospiral spired planktonic foraminiferan inthestudyarea. The most dominant species in the Maastrichtian is small-sized *Rugoglobigerina* (*Rugoglobigerina rugosa*, *R. hexacamerata*, *R. macrocephala*) with low trochospiral shell. Within the foraminifera assemblages, *Rugoglobigerina* spp. is the most dominant species with 10-55% enrichment (Table 1, Figure 6). *Rugoglobigerina rotundata* with higher trochospiral shell is the only dominant species in the lower Maastrichtian with abundance of 45% in sample K33 and 35% in sample K38. Although it has abundance between 2% and 45% in the lower Maastrichtian, the species is rare in the upper Maastrichtian (0.4–2%). *Pseudoguembelina* spp. is the second most dominant species (6–27%) (Table 1, Figure 6).

The third dominant species is *Heterohelix globulosa* with abundance of 2-16%. The other small-sized and low trochospiral shell species *Globoconusa compressa* is another dominant species (2–17%). *Pseudotextularia elegans* is observed as a less common species (1–7%). In the upper Maastrichtian, *Racemiguembelina fructicosa* is the second common species (8-14%) together with *Rugoglobigerina* spp., with the exception of sample K40 (Table 1, Figure 6).

5.3.2. Composition of the Planktonic Foraminifera Assemblages in the Paleocene

Planktonic foraminifera species appearing just after the K/Pg boundary are small sized with globular chambers. The first Danian genera are *Parvularugoglobigerina eugubina*, *Eoglobigerina eobulloides* and *Subbotina triloculinoides*. In the lower Danian, *Globoconusa conusa*, *Parasubbotina pseudobulloides*, *Globoconusa compressa* and *Praemurica inconstans* are also observed together with *P. eugubina*, *E. eobulloides* and *S. triloculinoides* (Table 2, Figure 7).

Beginning from upper Danian, *Morozovella* spp. species appear (Table 2, Figure 7). The life time of *P. eugubina* and *E. eobulloides*, which are the initial species appearing in the Danian, is short. They are observed only in a few samples (Figure 7). The most dominant species of the Danian is *S. triloculinoides*.
with 14-79% abundance. \textit{P. pseudobulloides} is the other dominant species with 8-43% abundance (Table 2, Figure 7).

Less dominant species are \textit{G. compressa} (2-14%), \textit{P. inconstans} (3-21%), \textit{Morozovella trinidadensis} (1-9%), \textit{Praemurica uncinata} (1-14%), \textit{Morozovella angulata} (2-7%) and \textit{Morozovella conicotruncana} (10-15%). In the Selandian, \textit{S. triloculinoides} (53-57%) and \textit{Morozovella} species are dominant (Table 2, Figure 7).

5.4. The Paleoecology of Planktonic Foraminifera in the Maastrichtian

Planktonic foraminifera are defined as sensitive recorders of the upper part of the water column, reflecting changes in primary productivity, sea surface water temperature and the degree of water column stratification (Leckie, 1987; Schiebel and Hemleben, 2000). In the Bartın area, abundance of \textit{Globotruncana} spp. (\textit{Globotruncana arca}, \textit{G. linneiana}, \textit{G. aegyptiaca}, \textit{G. mariei}, \textit{G. bulloides}, \textit{G. falsostuarti}, \textit{G. ventricosa} and \textit{G. insignis}) is rare and shows a decrease in the Maastrichtian (Table 1, Figure 6). Abramovich and Keller (2003) indicated that the abundance of globotruncanids decreased under biotic stress in the Maastrichtian. In this study area, decrease in the abundance of globotruncanids may reflect the changes in environmental conditions.

In the lower Maastrichtian, the abundance of \textit{Rugoglobigerina} taxa increased when abundances of globotruncanids decreased. Genus \textit{Rugoglobigerina} are widely observed from lower Maastrichtian to upper Maastrichtian (Table 1, Figure 6). This genus was proposed to live in tropical-mid latitudes and warm climates in previous studies and the abundance of \textit{Rugoglobigerinidae} arrive at maximum levels in climatic warming periods (Malmgren, 1991; Nederbragt, 1991, 1998; Li and Keller, 1998a). Abramovich and Keller (2003) stated that decreases in the relative abundance of tropical-subtropical \textit{Pseudoguembelina costulata}, \textit{Rugoglobigerina rugosa} and several keeled globotruncanids (including \textit{Contusotruncana} species) coincide with the warm event and their decline suggests unfavorable environmental conditions.

\textit{Pseudoguembelina} and \textit{Heterohelix globulosa} are dominant in the upper Maastrichtian fauna in the study area (Table 1, figure 6). Abramovich et al. (2003) and Keller (2004) suggest that the domination of small biserial ecological species and low trochospiral species (\textit{Rugoglobigerina}, \textit{H. globulosa}, \textit{Pseudoguembelina}, \textit{Pseudotextularia}) and also the low diversity of the species indicates the presence of highly stressed environmental conditions.

\textit{Heterohelix globulosa} is evaluated as tolerant of the changes in salinity, temperature, oxygen and the amount of nutrition (Keller, 2004). \textit{Heterohelix globulosa} continued to live without being affected by changes in environmental conditions. Ashkenazi-Polivoda et al. (2011) stated that Heterohelicids display high abundance in a variety of marine environments, indicate unsuitable environmental conditions and an ability to adjust to a wide range of water column conditions. In this study, increasing abundance of \textit{Heterohelix globulosa} and \textit{Pseudoguembelina} spp. shows that they are resistant and tolerant of the changes in environmental conditions such as nutrition and temperature, exhibiting compatibility with global climate changes before the K/Pg boundary.
Racemiguembelina, which is common in the upper Maastrichtian assemblages, were defined as photosymbiotic (Houston and Huber, 1998; D’Hondt and Zachos, 1998; Houston et al., 1999). Racemiguembelina is defined as an oligotrophic genus in the open ocean (Abramovich et al., 2010). In the uppermost Maastrichtian, high abundance of Racemiguembelina fructicosa, Heterohelix globulosa and Rugoglobigerina spp. can be interpreted as the presence of oligotrophic and warmer environmental conditions in this study (Table 1-2, Figure 6-7).

Kaya-Özer (2014) investigated nanofossil assemblages, carbon and oxygen stable isotope data in this stratigraphic section and suggested that environmental conditions changed from eutrophic to oligotrophic during the Maastrichtian. Diversification of planktonic foraminifera species indicate the same environmental conditions in this study.

In the upper Maastrichtian in the Bartın area, the increasing abundance of Globotruncanella petaloidea is coherent with increasing abundance of the species which are tolerant of changes in nutrition and temperature (Table 1, Figure 6). It is possible that these species are able to live in similar environments.

5.5. The Paleoecology of Planktonic Foraminifera in the Paleocene

Small, unornamental and primitive Paleogene species began to be seen just above K/Pg boundary in this study area. Parasubbotina pseudobulloides and Subbotina triloculinoides are the dominant species in the Danian (Table 2, Figure 7). In the upper Danian, together with these species, the abundance of Praemurica species also increased. However, in the Selandian, Morozovella species start to dominate (Table 2, Figure 7).

Quillevere and Norris (2003) suggested that different depth habitats played an important role in the diversification of planktonic foraminifera, related to the initiation of photosymbiosis as a trophic strategy. Subbotinids lived within or below the thermocline whereas morozovellids and igorinids dwelled in the surface mixed-layer (Shackleton et al., 1985; Pearson et al., 1993; D’Hondt et al., 1994; Van Eijden, 1995; Lu et al., 1998; Quillevere and Norris, 2003).

Subbotina and Parasubbotina preferred cold water, asymbiotic living and mesotrophic environmental conditions (Boersma and Premoli-Silva, 1991; Pearson et al., 1993; Norris, 1996; Berggren and Norris, 1997; Guasti et al., 2005). Also, Parasubbotina and Subbotina taxa shared a similar trophic strategy and living position within the thermocline (Guasti et al., 2005). Guasti et al. (2005) stated that increased productivity through enhanced input of nutrients from land may favor the thermocline dweller Parasubbotina. In the study area, during the Danian, high abundance of Parasubbotina and Subbotina can be considered as indicating mesotrophic and cooler environmental conditions.

Stable isotope values indicate that subbotinids lived in cooler, deeper waters than morozovellids (Boersma and Premoli Silva, 1991; Norris, 1996). Positive δ18O values show Morozovella and later Acarinina species have a deeper habitat (Berggren and Norris, 1997; Quillevere et al., 2000; Quillevere and Norris, 2003). Most morozovellids, acarininids and igorinids were accepted as photosymbiotic species (D’Hondt et al., 1994; Norris, 1996; Berggren and Norris, 1997; Quillevere and Norris, 2003). Acarininids and morozovellids thrive in low-nutrient water masses in the global ocean during the late Paleocene (Norris, 1996; Quillevere and Norris, 2003). Praemurica inconstans was accepted as a photosymbiotic species (Kelly et al., 1996).

Morozovella adapted to warm water and oligotrophic environmental conditions (Pearson et al., 1993; Norris, 1996; Berggren and Norris, 1997; Quillevere and Norris, 2003). In this study, in the Selandian, Morozovella started with common taxa with Subbotina and Parasubbotina (Table 2, Figure 7). Increasing abundance of Morozovella taxa which lived in low nutrition waters, indicates mesotrophic-oligotrophic and warmer environmental conditions in the Selandian. Kaya-Özer (2014) suggested similar environmental conditions in the Paleocene based on δ13C values.

6. Conclusion

The Akveren Formation represents open sea characteristics in the Maastrichtian-Selandian period based on planktonic foraminifera species. In the Maastrichtian, planktonic foraminifera assemblages in the study area are dominated by small, simple morphotypes, opportunists, generalists and high-stress specialist morphologies. Increased abundance
of small-sized, biserial and low trochospiral planktonic foraminifera species (Rugoglobigerina spp., Heterohelix globulosa, Pseudoguembelina spp., Pseudotextularia elegans) show variable and unstable environmental conditions in the Western Black Sea basin during the Maastrichtian. In the uppermost Maastrichtian, high abundance of Racemiguembelina fructicosa, Heterohelix globulosa and Rugoglobigerina spp. indicates oligotrophic and warmer environmental conditions.

In the lower Paleocene, high abundance of Parasubbotina and Subbotina shows mesotrophic and cooler environmental conditions. In the Selandian, increasing abundance of Morozovella taxa indicates mesotrophic-oligotrophic and warmer environmental conditions.
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Figure 1- *Abathomphalus mayaroensis* (Bolli), Spiral view, Sample K41.

Figure 2- *Abathomphalus mayaroensis* (Bolli), Umbilical view, Sample K41.

Figure 3- *Contusotruncana contusa* (Cushman), Spiral view, Sample K41.

Figure 4- *Gansserina gansseri* (Bolli), Side view, Sample K39.

Figure 5- *Rugoglobigerina rugosa* (Plummer), Spiral view, Sample K48.

Figure 6- *Heterohelix globulosa* (Ehrenberg), Side view, Sample K32.

Figure 7- *Planoglobulina multicamerata* (De Klasz), Side view, Sample K48.

Figure 8- *Pseudoguembelina hariaensis* Nederbragt, Side view, Sample K48.

Figure 9- *Pseudoguembelina hariaensis* Nederbragt, Side view, Sample K48.

Figure 10- *Racemiguembelina fructicosa* (Egger), Side view, Sample K42.

Figure 12- *Pseudotextularia elegans* (Rzehak), Side view, Sample K48.
PLATE II

Figure 13- *Parvularugoglobigerina eugubina* (Luterbacher and Premoli Silva), Umbilical view, Sample KD3.

Figure 14- *Parasubbotina pseudobulloides* (Plummer), Spiral view, Sample KD6.

Figure 15- *Parasubbotina pseudobulloides* (Plummer), Side view, Sample KD15.

Figure 16- *Igorina pusilla* (Bolli), Spiral view, Sample KD20.

Figure 17- *Subbotina triloculinoides* (Plummer), Spiral view, Sample KD16.

Figure 18- *Subbotina triloculinoides* (Plummer), Umbilical view, Sample KD20.

Figure 19- *Praemurica uncinata* (Bolli), Spiral view, Sample KD13.

Figure 20- *Morozovella angulata* (White), Side view, Sample KD19.

Figure 21- *Globanomalina compressa* (Plummer), Side view, Sample KD12.

Figure 22- *Globoconusa conusa* Khalilov, Spiral view, Sample KD6.

Figure 23- *Morozovella velascoensis* (Cushman), Umbilical view, Sample KD19.

Figure 24- *Morozovella conicotruncana* (Subbotina), Spiral view, Sample KD19.
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ABSTRACT
Magnesite mineralization of high purity was discovered and described herein for the first time from metamorphosed folded belt from Al-Thanyiah locality in Rab’Al-Khali sector, 360 km east of Sana’a City, northwest Yemen. The magnesite-metamorphic belt, belonging to the Precambrian/Neoproterozoic age? comprises thrust belt, which trends generally N-S direction. Magnesite mineralization was identified in an extended carbonate-metamorphic belt for several tens of kilometers cf. 31 km and occurred in association with 8 stratigraphic units. The thicknesses of pure magnesite bearing units are variable and ranges from 20 to 60 m, associated with dark green schist with intersecting huge ultrabasic intrusions. Geochemical, mineralogical and petrographic analyses show that the magnesite concentrations in the stratigraphic units are ranging from 78% up to high purity of 99.6% cf. 35 to 48.9% MgO, with minor dolomite and calcite respectively. Little to rare content of talc and brucite were also recognized. Two thick, productive and high purity magnesite beds, the first is of 40 m thick and the second is 60 m in thickness, which reveals more than 95% MgCO₃ and considered to be economic. The suggested origin of the magnesite mineralization is coming from high stress of regional metamorphism associated with ultramafic intrusions cf. amphibolite and harzburgite associated with diagenetic solutions rich in Mg²⁺ associated with the heat of magma. The alteration of dolomite to magnesite was formed by multiple phases to transform calcite and/or dolomite to magnesite.

1. Introduction

Magnesite beds in Al-Thanyiah metamorphic belt are unusual formations in the Arabian Peninsula. The magnesite beds are very thick and of high purity in composition. The belt is lying 360 km east of Sana’a Capital City and 130 km from Ma’rib city. It is extended for more than 31 km in a belt, which is formed by metamorphosed carbonates interbedded with thick green schist beds (Al-Mashaikie, 2006) (Figure 1 and 2).

It is not well understood how the Mg-rich carbonates of Al-Thanyiah area formed and they have attracted the attention of the author because: i) they are among the oldest carbonates preserved in the southern Arabian Peninsula as well as in Yemen, ii) they contain more than one magnesite bearing thick horizons (Al-Mashaikie, 2006, 2007, 2008) and, iii) they record a complex diagenetic history, which may be useful in understanding the mechanisms that resulted in the formation of similar deposits elsewhere in the world.

Magnesite precipitates in the modern coastal and continental environments (Pueyo and Inglés, 1987; Schroll, 2002) as well as in ancient sedimentary sequences (Zachmann, 1989). The formation of magnesite in sedimentary conditions is always considered to be secondary and as a typical product of advanced diagenesis (Müller et al., 1972; Tucker and Wright, 1990). Pohl (1990) distinguished two types of economically important magnesite deposits: 1) cryptocrystalline magnesite with Mg sourced by ultramafic magmatic host rocks (Pohl, 1989), and 2) stratabound lenses of coarse crystalline magnesite, which are associated with marine platform environments such as those examined in this paper.

The magnesite deposits are present as extended thick beds in Al-Thanyiah area without any lens like strata. The magnesite beds are interbedded with dolomite beds as well as thick green schist horizons.

The origin of the second type of magnesite is controversial and there are two main models postulated for its formation. In the first model, magnesite
is considered to be a product of synsedimentary processes related to evaporitic conditions or to early diagenetic transformations of carbonates (Pohl, 1990; Tucker and Wright, 1990; Melezhik et al., 2001). Magnesite precipitation has been suggested to occur in evaporitic sabkha-type environments (Quemeneur, 1974) or from Mg-concentrated brines originated by early diagenetic compaction of clays (Siegl, 1984).

The second model considers an epigenetic origin, which involves hydrothermal/metasomatic replacement of dolostones during thermal events (Tucker, 1982; Dulski and Morteany, 1989; Zachmann and Johannes, 1989; Lugli et al., 2000; Machel and Lonnee, 2002; Kilias et al., 2006).

Al-Mashaikie (2006) was discovered and recorded the magnesite rocks belt first time ever. The chemical analysis of collected rock samples show that the percentages of magnesite in these rocks range from 78.22% up to 97.78% with MgO percentages vary from 35.22% up to 47.65%.

Geomine Company (1984-1985) was working in the areas in NW Yemen in the proximity of border of Yemen Arab Republic with Saudi Arabia. They
Figure 2- Satellite images show (A) general map of Yemen, (B) The Al-Thanyiah Belt with subdivisions of Fariedah, AL-Thanyiah and Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah belts with the ultrabasic intrusion (the red lines, and (C) Al-Quroon Mountain show large ultrabasic intrusion in between the red lines.
reported several hills amounting about 12 km length and a part as 300 m width, and 25-50 m height trending north – south and dip 60-70° to the west. They are consisted of marbles (crystalline limestone, dolomitic limestone and dolomites) of various colors including white–gray, gray–yellowish, black–colored with intermediate hues. The rocks have crystalline, granular and granoblastic structures, compact texture, sometimes with vacuoles and irregular breaks (Geomine Company, 1984-1985). Beydoun et al. (1998) referred to rock successions in Al-Thanyiah area as unknown rock units of Cambrian age.

In this paper, we discuss the origin of the magnesite and dolostone of the Neoproterozoic (Ediacaran?) deposits of the Al-Thanyiah metamorphosed belt (Al-Mashaikie, 2006). Sedimentology, petrology, diagenesis and geochemical analyses permit to establish a dataset that characterize magnesite deposits formed under hydrothermal conditions. This model is useful to understand the genesis of similar magnesian deposits in other parts of the world and offers an alternative explanation for magnesite deposits that have been interpreted as products of evaporation processes.

2. Geological Setting

The Neoproterozoic (?) bed rocks are crop out in the Rub’Al-Khali Sector of Northwest Yemen. This area is characterized by extensive exposure of high grade metamorphosed sedimentary series of the Ediacaran (?) schist-greywacke-carbonate complex. Al-Thanyiah Belt surrounded by recent sand dunes of the Rub’Al-Khali Desert (Figure 1 and 2).

The Metamorphic Belt is composed of interbedded thick horizons of magnesite, magnesite/dolomite, dolomite, and green schist (Figure 3). These successions are most probably deposited on a mixed carbonate–siliciclastic platform. These rocks are exposed in an over-thrust fold intersected with several reverse faults. These rocks are not described or recorded previously, and the age is still unknown. The main thrust belt trends almost N-S direction. The geological age suggested herein is according to the stratigraphic correlation with the Oman and Ethiopia (Brasier et al., 2011).

The Neoproterozoic (?) carbonate platform was never reported previously in Yemen. Only a preliminary report was written after detailed field work and lab analyses for the collected samples (Al-Mashaikie, 2006).

The major belt of Al-Thanyiah outcrops is intersected by major thrust fault forming overturned fold e.g. both structures trend N-S direction. The upthrow part represents the out crop successions e.g. the western part of the mountain, while the eastern down throw part is sinking under the recent sand dunes (Figure 1). All these features are the result of complex tectonic evolution. These magnesite-carbonate metamorphic belt is cut by huge ultrabasic intrusions.

The area is subjected to intense regional metamorphism as the major tectonic event that affected the Precambrian basement rocks in Yemen (Beydoun et al., 1998). This magnesite-carbonate metamorphic belt most probably represents cap carbonate rocks that followed the Ediacaran main glacial period in Yemen.

3. Methodology

Conventional petrography analyses were performed on selected 50 thin sections cut perpendicular to the bedding plane to present all mineralogical constituent and variations in the rock sample, following the procedure listed in Tucker (1988). Polarizing microscope type Leitz-LABOURLUX 12 Pol was used for the petrographic examinations.

Powdered samples (18) were mineralogically examined using Philips PW-1710 X-ray diffraction (XRD) system operating at 40 kV and 40 mA, and employing mono-chromated CuKα radiation. The XRD spectra obtained from 2 to 66° 2θ. XRD analysis were carried out in the labs of Natural Resources Authority, Amman-Jordan.

Moreover, geochemical analysis were carried out to determine the MgO% and CaO% contents to determine the magnesite concentration in the rocks. The X-ray fluorescence technique was employed a Bruker Tiger S-6 XRF instrument to analyze 23 samples for their major element contents. Both XRD and XRF analyses were carried out in the labs of the Natural Resources Authority in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and labs of University of Beijing in China.
Upper contact is eroded
10 m Massive whitish gray dolomite.
5 m Whitish gray bedded talc-schist.
10 m Gray bedded dolomite rock.
3 m Dark green chlorite-schist.
10 m Massive, grayish magnesite-dolomite rocks.
5 m Dark green chlorite-schist.
20 m Off white, white, red, brown, gray and yellow colored, crystalline to fine crystalline bedded magnesite and dolomite rocks.
12 m Thick bedded, dark green chlorite-schist, intensely folded.

20-40 m Thick and massive bed of white magnesite rocks, characterized by variable thicknesses.

30-60 m Very thick bedded dark green chlorite-schist characterized by variable thicknesses from locality to another and intensely folded.

20-60 m Thick and massive bed of white magnesite rocks, characterized by variable thicknesses.

Lower contact is not exposed.

Figure 3- Stratigraphic section of the Al-Thanyiah Belt Rocks presents different stratigraphic units of magnesite, dolomite, chlorite-schist and talc-schist, which are cropping out in the studied area.
4. Field Characteristics of Magnesite Belt

Detailed and comprehensive field works were carried out to examine and define Al-Thanyiah magnesite belt:

*Stratigraphic Name:* Al-Thanyiah Group is suggested as a new name for this new stratigraphic unit to introduce in the geological column of Yemen, where there is no previous record for it.

*Geologic Age:* The previous works was not defining the age of Al-Thanyiah belt. Field observations suggest that these rocks are of Neoproterozoic-Ediacaran age, in which the rock successions are underlain by glaciogenic rocks. Moreover, the rocks are intensely tectonized where any fossils were observed.

*Morphotectonic:* Al-Thanyiah region comprises a carbonate-metamorphic major belt trends generally N-S and surrounded by recent sand dunes. The major belt composed essentially of three belts e.g. southern Fariedah, middle Al-Thanyiah and north Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah. These belts are separated by strike-slip faults, which tends to tilt the south Fariedah toward SE and the Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah toward NW (Figure 2). Two major tectonic events are reported in the Al-Thanyiah belt, overturned fold and the thrusting reverse fault (both are dipping more than 120\(^\circ\)). The thrusting reverse fault is intersected the Fariedah and Al-Thanyiah belts along the fold axis and from the eastern side, while the Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah is intersected along the fold axis and from the western side. Several minor normal and over-thrust faults are intersected the bed rocks. The morphotectonic represented by series of low elevation mountains standing up sand dunes of the Yemeni side of the Rub’Al-Khali Desert.

The width of the Al-Thanyiah belt ranges from 0.5 to 1.35 km and extended for more than 31 km the general height ranges from 90 to 135 m above the land surface and the whole area is elevated for 800-900 m above sea level (a.s.l.).

The south Fariedah is extended for about 3 km, middle Al-Thanyiah belt is 17 km and Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah for about 11 km. The geology of the belt reflects some complications due to intense tectonism. According to intense thrusting the eastern limb of Al-Thanyiah major fold was subducted under the sand dunes.

*Thickness:* The thickness of the whole successions reaches more than 240 m including green schist beds. The magnesite-bearing units attain a part as 15 m up to 60 m thick, while the schist beds are ranging from 6 m up to 70 m in thickness. The intersecting ultra-basic rocks range from 10 m up to 50 m thick.

*Boundaries:* The upper surface of the carbonate rocks was eroded and sometimes not exposed and the bottom are buried under the sand dunes of the desert.

*Sedimentology:* The magnesite and dolomite rocks examined here appear in six distinct units at the Al-Thanyiah area. The lower Unit-A was studied in the three main belts of Fariedah, Al-Thanyiah and Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah, sections (Plate I). Carbonate units (magnesite and dolomite rocks) are about 240 m thick and are separated by intercalations of metamorphosed thick and thin siliciclastic beds of most probably sandstones and shales (Plate I, photo 3,6,7, plate II, photo 5,6). The rocks are mostly crystalline, and in places the magnesite crystals reach about 0.1 to 0.3 m in size (Plate II, photo 1).

The successions of the rocks are composed of magnesite, magnesite-dolomite, chlorite-schist, talc-schist, talc, and ultra-basic rocks. These rocks are developed in the areas of the Precambrian basement rocks e.g. granite, schist, talc, ultra-basic igneous rocks, and amphibolite overlies with magnesite-dolomite successions. The basement rocks are intensely tectonized. In the field, the magnesite rocks are white, off-white, gray, red, yellow and black in color with intermixing of white and pink colors. While the dolomite rocks are mostly of gray color.

The six magnesite-carbonate units show similar features although most of their primary structures and textures have been erased by magnesitization and dolomitization processes.

i) Magnesite rocks appear as massive and bedded and sometimes laminated. The massive beds are very thick and attain more than 20 m in thickness (Plate I, photo 2,3,6). These beds consist of coarse mosaic magnesite crystals with little brucite, and talc crystals (Plate III, photo 1-4). Another identified magnesite rocks appears as thin beds. These beds exhibit porphyritic texture represented by coarse crystals surrounded with small crystal (Plate III, photo 5).
ii) Dolomites appear as both massive and thinly bedded/laminated beds. Massive dolomites occur in beds ranging from 0.5 to 2 m in thickness (Plate I, photo 6, Plate II, photo 7). These beds consist of coarse mosaic dolomite including ghosts of dark cloudy twining laminae. In addition, there are undulated laminations that is thought as stromatolite laminations (Dragastan and Richter, 2011; Perri et al., 2012) also confirming the shallow nature of the depositional environment.

iii) Intensely metamorphosed siliciclastic deposits formed by thin (mm-cm) alternations of sandstones and shales (Plate I, photo 3,6). These rocks comprise chlorite-schist and talc-schist, dark green, black, and grayish white in color. The architectural facies arrangement is that characteristic of a mixed carbonate–siliciclastic platform environment, which has been developed during Ediacaran (?) time (IUGS, 2009). The suggested depositional environment was characterized by carbonate deposits that would represent the shallower inter to supratidal facies, whereas the clastic deposits correspond to deeper and higher energy environments (subtidal).

5. Petrography

The magnesites and dolomites of the Al-Thanyiah Group comprises magnesite-carbonate successions intercalated with metamorphosed siliciclastic deposits. The most extensive cases are the formation of magnesite, which shows different textures. In all of Al-Thanyiah three belts, magnesitization advanced through fractures, faulting, cavities, and bedding planes; it was pervasive and totally replaced the dolomitic rocks.

The Al-Thanyiah Belt is intersected with several dikes and intrusive bodies of ultrabasic igneous rocks of peridotite and hornblende compositions. The peridotite rocks composed of majority olivine and pyroxene with minor anorthite, while the hornblende is composed totally of hornblende mineral.

In the studied sections of southern Farieda, middle Al-Thanyiah and northern Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah belts (Plate I, photo 1-5), replacement mostly advanced totally for the magnesite-productive beds. The main dominant mineral is magnesite with minor dolomite, calcite, talc, brucite and rarely forsterite.

### Magnesite

Magnesite was identified as four different diagenetic textural phases termed M1, M2, M3 and M4.

1. Magnesite 1 (M1) is composed of unimodal, euhedral, planar boundary and mosaic very coarse crystals with strong undulatory extinction. Crystal size ranges from mm to several centimeters. M1 is free of Fe-minerals (Plate III, photo 2) and associated with minor talc and brucite minerals. No relics exist of the previous texture of the rock. This magnesite initially occurs along cavities, fracture and fault planes (Plate II, photo 1,5,6,8), and ultimately totally replace the previous dolomite rocks to form a massive beds of magnesite.

2. Magnesite 2 (M2) is composed of bimodal, subhedral, planar and irregular boundary crystals with strong undulatory extinction. Crystal size ranges from mm to several centimeters. M2 is also free of Fe compounds (Plate III, photo 3) and associated with minor talc and brucite minerals. No relics exist of the previous texture of the rock. This magnesite initially occurs along cavities, fracture and fault planes and ultimately totally replace the previous dolomite rocks to form a massive beds of magnesite.

3. Magnesite 3 (M3) is composed of unimodal, anhedral, non-planar boundary crystals with undulatory extinction. Crystal size ranges from mm to several centimeters. M3 is free of Fe-minerals crystals (Plate III, photo 4) and associated with minor talc and brucite minerals. No relics exist of the previous texture of the rock. This magnesite initially occurs along cavities, fracture and fault planes and ultimately completely replace the previous dolomite rocks to form a massive beds of magnesite.

4. Magnesite 4 (M4) is composed of porphyritic bimodal, subhedral planar to non-planar boundary crystals with undulatory extinction. M4 is totally free of Fe-minerals (Plate III, photo 5) and associated with minor dolomite, talc and brucite minerals. No relics exist of the previous texture of the rock. This magnesite initially occurs along cavities, fracture and
fault planes and ultimately totally replace the previous dolomite rocks to form a massive beds of magnesite.

**Dolomite:** Two different dolomite textures were identified (D1 and D2):

1. Dolomite 1 (D1) is characterized by non-planar, anhedral closely packed with subhedral crystals (0.01 to 0.3 mm) with undulatory extinction (Plate III, photo 5). The dolomite crystals are with cloudy shades.

2. Dolomite 2 (D2) consists of mosaic of coarser, 0.1 to 1 mm size crystals. Most crystals are clear and mostly have planar and non-planar crystal boundaries. The crystals are characterized by bands of cloudy shades (Plate III, photo 6). D1 and D2 textures are of low percentages in the magnesite-productive units. This is identified from the petrographic examination and confirmed by the XRD and XRF analyses.

**Talc:** Talc appears as scattered euhedral to subhedral laths and was recognized in all of the studied beds. Talc is commonly associated with coarse magnesite crystals along fractures or between the boundaries of the crystals. It is almost lath like shape and sometimes present as aggregates (Plate III, photo 5,6).

**Brucite:** Brucite is recognized in all of the studied rock samples and associated with magnesite mineral. It was identified as single crystal appears in the boundaries between magnesite and dolomite crystals, and along the fractures and micro-fault planes. It attains prismatic or irregular crystal shapes (Plate III, photo 3).

**Other diagenetic minerals:** Calcite was identified as fine crystals and rare to minor mineral in some of the studied samples. It is most probably of late diagenetic origin. Moreover, some clay minerals cf. montmorillonite, were identified due to diagenetic alteration of talc and brucite minerals.

### 6. Mineralogy

The XRD analyses were performed for selected samples collected from different localities across the Al-Thanyiah Belt. The results showed that the majority of the samples are magnesite with minor dolomite, talc, brucite, calcite, and sometimes montmorillonite clays (Table 1 and 2, Figure 4). Table 2 shows that 5 samples comprise magnesite productive horizons, which are composed of MgO % from 75 to 95%. The other samples are dolomitic magnesite, dolomites and two samples are marble rocks

### 7. Geochemistry

Geochemical analyses were carried out using XRF technique to define and confirm the presence of magnesite deposits and to differentiate the associated dolomite and calcite minerals and rocks. The results of XRF analyses are listed in table 3. These results are coincided with the XRD analyses.

**Element composition:** Average composition of the major oxides in the studied samples is listed in table 3. The XRF analyses reveal four productive units containing magnesite with high MgO wt. % concentrations. The MgO concentrations in these beds range from 43.69 % up to 45.6 %, while the CaO

### Table 1- The XRD results of selected rock samples from Al-Thanyiah region shows the relative abundance of the mineralogical constituents of essential magnesite, calcite and dolomite minerals with minor talc, brucite and quartz (Labs of Authority of natural resources Amman-JORDAN).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample no</th>
<th>Calcite</th>
<th>Quartz</th>
<th>Muscovite</th>
<th>Dolomite</th>
<th>Magnesite</th>
<th>Smectite</th>
<th>Brucite</th>
<th>Talc</th>
<th>Kaolinite</th>
<th>Ilmenite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-3</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-4/3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-5</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-7/2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-4</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-M</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Major *** Minor ** Trace *

Note: All of the samples are form carbonate rocks e.g. magnesite, dolo-magnesite, dolomite and marble (calcite).
Table 2- XRD results of selected rock samples from Al-Thanyiah region shows the mineralogical constituents includes essential magnesite, dolomite and calcite minerals with minor talc, brucite and quartz (Analysis was carried out in the University of Beijing-CHINA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Örnek no.</th>
<th>Manyezit</th>
<th>Dolomit</th>
<th>Kalsit</th>
<th>Talk</th>
<th>Brusit</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Feldspat</th>
<th>Mika-Muskovit</th>
<th>Serpantin</th>
<th>Periklas</th>
<th>Klorit</th>
<th>Toplam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N4-L1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6-L1</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N7-L1</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3-L1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N8-L1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9-L2</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-2</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4-L3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N10-L1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6-L2</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N7-L3</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2-L1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N10-L2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N10-L4</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R=Fariedah Belt      N 1-8 =Al-Thanyiah Belt      N10 = Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah samples

Figure 4- XR-Diffractograms of selected sample shows the majority of magnesite mineral in the productive beds with minor dolomite and rare calcite and talc minerals.
concentrations in the same beds are 0.09 % to 0.54 % respectively. Otherwise, the XRF analyses show six beds composed of almost pure dolomites, with two marble beds composed of pure calcite.

Three of magnesite phases are similar M1, M2 and M3 e.g. N4-L1, N5, N6-L1, while N7-L1 is differ in MgO% (45.6, 45.39, 43.76wt. %), FeO (0.37, 0.38, 0.3wt. %), and MnO % (0.007, 0.002, 0.012), respectively, while M4 e.g. N7-L1 has MgO % (43.69), FeO % (0.19) and MnO % (0.014).

8. Discussion

The critical examination of the different textures observed in the outcrop and thin section studies and their relationships, along with the geochemical characteristics permit to establish the sequence of diagenetic events that lead to the formation of the phases previously described (Figure 5).

A. First Dolomitization Event: The pre-existing limestones which was deposited in a mixed siliciclastic–carbonate platform is undergone intense dolomitization (Figure 5). Dolomitization processes only partially preserved the original depositional texture of the priory limestone. D1 and D2 are the result of replacement processes via the circulation of Mg$^{2+}$ rich solutions, most probably created by progressive evaporation of marine waters within the peritidal environment (sabkha dolomitization model) (Morse and MacKenzie, 1990). Moreover, during the field works, the stromatolite algae were preserved in some examined beds, which refers to the formation of synsedimentary dolomites in the presences of microbial math cf. microbialites, in shallow marine setting (Prasannakumar et al., 2002; Teedumäe et al., 2006; Wacey et al., 2007; Herrero et al., 2011; Nash et al., 2011; Meister et al., 2013). The textural and geochemical evidences do not evoke a clear dolomitization mechanism due to intense tectonism and the rocks components

---

### Table 3- XRF-Geochemical analysis results of selected samples from Al-Thanyiah region (Analysis was carried out in the University of Beijing-CHINA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample no.</th>
<th>Major oxides %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al2O3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4-L1</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6-L1</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N7-L1</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3-L1</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N8-L1</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N9-L1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-3</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-2</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-2</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-4</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4-L3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N10-L1</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6-L2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N7-L3</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2-L1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N10-L2</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N10-L4</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4-L2</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N8</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R=Fariedah Belt  N 1-8 =Al-Thanyiah Belt  N10 = Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah samples
**Figure 5-** Diagenetic sequence inferred for the Al-Thanyiah Group carbonates in the study area. Bars indicate the relative depths of different diagenetic events. The transition between shallow burial and intermediate-to-deep burial is interpreted as the onset of stylolitization; the transition from burial to uplift is defined by the initiation of the retrograde thermal history.
were metamorphosed. The fact that the sedimentary structures are preserved may indicate a dolomitization process in a not too advanced diagenetic stage. Dolomites seem to be the dominant carbonates within the Precambrian sedimentary record (Tucker and Wright, 1990; Melezhik et al., 2001; Prasannakumar et al., 2002; Melezhik and Fallick, 2003; Herrero et al., 2011).

The origins of these rocks have been widely disputed (Tucker, 1982), though there are data to suggest that in that time, the physical conditions (T and P\textsubscript{CO}_2) and Mg\textsuperscript{2+}/Ca\textsuperscript{2+} ratios would promote dolomitization processes whereby preexisting calcite was replaced by dolomite.

In the upper Proterozoic and lower Paleozoic, the δ\textsuperscript{18}O signature of marine carbonate material was significantly lower than those deposited later on (Allan and Wiggins, 1993). D1 and D2 dolomite phases were probably formed at this time period, where low temperature dolomite acquired this low δ\textsuperscript{18}O signature during formation (Allan and Wiggins, 1993). These dolomites were later on totally recrystallized during burial and metamorphism and this might further lower the δ\textsuperscript{18}O values (Allan and Wiggins, 1993). The recrystallization is also confirmed by the coarser crystal size of dolomite and other components when it replaces either mud dominated carbonates or grain dominated carbonates. Later recrystallization of these dolomitic rocks during burial and subsequent metamorphism caused an increase in crystal size and homogenization of geochemical signatures (Sibley and Gregg, 1987; Morse and Mackenzie, 1990; Moore, 2001; Prasannakumar et al., 2002; Herrero et al., 2011).

The absence of stylolites affecting magnesite cf. M1-M4 and dolomite D1 and D2 is an indication of the burial and chemical compaction as well as intense tectonic activities in that these magnesites and dolomites subjected. Accordingly, this replacement event should represent burial and metamorphism stages or, as interpreted above, the resetting by recrystallization of initial geochemical signatures.

\textit{B. Genesis and Origin of The Magnesite Belt:} The main requirements for magnesite formation through dolomite replacement include an increase in the Mg\textsuperscript{2+}/Ca\textsuperscript{2+} ratio and P\textsubscript{CO}_2. Compaction, metamorphism and ultra-basic rocks intrusion during burial of the Al-Thanyiah Group affected siliciclastic deposits, specifically shales, which supplied water enriched in Mg\textsuperscript{2+}, as well as hydrothermal solutions rich in Mg\textsuperscript{2+} comes from ultra-basic intrusions.

In addition, during diagenesis, fluids enriched in Mg\textsuperscript{2+} may have been formed by Mg-liberating reactions resultant of the formation of chloritization (Morteani et al., 1982; Lugli et al., 2002). This water increased the Mg\textsuperscript{2+}/Ca\textsuperscript{2+} ratio and contributed to magnesite precipitation (Möller, 1989). Experimental work (Franz, 1989) suggests that the stability field of magnesite ranges from very low temperatures and pressures (sedimentary environment) to extremely high temperature conditions (upper mantle). A higher temperature shifts the mineral stability from the dolomite stability field to the magnesite field (Johannes, 1970; Kralik et al., 1989; Prasannakumar et al., 2002 Herrero et al., 2011). Hence, processes such as Mg\textsuperscript{2+} enriched hydrothermal fluid circulations could both enhance Mg\textsuperscript{2+}/Ca\textsuperscript{2+} ratios in fluids and contribute to increase temperature conditions (Siegl, 1984; Herrero et al., 2011). Magnesite appears in outcrop replacing both the dolomite and the dolomitic limestone rocks. The replacement front is appreciable in the field and the textural relationship of the magnesite to fractures, fault planes, large cavities and vugs and bedding planes reveals that the hydrothermal fluids used them as conduits to pass through the rocks (Lugli et al., 2000). The extent and distribution of replacement was controlled by the location of fractures, the nature of the precursor rock and the permeability and the capacity of the solution to pass through (Smith and Davies, 2006).

Magnesite formation is possible at both low and high contents of CO\textsubscript{2} in the fluid phase (Möller, 1989). However, an increase in CO\textsubscript{2} pressure favors the precipitation of magnesite (Möller, 1989) at moderate temperatures. Hydrothermal fluids would increase the CO\textsubscript{2} pressure, similarly to the increase of CO\textsubscript{2} volume produced by metamorphism of calcareous sequences by emplacement of igneous intrusions (Morad, 1998).

The formation of magnesite with iron rich rims (M2), has been explained by Johannes (1970) to be due to retrograde metamorphism. In M2, the decrease in Fe and Mn as the Mg content increases is the outcome.
of iron and manganese being usually incorporated into the solid phase, whereas magnesium, strontium and barium are preferentially left in the fluid. This leads to a distinct zoning of magnesite, with more Fe-poor cores and Fe-rich rims as temperature decreases (Johannes, 1970). As magnesite precipitates, residual fluids are enriched in calcium.

According to the field observations and petrographic examination of the magnesite-bearing horizons, the magnesite formation took place during hydrothermal fluid circulation events derived from the ultra-basic intrusions associated with intense tectonic events. It could also be modified in response to water–rock interactions or by contributions of oxidized carbon with meteoric waters (Souza et al., 1995).

The studied rocks have undergone several diagenetic processes associated with metamorphic alteration events e.g. thermal metamorphism by intrusion of ultra-basic magma, rather than resulting from interactions with later post-depositional diagenetic fluids.

Magnesites are most probably interpreted as a result of heating up the circulating and related formational and diagenetic fluids, which have reacted with the original dolomites and metamorphic rocks, and probably associated with meteoric waters and/or reactions with underlying basement rocks e.g. schist and granitic rocks (Veizer, 1989).

Magnesite appears to have formed subsequently to stylolitization of the first dolomite rocks (D1 and D2). At least 500 m of burial is required for stylolite formation in limestones (Fabricius, 2000). Brecciation and boxwork vugs structures (which is observed in the field) are attributed to hydro-fracturing (Davies, 2004; Smith and Davies, 2006) produced when the fluids were expelled along high permeability faults and fractures into the surrounding strata. The fluids were injected into the sequence, causing brecciation and fracturing of the host rock by pressure release (Prasannakumar et al., 2002; Smith and Davies, 2006; Herrero et al., 2011).

When the pore size is large enough to be appreciable at outcrop scale e.g. as it is observed in the field, it is observed that they appear aligned to faults and bedding planes and in close relation to the magnesite formation front. Therefore, dolomite is interpreted to have been formed postdating the magnesitization event, and that the dolomitizing fluids entered though the rocks using similar pathways, where dolomite formed due to magnesite replacement caused by interaction with hydrothermal fluids (Lugli et al., 2000; Kiliias et al., 2006). It is most probably suggested that both dolomite and magnesite rocks are formed under the influence of the same evolving hydrothermal fluids comes from ultra-basic intrusions.

Talc appears in the boundaries between the crystals of magnesite and dolomite and in joints, fractures and stylolites within the magnesite and later dolomite phases. The reaction assumed for the main stage of talc mineralization within dolomite rocks is:

\[
3\text{Dolomite} + 4\text{Quartz} + \text{H}_2\text{O} = \text{Talc} + 3\text{calc} + 3\text{CO}_2
\] (Franz, 1989).

The reaction of talc formation from magnesite is:

\[
\text{Magnesite} + \text{Quartz} + \text{H}_2\text{O} = \text{Talc} + \text{CO}_2
\] (Franz, 1989).

The latter reaction may even occur at low temperatures (Winkler, 1988). Bucher and Frey (1994) described the formation of talc through decarbonation reactions of magnesite at temperatures lower than 500 °C and from fluids of low $P_{CO_2}$.

The formation of talc from dolomites occurs at temperatures between 300 °C and 400 °C. Therefore, the presence of talc related to D1 and D2 implies that these dolomites underwent temperatures as high as 400 to 500 °C.

The presence of forsterite associated to the magnesite provides additional clues to interpret the interaction of the studied rocks with hydrothermal fluids. Experimental work has shown that by rising total fluid pressure and $P_{CO_2}$, and decreasing temperature, forsterite can form through the reaction of talc and magnesite (Franz, 1989).

\[
\text{Talc} + \text{Magnesite} = \frac{1}{4} \text{Forsterite} + \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad \text{at almost 400-500°C associated with high compressional pressure}
\]

Dolomite and talc probably formed under the influence of hydrothermal fluid, and the later should be cooling of this fluid and varying chemical composition led to the formation of forsterite.
The brucite appears in the fractures, boundaries between magnesite crystals or embedded in the magnesite crystals. The brucite is most probably formed by hydration of magnesite mineral during diagenetic phases (Keer, 1975).

C. Late Calcite Cement: Calcite appears as a late diagenetic phase filling intracrystalline pores, displaying consistent Fe zoning. This Low-Mg calcite suggests that the rocks were exhumed and subjected to surficial diagenetic processes (Moore, 2001). This idea confirms the inferred oxidation conditions in a meteoric surface environment interpreted for the increase in Fe$^{3+}$ contents (Pierson, 1981). This late diagenetic calcite reduces porosity and permeability in outcrop.

9. Conclusion

The detailed analysis of the magnesite and dolomite phases in newly introduced Al-Thanyiah Group permits to constrain the model of formation and conditions that accounted for their development. Detailed sedimentological, petrographic and geochemical analyses of the magnesite-carbonate rocks that most probably belong to Neoproterozoic-Ediacaran (?) succession reveals a complex paragenetic evolution. The studied area located 360 km east of Sana’a City and 130 km east of Ma’rib city.

Based on facies association analyses and their vertical and lateral stacking pattern, the sequence is interpreted as a mixed siliciclastic-carbonate platform. The age of the succession suggested as Ediacaran based on the regional stratigraphic correlation with the Oman and Ethiopia, where there are no any fossils content observed. These rocks have suffered from intense metamorphism and associated transformations. Magnesite, dolomite and minor traces of talc, brucite and very rare forsterite together with geochemical data and outcrop observations reveal that the principal processes that affected these rocks were related to burial diagenesis, ultrabasic intrusions e.g. peridotite and hornblendite, and associated up heated diagenetic fluids circulation. Two early dolomite phases (D1 and D2) appear as crystalline replacive dolomite, which formed through dolomitization of the original peritidal limestones under evaporative conditions. Crystal sizes variations between D1 and D2 depend on the texture of the precursor limestone. The recrystallization of these dolomites took place during burial. Cross-checking the field observations together with petrographic examinations indicate that the magnesite (M1, M2 and M3) were formed through the replacement of D1 and D2 by Mg$^{2+}$ enriched fluids that entered the system via stylolite, vugs, faults, fractures and bedding planes. The enriched Mg$^{2+}$ in the fluids were probably sourced by compaction of lateral detrital sediments and the transformation of clays into chlorites. These are basically associated with intense tectonism and metamorphism.

In addition, possible Mg$^{2+}$ enriched up heated fluids e.g. heat comes from introduced ultrabasic rocks, may have contributed to increase the Mg$^{2+}$/Ca$^{2+}$ ratio and temperature. The absence of zoning of the magnesite phases into an initial iron-poor phase reflects variations towards lower temperature conditions. Talc, brucite, forsterite and the late dolomites formed in relation to hydrothermal fluids. Talc associated with dolomite could have formed through de-carbonation of magnesite at temperatures lower than 500 °C. Forsterite formed through the reaction of talc and magnesite, probably as the fluids cooled down probably at temperature more than 500 °C.

A late diagenetic calcite phase appears in some samples replacing magnesite and dolomite phases. This low-Mg calcite was precipitated during telodiagenesis, when the rocks interacted with surficial fluids of meteoric origin.

Although some questions such as the precise temperature and the mechanisms of circulation of the up heated fluids remain unclear, our study reveals that the occurrence of magnesite deposits within the Al-Thanyiah Group is the result of complex diagenetic and heated processes associated with intense tectonism and metamorphism e.g. compressional pressure. Both the prior dolomites and the presence of siliciclastic beds suggest an important role for these deposits in the formation of magnesitization fluids. The textural characterization both in the field and in thin section analysis of the magnesite and dolomite as well as their geochemical signatures permits to develop a model of their origin and mechanism of formation that supports the hydrothermal origin of spary magnesite by replacement of precursor dolomites, similarly to those described in other magnesite deposits like those of the Eugui or Rubian deposits in Spain (Lugli et al., 2000; Kilias et al., 2006).
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PLATE I- Field photographs show the Al-Thanyiah major belt and the stratigraphic units in the Al-Thanyiah area.

Figure 1- General view of the Al-Thanyiah Mountain Belt.

Figure 2- The middle Fariedah Mountain which is situated in the southern part of the Al-Thanyiah Belt, shows the major productive Unit-A of magnesite rocks.

Figure 3- The northern Fariedah Mountain which is situated in southern part of the Al-Thanyiah Belt and shows the stratigraphic Units of A, B and C.

Figure 4- General view shows Fariedah Al-Thanyiah Mountain belts.

Figure 5- General view shows Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah, which is situated in the northern part of the Al-Thanyiah Belt.

Figure 6- General view of the Al-Thanyiah major belt shows the major stratigraphic unit (A, B and C).

Figure 7- Stratigraphic Unit D, E and F which is identified in the major the Al-Thanyiah Mountain.

Figure 8- Stratigraphic Unit E and F which is identified in the major the Al-Thanyiah Mountain.
**PLATE II**- Field photographs show the Al-Thanyiah major belt and the stratigraphic units in Al-Thanyiah area.

**Figure 1**- Very large crystal of magnesite, which was recognized in the Al-Thanyiah Major Belt.

**Figure 2**- Hydrothermal solution effect shows in the Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah Belt in the northern limit,

**Figure 3**- Black magnesite rocks which was recognized at the top of the Al-Thanyiah Major Belt.

**Figure 4**- Red magnesite rocks which was recognized at the bottom of the Al-Thanyiah Major Belt.

**Figure 5**- Talc-schist rocks which was recognized at the top of the Al-Thanyiah Major Belt.

**Figure 6**- Talc-schist and magnesite rocks which were recognized at the top of the Al-Thanyiah Major Belt. Note the effect of intense folding and trusting in the rock successions.

**Figure 7**- Dolomite-marble rocks which was recognized in the northern limit of the Tuba’a Al-Thanyiah Belt.

**Figure 8**- Large ultra-basic igneous intrusion, which was recognized intersecting the Jabal Al-Quroon Mountain in front of Major the Al-Thanyiah Belt.
Large crystals of magnesite

Dolomitic magnesite

Dolomitic magnesite
PLATE III- Photomicrographs show the mineralogical constituents and the textures of magnesite in Al-Thanyiah Belt. (Mg) magnesite, (Dl) dolomite, (Br) brucite, and (Tl) talc.

Figure 1- Phenocrysts of magnesite with undulose extinction form the main magnesite-bearing horizon (CNx40X).

Figure 2- Euhedral magnesite crystals with undulose extinction (CNx40X).

Figure 3- Subhedral magnesite crystals with undulose extinction (CNx40X).

Figure 4- Anhedral magnesite crystals with undulose extinction. Note the brucite crystal in lower left of the photo (CNx40X).

Figure 5- Porphyritic texture of magnesite phenocrysts surrounded with small crystals. Note the green flakes of talc crystals (CNx40X).

Figure 6- Flakes of green talc embedded within magnesite crystals (CNx40X).
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ABSTRACT

This study covers the investigations related to the glauberite-halite minerals detected in Neogene deposits of the Ereğli-Bor Basin in the Central Anatolia. The basin consists of Paleozoic basement rocks, the unconformably overlying Paleocene-Eocene-Oligocene marine sedimentary and volcano-sedimentary rocks, and the Lower Miocene-Pliocene lake deposits at the top which unconformably overlie all underlying layers. In the study, core drillings related to the determination of geological characteristics and investigation of the mineral potential of buried salt deposits were carried out in the Ereğli-Bor basin. As a result of drillings carried out, glauberite-bloedite, halite and bituminous shale horizons, which possess significant thickness and grade values, were cut for the first time in the Konya-Ereğli-Bor basin. Glauberite minerals were observed in three different structures as: 1- the Glauberite Mineral intercalated with High Graded, Bedded Clays, 2- the Glauberite Mineral with Disseminated Rosette Type in Low Graded Clays and 3- the Prismatic High Graded Glauberite Mineral intercalated with Halites. Bloedite minerals are mostly observed with halite. It was detected that the economical evaporitic formations in the Konya-Ereğli-Bor Basin had occurred within the Upper Miocene-Pliocene Katrandedetepe formation which represents the playa-lake environment.

1. Introduction

The purpose of the study is to explore probable burial type evaporitic industrial raw material deposits in the Ereğli-Bor Basin and their affordability.

As it is known, evaporitic basins are natural chemical deposits and accepted as the source of various industrial raw material. The Ereğli-Bor Basin is an important basin when the characteristics of geological and depositional environments are taken into consideration in terms of chemical sedimentary raw materials (sodium sulfate, halite, gypsum/anhydrite etc.) and other raw materials (lignite, bituminous shale etc.). Therefore; several investigations have been carried out in the region.

Studies, which are generally related to the investigation of the regional geology in the basin, were carried out by Türkünal, 1972; Oktay, 1982; Yoldaş, 1973; Demirtaşlı et al., 1986; Ayhan et al., 1986 and Erkan et al., 1992. The preliminary study in this region on evaporites belongs to Özgüner et al. (1989). The authors mentioned about 20 billion tons of apparent operable pure anhydrite reservoirs in their studies, which they had carried out to explore evaporitic salt, and related sedimentary sulfide deposits in the Ereğli-Bor Basin. The investigators also stated that the hydrothermal fluids, which were the final products of the Upper Eocene island arc volcanism during the formation of anhydrite, provided ions that would supply salts to the depositional environment, and also the cherts located within these anhydrites had supported this formation. Later, Murat (1996) studied the distribution and the economic potential of celestines located in the limestone lenses among Ereğli-Ulukışla Tertiary units.

Other studies have also been carried out in Turkey in similar Tertiary basins. Helvacı et al. (1987), stated that the Neogene deposits in the Western Anatolia consisted of significant lignite, bituminous shale, uranium and borate deposits. Altay (2010) studied the mineralogical-geochemical features of the Neogene sedimentary units in Bor-Ulukışla Basin. Önal et
al. (2004) specified that the trona occurrences were intercalated with bituminous shale, mudstone and tuffs inside the Terziöğlu Member of the Gürün formation, in the article of “The Geology and the Trona Potential of the Middle Miocene Gürün Basin (Sivas) in the Central Anatolia”. The similar studies have been carried out also in the Beypazarı Basin (İnci et al., 1998; Helvacı et al., 1988; Yağmurlu and Helvacı, 1994; Helvacı, 1998; Gündoğan and Helvacı, 2005).

The most significant one of the similar basins in the world is the Green River Basin located in the northwest of Wyoming and hosts the biggest trona deposit of the world. According to Burnside and Culbertson (1979), trona deposits are located within the Wilkins Peak member of the Eocene Green River Formation. They emphasized that this member was composed bituminous shale, marl, claystone, trona, trona-halite, limestone and tuffs. Ortı et al. (2007) on the other hand, who investigated Eocene-Lower Oligocene lacustrine evaporites in the southeast of the Ebro basin in NW Spain, implied that the shallow lake environment was controlled by a series of factor such as; 1-tectonical structure, 2- meteoric waters, 3- semi-arid climate and 4- alluvial fans.

1.1. Study Area

The study area is located in the Ereğli-Bor Neogene Basin, the southern and southeastern parts of the Tuz Gölü Basin in the Konya province (Figure 1).

1.2. Method of Study

Evaporite minerals easily dissolve and do not generally crop out at the surface. They should be embedded and preserved by cover deposits (clays) in order to form a deposit.

Among the material and methods for embedded mineral exploration, the drilling method was used to explore evaporite deposits which do not crop out in the Ereğli-Bor Neogene Basin. The geological map (1/25000 scale) of the basin was generated using previous studies. Using satellite data of M32 and M33 sheets (1/100 000 scale), the basin margin faults were investigated extracting lineaments of the basin.

Both previous local and foreign geophysical-geological investigations carried out in the region, the cuts excavated for various purposes and drilling wells were studied on the site. Oil, irrigation and potable water drillings made by TPAO, DSI and private people were correlated with drill logs in the project, and environments of the basin were interpreted. The age and chemical contents of volcanic activities in the basin and their contact relationships with lake units were studied, so the basin was interpreted by correlating with the Beypazarı basin. All drillings in the basin were carried out at right angle. Both clastic and cored advances were made in drills and put into plastic drilling boxes. Samples were taken from the mineralized zone (halite, glauberite, tenardite, bloedite, bituminous shale), evaporitic zone (gypsum, anhydrite) and non-mineralized both for general and detailed analyses. Samples were collected by the radioactive decay method from drills both for mineralized and evaporitic zones, and the remaining samples were left in the drill box. Solid samples were dried under the temperature of 105°C. Samples were analyzed under the salt program of RIX 3000 model XRF device (Rigaku brand). The other samples were studied under IQ+ (nonstandard program) of the AXIOS model XRF device (Philips brand).

The polygon method was used as the reservoir estimation method. The polygon method is an important reservoir estimation method especially used in the formation of sedimentary deposits, and it generally gives reliable results. The reliability of the method increases depending on the number and interval of drillings performed on the field. The coordinates of drillings performed on the field in order to calculate the sodium sulfate reservoir in the study area were plotted on 1/10 000 scale map, then low angle triangles were formed from drill locations, which are close to each other. Polygons were then formed by drawing the centroid of each triangle. The polygonal area of each drilling was estimated and the reservoir amount of each polygon was separately calculated being multiplied by the mineral thickness, density and factor of safety. The estimated reservoirs were then summed up and total apparent reservoir was obtained.

In grade estimations, Na₂O and NaCl values were taken as the basis for glauberite and halite, respectively. As it is understood from drillings carried out, the rock salt and sodium sulfate transitions are present in the field. Therefore, the percent amount of...
Figure 1- Location map of the study area.
sodium in the body, which combines with chlorine and sulfate, were detected one by one using basically their stoichiometric coefficients. Later on, the grade of Na₂SO₄ was estimated by multiplying the constant of 2.29 which is the stoichiometric coefficient of the percent Na₂O value that combines with sulfate.

2. Regional Geology

The oldest units of the region, where the Ereğli-Bor Neogene basin is located, are formed by the metamorphic rocks of the Lower Paleozoic Niğde massive (Figure 2). The metamorphics of the Niğde massive, which is generally represented by gneiss, marble, quartzite and amphibolites, were separated as Gümüşler, Kaleboynu, Aşıgediği formations and gathered under the name of “Niğde Group” by being interpreted as group (Atabey and Ayhan, 1986). The Gümüşler formation is composed of units of gneiss, quartzite, calc-silicate, marble and biotitic gneiss. The Kaleboynu formation consists of marble, quartzite and gneiss units. However, the Aşıgediği formation is formed by coarse crystallized marble units with amphibolite, gneiss and quartzite bands. The rocks of the Niğde group were occasionally cut by the Upper Cretaceous Sineksizyayla Metagabbro (varying from amphibolite to gabbroic pegmatite) and Üçkapılı Granodiorite (granite with aplitic and pegmatitic veins) (Göncüoğlu, 1981a,b).

The basement units are overlain by the Paleocene-Eocene Ulukışla-Çamardı Group in the region (Atabey and Ayhan, 1986). The volcanics are represented by agglomerate, pillow lava, tuff, dacites, syanite and trachy andesite, and they are occasionally composed of limestones blocks. The Sansartepe formation consists of Upper Paleocene monzonitic shallow intrusions (trachy andesite) and pillow lavas with compositions of basalt-olivine-dolerite and sporadically consists of thin limestone interlayers. The Serenkaya formation is composed of shale, conglomerate, siltstone, sandstone with volcanic materials and blocky coarse conglomerates in places, and it overlies the Sansartepe formation (Figure 3). This formation is cut by the Köyderesitepe trachyte. The Upper Paleocene-Eocene (Reefal nummulitic limestone) Başmakçı limestone overlies the Serenkaya formation. All these units are cut by the Lower Eocene Cehritepe syanite.

This unit is then overlain by the nummulitic limestone with coral, gastropod and lamellibraches (much fossilliferous) (Karatepe limestone) (Oktay, 1982). The volcanic activity ended in Middle Lutetian, and the Güney formation began to deposit (Figure 3). The bottom of the Güney formation begins with mudstone and continues with the alternation of gray claystone, beige-brown fine-thick layered calciturbiditic sandstone with volcanic elements and shale in upward. The orogenic movements,
Figure 3- The generalized stratigraphical section of the Ereğli-Bor basin (modified from Oktay, 1982) (not to scale).
which developed in Upper Lutetian, form an angular unconformity between these rocks and overlying units.

In the Upper Eocene-Oligocene basin, the Zeyvegediği anhydrite, which forms an evaporitic succession (the product of a shallow marine-lagoon environment) was deposited. The Zeyvegediği anhydrites begin with white and layered anhydrite at the bottom (Figure 3), and then continue with brown, thin layered sandstone-limestone and green marl in upward. It is composed of white, layered anhydrite and brown clayey gypsums. Lacustrine units were deposited following the evaporitic succession.

Orogenic movements that developed in Middle Miocene form an angular unconformity between the units deposited in the Middle-Upper Miocene lake and evaporitic and molasses type deposits. The Kızılbayır formation was formed by clastic materials which had been transported from eastern and southern parts, and it is in the form of alternation of red and green sandstone and claystone. Inside, gypsum veins, which were created by the gypsum bearing groundwaters are present (Oktay, 1982). It begins with red, green, pebbly clays in the Kızılbayır locality and then continues with lensoidal-cross bedded sandstone-conglomerate interlayers. It then grades into Katrandedetepe formation with the increase of marl and limestone in upwards (Figure 3). Later on; the formation is overlain by fine clastics and limestone-marl alternation due to the deepening of lake waters.

The abundance of living creatures in this period has caused much organic material to be transported into the lake. The transported organic materials have generated bituminous shales in the anaerobic environment where the lake becomes deep (Katrandedetepe formation). The Katrandedetepe formation begins with green, white marls and is generally alternates with clayey limestone and marl. It sometimes consists of bituminous shale layers which intercalate with evaporitic units.

Clayey limestones are white to dirty white, hard, fine and regularly bedded. However, marls overlying the clayey limestone are greenish gray, with mussel shell fragments. Coarse clastics such as; conglomerate and sandstone, were formed by the re-shallowing of the lake (Beştepeler formation) (Oktay, 1982). The formation, which begins with green sandstone intercalating with conglomerate, is in the form of alternation of sandstone-claystone-conglomerate intercalated with clayey limestone. The uppermost part is represented by the coarse limestone and pebbly conglomerate. Sandstones are occasionally in the form of lenses within conglomerate layers. These were followed by vertical movements affected in Pliocene.

In north, a series of volcanic activities have occurred over the sediments of the Tuz Gölü Basin starting from Upper Miocene-Pliocene to Quaternary and affected the basin in terms of salinity. The calcalkaline type Melendiz and Hasandağı volcanisms, which developed along big tectonical lines in Upper Miocene-Pliocene, form heights on the plain. Augite-Andesite, Pyroxene-Andesite type lavas of the Melendiz volcanics were followed by the Hasandağ volcanism in Andesite-Basalt type in Quaternary and finally by the alkaline type volcanism on the plain (Dönmez et al., 2003).

3. Geology of the Study Area

The study area, which is located within basin, has a flat topography and is formed by thick Neogene lacustrine deposits and covered by Quaternary alluvial deposits (Figure 4). The Katrandedetepe formation outcropping in south, which was determined as the target formation for chemical salt explorations, is buried by deep seated fault on basin margins on the plain. Lithological characteristics of formations determined by the study of outcrops and the cores of drills in the study area are given below.

3.1. Güney Formation (Tg)

The Güney formation was first defined by Oktay (1982) as a formation, and it is observed in the Güney village, the southern part of the study area and in its close vicinity. It corresponds to the Koçak Formation of Ketin and Akarsu (1965) and the Bozbeltepe member of the Hasangazi formation of Demirteşli et al. (1986). It outcrops in southern and southeastern parts of the study area, around Güney, Altay, Kolsuz, Eminlik and Başnakçı villages, between Gökbez-Karacaören villages, in Karakaya Tepe and Bozbel Tepe. It mainly strikes in the form of bands in E-W directions. The unit laterally exhibits different thicknesses and developed concurrently from north to south. Therefore, it is observed in different facies and ages in its type locality and southeast of Ulukışla. The bottom of the unit begins with mudstone and
then continues with alternation of gray claystone, beige to brown, fine to thick layered calciturbiditic sandstone with volcanic materials and shale. To these regions, the clastic material, which was derived due to the erosion of sections of volcanic islands above water and erosion of the land in west of the basin, was rapidly deposited (Oktay, 1982). The Güney formation conformably overlies the Serenkaya formation around Güney village. It is cut by Tayhacı andesite and Dikmenderetepe trachyte, which are the final stage products of the Ulukışla island arc volcanism outside the study area in southwest. It is overlain by fluvial and lake deposits, which was formed by three conformable lithostratigraphical units in lake environment, with an angular unconformity.

The age of the formation was given as Lutetian due to the presence of Globorotalia cf., Discocyclina sp., Orbitolites sp., Assilina sp., Alveolina sp., Locharitia sp., Halkyardia sp., G. mekanna, G. aragonensi, Globogerina sp., Globorotalia fossils described in different lithological units within the Güney formation by many investigators, who carried out several studies in the study area and its close vicinity (Demirtaşlı et al., 1986; Oktay, 1982; Ketin and Akarsu, 1965; Çevikbaş and Öztunalı, 1992).

3.2. Kızılbayır Formation (Nkb)

This formation was first defined by Oktay (1982) and its type locality is the Kızılbayır locality in SW of the Altay village. It is the first sedimentary deposit which extends in NE-SW directions between Hacıbekirli and Altay villages and formed under lacustrine and fluvial conditions. It exhibits a wide distribution around Gelinkayaları in north of Hacıbekirli, east of Katrandedetepe, south of Bohcadikmentepe, east of Şahingüzmesi Ridge and Altay village (Oktay, 1982).

It begins to deposit with red to green, coarse pebbly clays in Kızılbayır locality and continues with lensoidal, cross bedded sandstone-conglomerate interlayers. It then grades into the Katrandedetepe formation with the increase in marl and limestones in upward (Figure 5).

In the Hacıhüseyinler Obası locality (M32-c4), it begins to deposit with red to green pebbly clays, loose cemented, pink, white to black conglomerate layers which consists of recrystallized limestone and volcanic pebbles at the bottom. It is then overlain by the alternation of brown colored, by mostly cross bedded sandstone and red to green claystone.
Within this deposit, coal layers with thicknesses varying between 0-20 cm are observed between 3-5 m thick to medium bedded limestone layers. However, this layer is lensoidal and has not any lateral continuity. Claystones inside the formation are unlayered and fragmented in the form of mussel shell. The thickness is approximately 200-250 m. It discordantly overlies Zeyvegediği anhydrites at the bottom. However, there is a tectonical contact relationship with the Serenkaya formation in east of Altay village. It is conformably overlain by the Katrandedetepe formation.

The grains in the Kızılbayır formation, which formed in lake and fluvial environments, are poorly sorted and not well-rounded, as the environment is tidal and transportation is in short distance. There was not found any paleontological data to age the Kızılbayır formation. However, the conformably overlying Katrandedetepe formation to be in Upper Miocene makes us consider that this formation could be Middle-Upper Miocene, too. The thickness of the formation is nearly 300 meters according to drillings carried out in the study area.

3.3. Katrandedetepe Formation (Nkd)

Its type locality is the Katrandedetepe location in Tepeköy village (Niğde-Ulukışla). That is why it was named under this nomenclature (Oktay, 1982). It corresponds to the Ulukışla formation of Yoldaş (1973). The formation can easily be distinguished by its dirty white color over the red-green Kızılbayır formation. It spreads in the form of banding parallel to the Kızılbayır formation.

To the north; it outcrops in east of Gücük Tepe (M32-c2), in Boztepe, the north of Beştepeler, and to the south; in Karakayatepe, Katrandedetepe (M32-c3) and Tozlu Tepe (M32-c4), then it wedges out in Çayhan Valley in west of Hacibekirli.

The formation starts to deposits with green to white marls and generally alternates with clayey limestone and marl. It also includes bituminous shales in occasion (Figure 6). Bituminous shale layers alternate with evaporites. Clayey limestones are white to dirty white, hard and horizontal bedded. The marls overlain by clayey limestones are greenish gray colored with fragments of mussel shell. The evaporite ore minerals such as; halite, bloedite, loweite, tenardite in the basin were formed within this formation.

In places, where the bituminous content of the formation increases, the color becomes dark brown, blackish and laminated. The maximum thickness measured on the outcrop is 200 m. However, it was determined that the formation thickness varied in between 235-1400 meters in drillings performed and the thickness increased due to the sinking of the basin.

Many trenches excavated within bituminous shales were studied, and it was observed that these alternated occasionally with dolomites and green illitic clays. It was seen that bituminous shales turned into the view of wet carton when they dried up losing their moisture. The Katrandedetepe formation conformably overlies the Kızılbayır formation and underlies the Beştepeler formation and remains below the Ereğli-Bor plain with a gentle slope.
Yoldaş (1973) dated the formation definitely as Upper Miocene according to spores and pollens in samples collected from bituminous layers. Oktay (1982) dated the unit as Lower Pontian according to Ostracoda fauna present in green marls underlying the unit. The age of the formation was accepted most probably as Upper Miocene due to Ostracoda and Gastropoda shells and Chara sp in samples collected from clayey limestones. The Katrandedetepe formation has the characteristics of lacustrine-playa environment because of evaporitic interlayers it includes. The thickness of the formation is approximately 350 meters according to drillings carried out in the study area.

3.4. Beştepeler Formation (Nb)

It is best observed in Beştepeler locality that is why it was named under this nomenclature (Oktay, 1982). This is the last formation deposited in fluvial and lake environments in the Ereğli-Bor Basin and overlies the Karadedetepe formation with a distribution in NE-SW directions. It spreads over a very wide area in north starting from Gücük Tepe-Bögelek Tepe, Beştepeler (M32-c2), southeast of Tepeköy (M32-c4), Şeyhömerli, Çayhan, north of Hacıömerli and north of Bozdağ to the plain.

The formation, which begins to deposit with green sandstones intercalated with pebbles in north, is in the form of sandstone-conglomerate alternation intercalating with clayey limestone. It is fully represented by loose conglomerates at the top and continues with alternation of clayey limestone-conglomerate in north of Hacibekirli and around Çayhan. The sandstones are occasionally in the form of lenses within conglomerate layers. The conglomerates are fine to medium in north, medium to thick in west and are loose cemented. It easily disperses since it is loose cemented, and forms pebble piles. Pebbles are well rounded. The formation is conformably overlies the Katrandedetepe formation and remains below the alluvial of the Ereğli-Bor plain with a gentle slope. There was not encountered any fossils to date the formation. As the age of the Katrandedetepe formation, which conformably underlies the formation, is Upper Pliocene the age of this formation is considered to be Upper Pliocene-Miocene or younger in age. The depositional environment of the formation is fluvial and fresh water lake. The dominant fragmental material indicates that this formation formed in shallow and energetic environment. The thickness of the formation is approximately 300 meters in the study area according to drillings performed.

3.5. Hasandağı Ashes (Qhk)

It is observed as widespread in northwest of the study area. It is grayish white, beige, gray and milky white colored. Volcanic rock fragments are observed
in ash and tuff. Dönmez et al. (2003) dated the unit as the Lower Quaternary.

3.6. Alluvial (Qal)

Quaternary deposits, which outcrops in east-west directions in the central part and in wide regions in northwest of the study area, are formed by alluvial (Qal) and talus (Qym). Alluvial deposits mainly consist of pebble, sand and clayey materials. However, talus consists of angular limestone talus in variable sizes belonging to the Güneydağı formation (Tg) in western part of the Güneydağı. In drilling carried out in the Ereğli-Bor Basin the thickness of the alluvial cover was determined between 3-18 meters. The alluvial thickness in the study area is approximately 10 meters according to the drillings made.

4. Economical Geology

Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit is located in 30 km northeast of Ereğli (Konya), approximately 25 km northwest of Ulukışla (Niğde), 27 km southwest of Bor (Niğde). Ankara-Adana auto road passes through the study area.

The major mineral of the sodium sulfate deposit is glauberite and it is a burial chemical sedimentary type deposit. Another sodium sulfate mineral, which is frequently encountered in the deposit, is the bloedite mineral that accompanies with halite (Figure 7). The sodium sulfate deposition alternates with bituminous shale and rock salt within evaporite zone of the Upper Miocene-Pliocene Katrandedetepe formation, and it is formed from the association of glauberite, halite, magnesite, bloedite and anhydrite.

Below the sodium sulfate deposition the grayish black, laminated bituminous shale, which generates liquid petroleum, is encountered. However, inside the deposition the alternation of pale gray siltstone-claystone which consists of fiber like gypsum and nodules of anhydrite and dolomitic layers in occasion are observed (Figure 8).

Above the sodium sulfate bearing zone, again grayish black, laminated bituminous shale, in which

Figure 7- Bloedite-halite alternation cut in the drilling KEY-09/05 excavated in Konya-Ereğli-Yeniköy study (x: 4177106, y: 612493).

Figure 8- Bituminous shale core with liquid petroleum indications cut at 462 m in Yeniköy drilling KEY-08/02 (x: 4176100, y: 613550).
between laminae the liquid petroleum generates, anhydrite and dolomitic layers, in which pores and fractures are occasionally filled with liquid petroleum, are located (Figure 9).

Sodium sulfate bearing zone generally begins with gray, discoidal gypsum, liquid petroleum bearing dolomite and thin laminated bituminous shales at the bottom. Within bituminous shales, prismatic, layer like glauberite crystals with 2-3 cm in size are much observed. The thickness of glauberite crystals increases much more in upper layers. Pale gray – dirty white glauberite minerals disintegrate in the air and are broken into small pieces like flavor by whitening and swelling. The thickness of glauberites, which are the major mineral of the deposit, varies between 0.60 – 14.40 m. The number of glauberite bearing layers shows variation between 4 to 11 (Table 1).

In drillings KEY-09/02 and KEY-09/03 carried out in the eastern part of the study area two glauberite zones were cut as being different than other drills. In both drillings glauberite minerals in the upper zone are located in halite-anhydrite alternation with interlayers of siltstone-dolomite between 407-429 m. However, the glauberite zones located below were deposited within alternation of oil producing shale-halite and anhydrite as it had been in other drillings.

Figure 9- Liquid petroleum infilling the pores of dolomites cut in Yeniköy drill KEY-08/04 (371 m).

Table 1- The mineralization characteristics of the Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drilling No</th>
<th>Mineralization Interval (m)</th>
<th>Number of layer</th>
<th>Total Thickness (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEY-08/02</td>
<td>447.30-572.70</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-08/04</td>
<td>403.40-438.80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/01</td>
<td>437.00-510.80</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/02</td>
<td>407.00-601.00</td>
<td>5+5</td>
<td>16.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/03</td>
<td>407.00-676.30</td>
<td>3+8</td>
<td>19.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/04</td>
<td>499.30-629.80</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/05</td>
<td>518.60-668.40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>403.40-676.30</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>23.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sodium sulfate deposit is at the depth of 404-528 m from the surface and in the form of a zone of which its thickness varies between 16.30-30.95 m (Table 2). As a result of drillings made in the study area, it was detected that the sodium sulfate deposit dispersed over a wide area (13.59 km²) and generally possessed a sub-horizontal slope.

Determined grades of the Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit vary between 27.39% and 42.16% Na₂SO₄. On the other hand; the mean sodium sulfate grade of the deposit was determined as; 33.34% Na₂SO₄, bloedite grade as; 28.19% Na₂SO₄, and halite grade as; 80.25% NaCl.

Table 2- Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit (Mineralization thicknesses with respect to drillings)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drilling No</th>
<th>Drilling Name</th>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>Total Thickness (m)</th>
<th>Mean Tenure ( % Na₂SO₄) and ( % NaCl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KEY-08/02</td>
<td>GLAUBERITE</td>
<td>30.95</td>
<td>35.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLOEDITE</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>18.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HALITE</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>89.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>KEY-08/04</td>
<td>GLAUBERITE</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>42.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLOEDITE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HALITE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>KEY-09/01</td>
<td>GLAUBERITE</td>
<td>16.70</td>
<td>31.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLOEDITE</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>43.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HALITE</td>
<td>21.10</td>
<td>45.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>KEY-09/02</td>
<td>GLAUBERITE</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>35.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLOEDITE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HALITE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>KEY-09/03</td>
<td>GLAUBERITE</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>28.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLOEDITE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HALITE</td>
<td>35.80</td>
<td>85.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>KEY-09/04</td>
<td>GLAUBERITE</td>
<td>27.70</td>
<td>20.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLOEDITE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HALITE</td>
<td>45.40</td>
<td>93.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Mineralization

5.1. Ore Minerals and Mineral Association

NaCl salt is obtained in nature in two different ways as; marine and terrestrial environments. The main economical source of the salt is oceans in the world. On lands, it is obtained from rock salts and salt lakes. However, mainly the rock salt (halite), anhydrite, gypsum and glauberite were observed in drillings in the study area (Table 4). Major ore minerals though in fewer amounts are accompanied by magnesite, dolomite, hydro glauberite, quartz, illite/mica group clays, starkeyit, zeolite group (clinoptilolite, heulandite and analcim-C) minerals, chlorite group minerals and amorph materials.

In addition that sodium sulfate salts form many minerals in nature, its most significant minerals are mirabilite, tenardite, glauberite, bloedite and glaserite in terms of economy and workability. These salts are deposited in contemporary alkaline lakes and playa lakes. Ereğli-Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit is also a playa type deposit and covers wide areas. In drillings made in this basin, glauberite-bloedite and halite minerals were cut. The correlation of the mineralized zone based on drillings is shown in figure 10.
Table 3- Grade and reservoir conditions of the Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drilling No</th>
<th>Reservoir Based Polygon Areas (m²)</th>
<th>Mineralization Thickness (m)</th>
<th>Specific Gravity (ton/m³)</th>
<th>Factor of Safety</th>
<th>Apparent Reservoir (Ton)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLAUBERITE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VALUES OF WEIGHTED MEAN ANALYSES (FIELD)</strong></td>
<td>12.59</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>16.97</td>
<td>41.60</td>
<td>6.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLOEDITE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VALUES OF WEIGHTED MEAN ANALYSES (FIELD)</strong></td>
<td>21.34</td>
<td>18.85</td>
<td>28.77</td>
<td>36.09</td>
<td>7.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HALITE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VALUES OF WEIGHTED MEAN ANALYSES (FIELD)</strong></td>
<td>30.82</td>
<td>48.70</td>
<td>41.53</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4- The distribution of ore minerals and paragenesis of the Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit based on drillings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drilling No</th>
<th>Mineralization Interval (m)</th>
<th>Zone Thickness (m)</th>
<th>Mineral Paragenesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEY-08/02</td>
<td>447.30-572.70</td>
<td>125.40</td>
<td>Glauberite halite magnesite bloedite anhydrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-08/04</td>
<td>403.40-438.80</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>Glauberite anhydrite magnesite gypsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/01</td>
<td>437.00-510.80</td>
<td>73.80</td>
<td>Glauberite halite magnesite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/02</td>
<td>407.00-429.00 519.00-601.00</td>
<td>22 + 82=104.00</td>
<td>Glauberite halite bloedite dolomite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/03</td>
<td>404.20-429.70 547.00-676.30</td>
<td>25.50+ 129.30= 154.80</td>
<td>Glauberite anhydrite halite magnesite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/04</td>
<td>499.30-629.80</td>
<td>130.50</td>
<td>Glauberite anhydrite halite magnesite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY-09/05</td>
<td>518.60-668.40</td>
<td>149.80</td>
<td>Glauberite anhydrite halite magnesite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAN</td>
<td>403.40-676.30</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Glauberite halite magnesite bloedite anhydrite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10- Drilling correlation of the Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit.
5.2. Mineralization and the Factors Controlling the Mineralization

The Ereğli-Bor Neogene Basin is located in north of the Central Taurus belt, west of the Ecemiş Fault and in southeast part of the Tuzgölü Basin. At the basement structural elements are dominant. These elements were formed by the Alpine orogeny, which caused the closure of the Southern Neotethys Sea and affected in the form of N-S directing compression starting from Upper Cretaceous to Upper Miocene (Şengör and Yılmaz, 1983). The Niğde Fault Zone, which restricts the basin from south, continues until Karaman in the form of discontinues branches. The Niğde fault zone is approximately 170 km long, 5-8 km wide, left lateral strike slip fault with a strike of NE-SW and dipping in NW direction (Koçyiğit, 2000). The northeastern border of the Ereğli-Bor basin is controlled by the branches of the Tuzgölü fault zone (Figure 11).

Central Anatolia is divided into two neotectonic regions. These are; 1- Konya-Eskişehir neotectonic region and 2-Kayseri-Sivas neotectonic region (Figure 11). Konya-Eskişehir neotectonic region is the first neotectonic region that remains between the Kesikköprü fault that extends between Kırıkkale in north and Niğde in south, and the area to the east of Tuzgölü fault zone. Konya-Eskişehir neotectonic region is the eastern continuation of the West Southwest Anatolia and the Turkish Lake Land (Gölüler Bölgesi) horst graben system and characterized by extensional tectonic regime and oblique slip normal faulting. The starting age of the neotectonic regimes characterizing the Central Anatolia is the post-Pliocene (Koçyiğit, 2000). The Ereğli-Bor basin is located in the first neotectonic region, too. This basin has the characteristics of being a semi-graben type depositional basin which developed in and after the Upper Miocene as a result of the pressure release which occurred in the region following the Miocene compressional tectonism (Şengör and Yılmaz, 1983).

In the formation of the Ereğli-Bor Basin, which is a closed lake basin, it is considered that tectonically; an extensional regime became effective and tectonical factors causing the development of basin mediated a volcanic activity in the same period (Middle-Upper Miocene). It was observed that volcanism (Balcı volcanism) derived solutions and other volcanic materials were supplied into the lake environment as the sinking in the basin synchronously occurred with sedimentation (Kadınkız and Pekgöz, 2015).

Tectonic and volcanic activities effective in the basin development, beyond the occurrence of the extensional region, have provided significant volcanism derived solutions that would cause economical mineralization especially to the lake environment. Besides; the Zeyvegediği anhydrite (Upper Eocene-Oligocene) has a great importance for ion supplement into the basin (Figure 12). As sedimentation in the lake environment continues, it is considered that Na, Ca and SO₄ bearing solutions mix into lake water by means of fracture systems (Kadınkız et al., 2015).

Most of the lake deposits exhibit especially well developed bedding, lamination and frequently lateral lithology and color variations. Fresh water carbonates, thin dolomite layers, bituminous shales and evaporites are particular stages and types characterizing the lake environment (Einsele, 1992). It is probable to encounter one or several such rock salts in many lake deposits.
When significant salt formation types in closed lake systems are taken into consideration, it is seen that gypsum, halite, glauberite and bloedite minerals in sulfate lakes in which sulfate, chlorine and calcium rich waters are effective, are deposited.

The presence of thin lignite layers located at the bottom indicates that the primary lake bottom started to shape and the environment was a marsh land rich in plant and tree remnants in the first period when the Ereğli-Bor Basin began to open. Parallel to the gradual deepening and the enlargement of the basin, the sediment transportation and depositional process also began to develop. Marl-carbonate and lignite occurrences in the form of thin layers are encountered in sediments deposited in this period. Besides; sodium sulfate and rock salt layers observed within the Katrandedetepe formation and bituminous shales, which form a thick succession in the form of alternations, were deposited in the basin (Kadınkız et al., 2005) (Figure 10).

Bituminous shales deposited in the closed saline lake system of the Ereğli-Bor basin are also important. The presence of bituminous shales alternating with evaporite minerals in the basin shows that some planktonic organisms and plants may increase if there will be high temperature and enough food support although high salinity waters are not rich in organisms. In such environments phytoplankton production and the occurrence of algal accumulations could reach important amounts. However, a few part of this production were deposited with sediments while most of them decayed. These kerogen rich bituminous shales indicate high lake altitude and humid phase. Sodium sulfate minerals and halite layers on the other hand were deposited in a playa lake environment in which organic poor and more arid climate had developed. Bituminous shales have generated liquid petroleum in significant amount and frequency. Bituminous shales of which their kerogen types are suitable to generate petroleum have produced oil by the effect of temperature and pressure that increases with embedding, and by the temperature which increase as a result of hydrothermal solutions originating from Plio-Quaternary Melendiz Mountain volcanisms in the basin. Thus, the primary migration of the petroleum has occurred by the petroleum generation from bituminous shales which are source rocks for petroleum.

When relationships between the bituminous or oily shales and evaporites are studied, it is seen that there is an active transgressive-regressive system in which bituminous shale deposition is followed by the evaporite deposition (Eugster, 1985). It was also determined in late diagenetic stages of highly alkaline isolated saline lakes that siliceous and...
alkaline zeolites turned into analcime and potassium feldspar (Sheppard and Simandi, 1999). Accordingly; the presence of analcime also in the study area was assessed as data showing that the alkaline amount is high. In humid climates HCO3 is available more than Ca and Ca-sulfates cannot form, so carbonates are deposited dominantly. During arid periods, in which meteoric input is comparatively low, sulfate minerals such as; gypsum and glauberite are deposited rather than carbonate in case of excess Ca than HCO3. Depending on the evaporation and increase in the concentration of salt, Na-Sulfate minerals such as; tenardite, mirabilite, epsomite and bloedite are deposited in lakes of alkaline arid regimes (Sinha and Raymahashay, 2004).

Glauberite in playas and saline lakes occur starting from Na-rich sulfate and chlorine minerals such as; mirabilite, bloedite, tenardite and halite by the effect of Ca-rich groundwater solutions (Grokhovskii, 1978). In this case, the glauberite mineral is located in lower parts of halite and tenardite layers as it is also seen in the study area. Besides; glauberite may form also starting from gypsum by the effect of Na-rich groundwater solutions (Formula-1) (Hardie, 1968, 1984; Eugster and Hardie, 1978; Smoot and Lowenstein, 1991; Arakel and Cohen, 1991; Orti et al., 2002). Grokhovskii (1978) stated that some primary glauberites in playas were formed by the mixture of Ca-rich groundwater solutions with sodium sulfate solutions.

\[
2\text{CaSO}_4\cdot\text{H}_2\text{O}(s) + 2\text{Na}^{+}\rightarrow \text{CaSO}_4\cdot\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4\cdot\text{H}_2\text{O}(s) + \text{Ca}^{++}\ (\text{Glauberite})
\]

Prismatic, layer like glauberite crystals reaching a length of 2-3 cm in bituminous shales are excessively observed. The solubility of mirabilite (Na$_2$SO$_4$.10H$_2$O), which is an aqueous sulfate mineral, is quite variable with temperature. As the temperature increases, their solubility also increases. By the increase of temperature up to 35-40°C due to embedding, mirabilite mineral transforms into tenardite (Na$_2$SO$_4$) (Last, 1999; Helvacı et al., 2013). Tenardite may form with gypsum as a secondary mineral starting from glauberite (Formula-2);

\[
\text{CaSO}_4\cdot\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 + \text{CaSO}_4\cdot2\text{H}_2\text{O} \ (\text{Formül-2})
\]

6. Results

Sodium sulfate is white, in crystal or powder form, liquid and odorless substance, and used in the production of detergent, paper, glass, textile paint and some chemical materials. In the production of powder detergents, sodium sulfate is used as the infilling material with percentages varying between 16-40%. The sodium sulfate ratio used in the production of detergents determines the cost and its bleaching degree. It is used in the kraft process for cellulose production in paper sector. In glass sector, sodium sulfate has many functions in the formation of Egyptian blue, and it is consumed approximately in 3% in glass production. In textile sector, it helps dye to homogenously diffuse into the fabric. It is also used in the production of some chemical materials (potassium sulfate, aluminum sulfate, sodium silicate).

It is extremely important to extract and put the sodium sulfate mineralization, which has a widespread use both in the world and Turkey, into the country’s economy as a result of drillings. In these studies conducted in the Ereğli-Bor Basin, glauberite-bloedite, halite and bituminous levels, which possess significant grade and thickness values, were cut the first time. It was also approved by these drillings that the Ereğli-Bor basin, which forms the southeastern part of the Tuzgölü Basin, was an important basin in terms of chemical sedimentary raw material (like sodium sulfate, halite, lithium, nitre and gypsum/anhydrite) and energy raw material (like lignite, bituminous shale, petroleum, natural gas). In the study area, total of 5197.45 m drilling was made in 7 locations (750 m as clastic drilling and 4447.45 m as core drilling). Based on the geological data obtained by drillings and analyses in the Ereğli-Bor Neogene Basin, it was determined that the evaporitic chemical sedimentation in the basin had formed within evaporite zone of the Upper Miocene Katrandedetepe Formation (playa-lake environment) and sodium sulfate deposit had occurred. Glauberite minerals detected within evaporitic zone in the Ereğli-Bor Basin were observed in three different structures as;

1- alternated with bedded clays,
2- disseminated crystals within clays and
3- alternated with halites (Figures 13, 14, 15).
Figure 13- Glauberite mineralization alternated with high graded clays.

Figure 14- Disseminated, rosette type glauberite mineralization within low graded clays.

Figure 15- Prismatic, high graded glauberite mineralization alternated with halites.
The mineralization is reached at depth of approximately 400 meters from the surface in the Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit. The approximate thickness of the glauberite mineralization varies between 17-31 meters. Thickness of the halite mineralization on the other hand is in between 16-45 meters. It was observed that the sodium sulfate mineralization deceased towards south but increased towards north.

Besides; there were also detected oil producing thick bituminous shales with approximate thicknesses varying between 40-85 meters in the study area. The correlations of drillings were lithologically made, and the level distribution of sodium sulfate, rock salt and bituminous shale, and layer and thickness variations with depth were shown in Figure 16.

According to the correlation of drillings, it was observed that zones of sodium sulfate and halite took place in major part of the study area and thickened northward (Figure 16).

To make comparison, the reservoir of the Çayırhan sodium sulfate deposit is totally 190 million tons with 33% grade. Sodium sulfate zone is located at depths of 75-100 meters with thicknesses varying between 1.85-20.05 meters. The major mineral of the Çayırhan sulfate deposit is glauberite. The sodium sulfate zone is formed by the association of glauberite-tenardite-gypsum-Brugnatellite (Mg$_6$Fe$_3$ (CO$_3$) (OH)$_{13}$. 4(H$_2$O)) (Çelik et al., 1987).

Total of 1.8 million tons of sodium sulfate is present in Acıgöl, Tersakan and Bolluk lakes (Alkim AŞ, 2010, oral). According to lake sizes, volumes of water and chemical analyses, our sodium sulfate reservoir in three lakes is estimated at least as 50 million tons (Gündoğan et al., 1995).

However; it was estimated that the Ereğli-Yeniköy sodium sulfate deposit became an important ore deposit in worldwide with its apparent reservoir of 646,482,543 tons. The approximate sodium sulfate and halite grades of the deposit were estimated as; 33.34% Na$_2$SO$_4$ and 80.25% NaCl, respectively (Kadınkız et al., 2015).
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ABSTRACT
This study comprise the design of the planned grout curtain in Savcibey Dam (Söğüt/Bilecik) in order to provide impermeability along the dam axis. Within the context of field studies, engineering geology map was generated, ground investigation drilling was realized and permeability tests were performed. Within the field studies, the joint conditions of the geological units (Triassic aged Bozüyük Metamorphic schists) under the dam axis and its effect on permeability was observed considering the positions of the discontinuities with regard to the dam axis location. Orientation of discontinuities generally have strikes changing between N – S and NNE – SSW. 5 boreholes on dam axis, 2 boreholes on cofferdam, 3 boreholes on diversion tunnel and 2 boreholes on spillway total 245 m ground investigation borehole drilled. In order to determine the permeability profile of dam axis and design the grout curtain, Lugeon tests in Bozüyük Metamorphic units observed in dam axis, falling head permeability tests in alluviums observed in thalweg and slope debris observed in right abutment were performed. Lugeon tests realized in Bozüyük Metamorphic units show that the unit is generally permeable and partly low permeable. Alluvium and slope debris are highly permeable. In addition, drilling works realized in dam axis shows that the augmentation of the weathering degree cause an increase of permeability in Triassic aged Bozüyük Metamorphic schists. As a result of these studies information about the permeability of Savcibey Dam was collected and the grout curtain hole was designed. Accordingly, it is predicted that approximately 40 m depth of grout curtain from the stripping excavation with the depth of 1.50 m would prevent the possible leakages.

1. Introduction

Depending upon the population increase, dams make a significant contribution to the national economy in terms of energy need, potable water supply, agricultural irrigation, flood protection, fishery, recreation and many more purposes. Engineering geology and hydrogeology studies realized during planning stage are crucial to minimize the potential problems during construction stage and to exploit these dams safely. These constructions are studied by many researchers from different perspectives such as geotechnics, hydrogeology, landsliding, liquefaction, resistance to earthquake, etc. (Lombardi, 1985; Nonveiller, 1989; Karagüzel and Kılıç, 2000; Tunar et. al., 2013; Eryılmaz Türkkan and Korkmaz, 2015; Aldemir et. al., 2015). Lombardi (1985) studied about the cementation properties of grout and grout curtain designed for the impermeability of dams and underlined that the cohesion of the grout increase the viscosity and grout can not penetrate into the discontinuities. Nonveiller (1989) studied about the different techniques for the construction of grout curtain. Aksoy and Ercanoğlu (2006) and (2007) studied bout landsliding. Ulusay et al. (2007) studied about the liquefaction in dams and reservoirs. Tunar et al. (2013) studied about tailings dam stability. Eryılmaz and Korkmaz studied the determination of hydraulic conductivity with in-situ tests. Aldemir et al. (2015) studied about analysis techniques utilized in earthquake behaviours of concrete dams. Karagüzel and Kılıç (2000) researched the effect of alteration in permeability of an ophiolitic melange in terms of grouting efficiency and grout take amount. In addition, Karagüzel and Kılıç (2000) expressed mathematically the relation between the water loss in Lugeon test and grout take amount with the use of statistical analysis. Moreover, permeability of rock masses is analysed by many researchers (Ewert, 2003; Foyo et al., 2005; Şekerçioğlu, 2007; Coli et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; Güroçak and Alemdağ, 2012; Kayabaşi et al., 2015). Foyo et al. (2005) determined
a secondary permeability index for the rock masses in dam foundations with Lugeon tests. Rock mass permeability properties are analysed numerically and empirically in the study realized by Güroçak and Alemdağ (2012). Kayabaşı et al. (2015) evaluated the relation between the Lugeon values and discontinuity properties of rock masses with the utilization of nonlinear regression analysis. For the determination of grout curtain depth the empiric method proposed by Şekercioğlu (2007). However, as this method is an empiric method, grout curtain depth is determined using with the engineering judgement considering the hydraulic head of the foundation rock.

The aim of this work in general is, design of the grout curtain and to determine the permeability characteristics of Savcıbey Dam axis location. For this purpose, the depth of the grouting works is determined. Project area is located in Bilecik Province, Söğüt County (Figure 1). Savcıbey Dam is planned to construct on Yol River by DSİ 3. Regional Directorate for the irrigation of agricultural lands which is approximately 164 ha and belonging to Savcıbey Village. Dam axis is located in 1/25,000 scaled Eskişehir “I24-a2” topographic map and transport is provided by asphalt road (Figure 1).

2. Geology

This study comprises office works, site works and laboratory works. In context of office works, literature review about the study area and its near environ is done and the studies realized by General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works (DSİ) and General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration (MTA) are investigated. Site works are consist of geological mapping, drilling, and in-situ permeability tests. Laboratory works are performed on the core samples handled from the drilling operations. 5 boreholes and 200 m depth for dam axis, 2 boreholes and 25m depth for cofferdam, 3 boreholes and 30m depth for diversion tunnel, 2 boreholes and 20m depth for spillway, total 275m of drilling works realized within the field works. The boreholes drilled for axis location, diversion tunnel and cofferdam are shown on figure 2 and 3. The permeability characteristics of ruck units under different hydraulic heads are determined by the Lugeon tests performed in the boreholes drilled along dam axis. Hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium and slope debris is specified by the falling head permeability tests.

Dip and dip direction of the discontinuities in metamorphic rocks is the most important parameter for the permeability of dam axis location. Therewithal, infilling material, weathering degree, aperture, spacing are the factors effecting the dam permeability also. Any negative provision is detected in terms of permeability in dam axis location based on the observations realized according to the field prestudies. In addition, dip directions are generally towards upstream, even if schistosity strikes cross the dam axis with 90° and the discontinuities are infilled with clay. For these reasons, any permeability problem is waiting based on the observations.

Schists belonging to Bozüyük Metamorphics are dominated in project area and its surroundings but marbles of same formation crop out locally. Quaternary aged alluvium (Qal) and slope debris (Qym) overly the Bozüyük Metamorphics discordantly. Study area is located in second degree earthquake zone and approximately 50 km far from North Anatolian Fault Zone which is the one of main active tectonic fault system. Geological units of dam location and surroundings is explained below and generalized stratigraphic columnar section of study area and its surrounding is given in figure 4.

Figure 1- Site location map of study area.
Figure 2: View to right abutment from borehole SK -1 (left abutment) in Savcıbey Dam axis location.

Figure 3: Engineering geology map of Savcıbey Dam axis location and reservoir area.
2.1. Bozüyük Metamorphics (Tbm)

Bozüyük Metamorphics are exposed over large areas in the region. This unit is investigated by many researchers and aged as Triassic (Yılmaz, 1979; Yılmaz and Koral, 2007; Ayaroğlu, 1979; Kayadibi et al., 1994). Quaternary aged alluvium (Qal) and slope debris (Qym) overly the Bozüyük Metamorphics discordantly. Rock units of this formation are phyllite, mica schist, green schist, talc schist, chloride schist, amphibole schist, microscaled glaucophane schist, graphite schist, ortho gneiss, quartzite, marble, serpentine, peridotite, gabbro, metadiabase and metabasalt (Yılmaz, 1979). Initially, carbonates with clay and sand sized materials and products of a granitic intrusion are effected from metamorphism of green schist facies conditions and become actual petrographic properties (Ayaroğlu, 1979). Green schists belonging to Bozüyük Metamorphics are dominated in project area and its near environ but local marble masses are also observed. However, any marble mass is encountered on the ground of dam body as seen in figure 5. However, Triassic aged this units are subjected to tectonic effect of during many geological times and due to this effect the schistosity planes have different orientations. Schistosity plane strikes are towards NE-SW direction and their dips are changing between 50° and 70° based on the orientations surveyed on the outcrops in dam axis, left and right abutments. General dip direction of schistosity planes are surveyed as NW.

First folding is started with Hersinian movement in study area and its near environ. Paleozoic aged schists are folded severely and intrusion activity is started through the faults in faulting stage. Acidic intrusives are settled into the schists during this stage. Then aplites are settle into these intrusives trough the NE-SW directed faults. This aplit mass is transformed to E-W direction with the Alpine movements (Yılmaz, 1979). But, any of this aplites are encountered in dam location. Fracture system which are formed by the paleotectonic activities are generally infilled with clay. The mean spacing of the fractures is 2m, aperture is changing between 1 cm and 30 cm based on the information handled from the line investigation along the road cut.

Accordingly, the relation between the Quaternary aged alluvium and slope debris overlying the Bozüyük Metamorphics is shown on figure 5 with the ground investigation borehole locations which is represented with A-A’ cross section of figure 3.
2.2. Alluvium (Qal)

Quaternary aged alluviums are located along the Yol River bed (Figures 3 and 5). This unit, which is formed by erosion transportation and deposition, is constituted by gravel, sand, silt and clay sized material. According to the drilling works, the thickness of the alluvium is changed between 1.50 - 2.00 m. The width of the alluvium can be reach up to 10 m locally.

2.3. Slope Debris (Qym)

Blocky structured slope debris are formed by the weathered bedrock and transported to piedmont. For this reason slope debris is constituted by coarse gravel and clay sized material and cementation is observed. The drilling works realized in right abutment shows that the slope debris thickness can be reach up to 1.0 m.

3. Engineering Geology

Savcibey Dam body is projected as clay cored rock-filled dam, its height from thalweg is 31.15 m and from foundation is 36.15 m. Crest length of dam body is 189.67 m, thalweg elevation is 985.64 m and minimum water elevation of reservoir is 995.75 m, maximum water elevation of reservoir is 1013.3 m. Sluice outlet is designed as concrete jacket penstock pipe type in left abutment with inlet elevation of 988.50 m and outlet elevation of 978.50 m. Spillway is projected in left abutment with water stilling basin.

According to the criteria of weathering degree of rock masses proposed by ISRM (2007), the core samples obtained from drilling works are generally totally weathered (W4) and moderately weathered (W3), but locally lowly weathered (W2) units are encountered.

4. Permeability of Dam Axis Location

The principal aim of this study is design of grout curtain and for this purpose, to determine the permeability of alluvium, slope debris and bedrock falling head permeability test and Lugeon tests have been performed. These tests are realized in ground investigation boreholes drilled on dam axis location.

Lugeon test is an in-situ test applied in a borehole with the purpose of hydraulic conductivity determination of rock masses under different hydraulic heads. This test is realized generally with test levels changing between 2 – 5 m. Test level
length is designated based upon the physical and structural properties of rock mass. In an uniform and impermeable rock mass test level can be applied with 5 – 10 m test zone and in a permeable rock mass which has variable physical properties, this test zone can be reduced until 1 m (Akyüz, 2010). Test method proposed by Lugeon (1933), 1 Lugeon is defined as the water amount pumped to the 1 meter length of test zone under 10 atm hydraulic pressure in 1 minute. The pressure applying to the test zone is also specified by engineering judgement depending on the physical properties of rock but general application in Turkey is using 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 kg/cm² of test pressures. Each pressure stage applied to the rock during 10 minutes and the water leakages are recorded each 5 minutes. Then, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1 kg/cm² of test pressures are applied and water leakages are recorded.

Lugeon value (LU) is calculated by the equation below.

\[ LU = \frac{(Q \times 10)}{(P \times L)} \]  

In this expression, LU is Lugeon value (lt/min/m), Q is water amount given to the rock formation (lt/min), P is hydraulic head applied to the test zone (kg/cm²) and L is test length (m). The permeability class corresponding to the Lugeon values is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lugeon Values</th>
<th>Permeability Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1 Lugeon</td>
<td>Impermeable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 5 Lugeon</td>
<td>Low Permeable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 25 Lugeon</td>
<td>Permeable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;25 Lugeon</td>
<td>Highly Permeable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A grout curtain is planned along the dam axis to avoid the probable leakage of Savcibey Dam and to accumulate the water more efficiently. To design the grout curtain and to predict the approximate grout amount for each grout stage, Lugeon (1933) tests are performed in total 6 boreholes, 5 boreholes (SK-1, SK-2, SK-3, SK-4 and SK-5) drilled along dam axis and 1 borehole (BSK-1) drilled for cofferdam (Figure 3).

Under homogeneous and isotropic conditions 1 Lugeon is equivalent to a hydraulic conductivity of 1.3x10⁻⁵ cm/s proposed by Fell et al. (2005). In the table proposed by Fell et al. (2005), the relation between Lugeon values and hydraulic conductivity is shown on figure 6.

![Figure 6- Relation between Lugeon values and hydraulic conductivity (modified from Fell et al., 2005).](image)
Hydraulic conductivity values corresponding to Lugeon values of figure 6 can be represented by the expression given in equation 2.

\[ K = 1 \times 10^{-5} \times (LU)^{1.0082} \]  
(equation 2)

The coefficient of correlation between hydraulic conductivity (K) and Lugeon values (LU) expressed in equation 2 is determined as \( R^2 = 0.9954 \). The coefficient of correlation converging to 1 indicates the higher relationship between the Lugeon and hydraulic conductivity values expressed in equation 2. In other words, \( R^2 \) converging to 1 shows that equation 2 reflects the reality. The Lugeon values obtained from the Lugeon tests which are performed for the determination of the permeability characteristics of Savcıbey Dam foundation under variable hydraulic heads, are transformed to hydraulic conductivity with the use of equation 2. Minimum, mean and maximum hydraulic conductivity values are shown on table 2.

In addition, the variation of Lugeon values with the depth is shown on figure 7 for the boreholes drilled in left abutment SK-1 and SK-2, thalweg SK-3 and BSK-1 and right abutment SK-4 and SK-5.

5. Falling Head Permeability Tests

Falling head permeability tests are performed in alluvium and slope debris to specify the permeability characteristics of Savcıbey Dam soil foundation. Each test stage is set as 2 m. This test is realized in weathered parts of Bozüyük Metamorphics in 0 – 4 m stage of SK-1, 0 – 2 m stage of SK-2 and alluviums in 0 – 8 m stage of BSK-1. Falling head permeability test cannot be applied to the boreholes SK-3, SK-4 and SK-5 due to the use of casing for unstable borehole walls during drilling operation. Permeability of alluvium sampled from the borehole SK-3 is predicted by the test results of the borehole BSK-1.

Falling head permeability tests realized in boreholes SK-1 and SK-2 show that the weathered and highly jointed parts of Bozüyük Metamorphics are permeable in terms of hydraulic conductivity (K≈10^-4 cm/s). And the falling head permeability tests realized in the borehole BSK-1 shows that the alluviums are highly permeable in terms of hydraulic conductivity (K≈10^-3 cm/s). Under this circumstance, excavation of alluvium units under the Savcıbey Dam axis is important with regard to the permeability and stability of dam body. Considering the groundwater level and the hydraulic conductivity of the excavated soil, it is predicted that a water income to the excavation pit with 3.2 lt/s flow rate (SuYapı, 2013). In this case, the water income to the excavation pit should be dewatered with suitable pumps.

6. Determination of Grout Curtain Depth

There are many methods for the determination of grout curtain depth (h’). (Bureau of Indian Standard, 1993; Pettersson and Molin, 1999; Evert, 2003; Şekercioğlu, 2007; Schleiss and Pougatsch, 2011). This methods in which the grout curtain depth is a function of dam height (h), are expressed as equation 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

According to Bureau of Indian Standard (1993) \[ h' = \left( \frac{2}{5} \right) h + 8 \] (equation 3);
According to Pettersson ve Molin (1999) \[ h' = \left( \frac{2}{3} \right) h \] (equation 4);
According to Ewert (2003) \[ h' = h \] (equation 5);
According to Schleiss ve Pougatsch (2011) \[ h' = \left( \frac{2}{3} \right) h + 15 \] (equation 6);
According to Şekercioğlu (2007) \[ h' = \left( \frac{2}{2} \right) h + 15 \] (equation 7);

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hydraulic Conductivities (cm/s)</th>
<th>SK-1</th>
<th>SK-2</th>
<th>SK-3</th>
<th>SK-4</th>
<th>SK-5</th>
<th>BSK-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>4.1E-05</td>
<td>4.1E-05</td>
<td>3.1E-05</td>
<td>3.6E-05</td>
<td>8.4E-06</td>
<td>8.8E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.4E-04</td>
<td>2.2E-04</td>
<td>7.6E-05</td>
<td>1.3E-04</td>
<td>1.1E-04</td>
<td>7.5E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>3.6E-04</td>
<td>5.4E-04</td>
<td>1.8E-04</td>
<td>1.9E-04</td>
<td>2.3E-04</td>
<td>1.8E-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Grout curtain depth (h’) calculation is compared using with the equation 3 proposed by Bureau of Indian Standard (1933) and the equation 7 proposed by Şekercioğlu (2007) for Savcıbey Dam thalveg area. Hereunder, h’ is calculated 30.575 m from equation 7 and 28.77 m from equation 3. It is seen that both of methods proposed for the grout curtain depth are close. In this study, grout curtain depth for Savcıbey Dam is calculated based on the equation 7 proposed by Şekercioğlu (2007) but on behalf of to be in safe side same grout curtain depth is predicted for the abutments considering the engineering judgement.

In addition, grout curtain depth is designed considering the height of dam body from thalveg (31.15 m) and the extra hydraulic head on the bedrock of dam foundation. Moreover, grout curtain is prolonged through the reservoir area in order to

Figure 7- Lugeon value variations with depth for left abutment (SK- 1 and SK-2), thalveg (SK – 3 and BSK – 1) and right abutment (SK –4 and SK -5).
avoid small-scale leakages. It is though that small-scale leakages would be avoided and impermeability would be provided by the grout curtain represented in figure 7. Groundwater Levels (GWL) and hydraulic conductivity values are considered for the design of the grout curtain. GWL surveys realized after drilling operation shows that GWL of the borehole SK-1 is 13.20 m and SK-2 is 13.60 m. GWL of the borehole SK-3 drilled for thalveg is 0 m. GWL of the boreholes SK-4 and SK-5 drilled for right abutment are 3.00 m and 0.60 m respectively. Comparison of the GWL of the boreholes drilled along the dam axis indicates that GWL movement is through river for both of abutments (Figure 8). This GWL conditions demonstrates that river is fed by both of the abutments and any of water flux trough the abutments by the river elevation.

It is aimed to avoid the potential leakages and provide the impermeability with the grout curtain represented in figure 8. Accordingly, grout curtain depth of left abutment is changing between 35 and 40 m. Augmentation of hydraulic head on the formation will also increase the hydrostatic pressure and favour the leakages. For this reason, due to the most of the hydraulic head will be on thalveg, grout curtain depth is increased approaching trough thalveg. Grout curtain depth is calculated as 40 m along thalveg. As a result of the calculations, approaching to right abutment from thalveg the grout curtain depth is 45 m from the stripping excavation due to the augmentation of permeability.

7. Results and Suggestions

The results obtained from the Lugeon tests performed in 5 boreholes drilled on dam axis and 1 borehole drilled on cofferdam are evaluated for thalveg, right abutment and left abutment separately. Evaluation is realized based on the permeability classes stated in table 1. Accordingly, permeability of the boreholes SK-1 and SK-2 drilled for left abutment are changing between permeable and highly permeable until 14 m depth. Permeability of the borehole SK-1 is changing between lowly permeable and permeable between the depths 14 – 40 m and the rock mass of the borehole SK-2 is permeable – highly permeable especially for the depths 18 – 28 m between 28 – 40 m formation is permeable (Figure 7).

Lugeon values obtained from the boreholes SK-3 and BSK-1 drilled for thalveg indicates the existence of local highly permeable levels. Due to the water income from the borehole entrance during the Lugeon test, the test is failed for the 6 – 8m and 8 – 10 m test levels considering depth of alluvium is more than 5 m in the borehole BSK-1 and the Lugeon test can be performed only in 10 – 12 m, 12 – 14 m, 14 – 16 m test levels. For these test levels rock mass is evaluated...
as permeable. However, 6 – 10 m and 23 – 32 m test levels of the borehole SK-3 can be evaluated as lowly permeable. The other test levels are permeable (Figure 7). The boreholes SK-4 and SK-5 drilled in right abutment are generally permeable – lowly permeable and some local impermeable levels are remarked (Figure 7).

Permeability variations based upon the depth in figure 7 is evaluated as follow considering the permeability classes corresponding to Lugeon values given in table 1:

- In the borehole SK-1, 6 – 8 m and 12 – 14 m test levels are highly permeable, 4 – 6 m, 18 – 20 m, 22 – 24 m and 34 – 36 m test levels are lowly permeable and other test levels are permeable.
- In the borehole SK-2, 4 – 8 m test level is highly permeable, 14 – 16 m test level is lowly permeable and other test levels are permeable.
- In the borehole SK-3, 4 – 8 m, 16 – 19 m, 21 – 25 m and 28 – 30 m 12 – 14 m test levels are lowly permeable and other test levels are permeable.
- In the borehole SK-5, 44 – 46 m test level is impermeable 4 – 6 m test level is lowly permeable and other test levels are permeable.
- In the borehole SK-4, 26 – 28 m test level is lowly permeable and other test levels are permeable.
- In the borehole BSK-1, 8 – 14 m test levels are permeable.

This unit can be defined as moderately (W3) – completely (W4) weathered based on the data obtained from ground investigation boreholes and the observations considering the weathering degree definition criteria of rock masses proposed by ISRM (2007). Additionally, lowly weathered (W2) units are observed during drilling operations. Comparison of the figures 5 and 8 indicates the effect of weathering degree to permeability. Accordingly, it is observed that completely weathered (W4) units are more permeable than moderately (W3) and lowly weathered (W2) units. And it is remarked that the Lugeon test levels which are failed due to the water income from the borehole entrance are completely weathered (W4). In this case, it can be said that permeability increases with the augmentation of weathering degree in Bozüyük Metamorphics.

Foundation rock unit of dam location Bozüyük Metamorphics can be evaluated as lowly permeable – permeable. It is approved that 1.5 – 2 m thick alluvium and 1 m thick slope debris existing in dam axis will be removed by stripping excavation. The results of geological observations and Lugeon tests performed in boreholes are evaluated and it is deduced that after removing the alluvium and slope debris there will not be any permeability problem except some levels in thalveg and abutments. Considering these, water movement from upstream to downstream will be avoided with the grout curtain, in other words, the targeted impermeability will be provided.

Bozüyük Metamorphics which constitute foundation rock of the dam axis location and its near environ is observed as mica schist, graphite schist and talc schist. The units belonging to Bozüyük Metamorphics observed in dam location and its near environ are generally greenish brown – grey with schistosity. Triassic aged this metamorphic units are subjected to tectonic effect of during many geological times and due to this effect the schistosity planes have different orientations. However, any negative provision is detected in terms of permeability in dam axis location due to the dip direction of schistosities are generally towards upstream. In addition, slope debris and alluvium located in dam body will be stripped and it is planned to construct the dam on the bedrock. During this operation water income to the excavation area can be awaited but discharging of this water with the suitable pumps is possible. Any stability problem is awaited for dam axis considering the stress-strain characteristics of bedrock.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, it is aimed to determine safe bearing capacity of soils, which are out cropped around Tamzi and Akcakale villages located in Gumushane, providing allowable settlement conditions for an optimum foundation design. To define the geotechnical properties of soils, three trenches were dug and two seismic refraction with two Multichannel Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) were carried out in each research area. Sieve analyses, shear box tests, triaxial compression tests were carried out on disturbed and undisturbed samples taken from the trenches. Seismic velocities of the soils are determined by seismic refraction and MASW methods. While determining the safe bearing capacity; the equations proposed by Terzaghi, Meyerhof, Kurtuluş, Tezcan and Özdemir, Türker, Keçeli were used and the obtained safe bearing capacity values were compared to each other. After, the soils were modeled numerically by using finite elements method and safe bearing capacities providing allowable settlement conditions were determined. According to the results, safe bearing capacity values obtained from empirical equations are not satisfactory to have an optimum foundation design. For the optimum foundation design, safe bearing capacity should be accepted as 190 kN/m² for clayey soil (CL) and 485 kN/m² for the clayey sand (SC).

1. Introduction

For engineering studies to be reliably and economically designed the use of different methods to determine design parameters and comparison of results obtained from these methods is a basic principle of engineering studies. The most important of these engineering parameters is soil bearing capacity and is very important in terms of structural statics. To date researchers (Terzaghi, 1943; Meyerhof, 1963; Keçeli, 1990; Richards et al., 1993; Keçeli, 2000; Kurtuluş, 2000; Türker, 2004; Çinicioglu, 2005; Keçeli, 2010; Tezcan et al., 2010; Uzuner et al., 2000; Tezcan and Özdemir, 2011) have recommended many empirical equations to determine soil bearing capacity. When these empirical equations are investigated, they appear to use different engineering properties of soils. Some researchers (Terzaghi, 1943; Skempton, 1951; Meyerhof, 1963) have noted basic dimensions of the physical and mechanical properties of soils, while other researchers (Keçeli, 1990; Richards et al., 1993; Keçeli, 2000; Kurtuluş, 2000; Türker, 2004; Çinicioglu, 2005; Önalp and Sert, 2006; Keçeli, 2010; Tezcan et al., 2010; Uzuner et al., 2000; Tezcan and Özdemir, 2011) have used dynamic property parameters of soils. These empirical equations are commonly chosen by researchers and engineers to determine bearing capacity of soils (Alemdağ and Güroçak, 2006; Alemdağ et al., 2008; Kayabaşı and Gökçeoğlu, 2012; Uyank and Gürdesli, 2013; Alemdağ, 2015). However, for the design to be sound, the equation to be used should be chosen well and it is important that the design is made by comparing the results of different equations. Additionally, checking the results of the empirical equations with numerical analyses is necessary for comparison of results and the structure design.

Another important situation to be considered during determination of bearing capacity of soils after the design is completed by noting the bearing capacity value determined empirically is that the settling and compression amount that will occur in the soil as a result of stress transmitted to the ground by the structure foundations should be within acceptable limits. This situation is ignored the majority of the time and it is assumed the settling amount is within acceptable limits. However, a significant amount of
settling and compression will occur in soils with high compressibility and these settling and compression values exceeding acceptable limits may cause severe damage to the structure. As a result, the bearing capacity values obtained from empirical equations become important for determination of the amounts of settling and compression caused in soils.

This study determined the bearing capacity of soils comprising disintegration products from Gümüşhane granitoid complex and the Şenköy formation in Akçakale and Tamzı villages (Figure 1) in Gümüşhane province using empirical equations recommended by different researchers. The amount of settlement and compression caused in soils with these bearing strength values were determined by numerical analysis and an attempt was made to determine the empirical equations producing results appropriate for design.

2. Field and Laboratory Studies

To determine the bearing capacity of soils comprising the disintegration products of the Early Carboniferous-age Gümüşhane granitoid complex (Topuz et al., 2010; Dokuz, 2011; Kaygusuz et al., 2012; Karslı et al., 2017) outcropping in Akçakale village and the Early Jurassic-age Şenköy formation (Kandemir and Yılmaz, 2009) outcropping in Tamzı village, both field and laboratory studies were completed. Field studies include two line studies in each area (Figure 2) using seismic refraction and multi-channel analysis of surface wave (MASW) measurements to determine the $V_p$ and $V_s$ wave velocities of soil layers (Table 1). This study obtained the $V_p$ wave velocity from the seismic refraction method and the $V_s$ wave velocity from the MASW method. Additionally, three trial pits were dug in each study area and disturbed and undisturbed samples were taken for laboratory experiments.

To determine the dynamic parameters of soils in the study areas, seismic refraction and MASW methods were used to obtain $V_p$ and $V_s$ velocities, and the elasticity module, slip module and Poisson ratio were determined using the empirical equations of Bowles (1988) with density determined according to the equation by Keçeli (2012) (Table 2).

$$q = 0.44V_s^{0.25}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\nu = \frac{(V_p^2 - 2V_s^2)}{2(V_p^2 - V_s^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\mu = \frac{q}{V_s^2}/100$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$E = \mu \left(3V_p^2 - 4V_s^2\right) / (V_p^2 - V_s^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In these equations, $V_p$: compressional wave velocity (m/s), $V_s$: shear wave velocity (m/s), $q$: density (gr/cm$^3$), $\nu$: Poisson ratio, $\mu$: shear modulus (kg/cm$^2$), and $E_m$ is the elasticity modulus (kg/cm$^2$).

Sieve analysis experiments in laboratory studies of the disturbed samples taken from the trial pits were completed according to ASTM D 422-63 (2003) standards. For undisturbed samples, shear box tests (ASTM, 2011) and triaxial compression tests (ASTM D 4767-95, 2003) were completed to determine soil resistance parameters with the aid of shear stress-normal stress graphs (Figure 3). Combined soil classification of samples from the Akçakale area was clayey sand (SC) while soils in Tamzı village had low plasticity clay (CL) properties. The results for the engineering properties of the investigated soils are given in table 3.

Figure 1- Location map of the study area.
Figure 2- Geophysical studies in Akçakale (A) and Tamzi (B) villages.

Table 1- $V_p$ and $V_s$ wave velocities obtained with seismic refraction and MASW methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement No</th>
<th>Layer No</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>$V_p$ Wave Velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>$V_s$ Wave Velocity (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>452.4</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>763.0</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2510.3</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>320.8</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>800.5</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2506.2</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2- Dynamic parameters of soils.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Line No</th>
<th>USC</th>
<th>$\rho$ (gr/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>$V_p$ (m/s)</th>
<th>$V_s$ (m/s)</th>
<th>$\mu$ (kg/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>Poisson Ratio</th>
<th>$E_m$ (kg/cm$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamzi Village</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>516.9</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2131.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>585.6</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>2671.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akçakale Village</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>452.4</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1537.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>320.8</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>856.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3- Resistance parameters and classification of soils in the study area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Trench</th>
<th>Retained in 4 No. sieve (%)</th>
<th>Passing 200 No. Sieve (%)</th>
<th>LL (%)</th>
<th>PL (%)</th>
<th>PI (%)</th>
<th>c (kN/m²)</th>
<th>φ (°)</th>
<th>( \gamma_{n} ) (kN/m³)</th>
<th>USC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>90.55</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>72.34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18.96</td>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>76.50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36.71</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18.44</td>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>71.20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44.73</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19.22</td>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.79</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19.81</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36.68</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19.62</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35.14</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18.53</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T 1-2-3: Tamzı Village  
A 1-2-3: Akçakale Village  
c: Cohesion; φ: Internal Friction Angle; \( \gamma_{n} \): Unit Volume Weight
3. Determination of Bearing Capacity with Empirical Equations

The results of the seismic studies and laboratory experiments on soils outcropping in Tamzi and Akçakale villages were used in the empirical equations recommended by Terzaghi (1943), Meyerhof (1963), Kurtuluş (2000), Türker (2004), Keçeli (2010) and Tezcan and Özdemir (2011) and bearing capacity for strip footing was determined.

3.1. Bearing Capacity According to Terzaghi’s (1943) Equation

The bearing capacity equation recommended by Terzaghi (1943) is one of the equations commonly used for geotechnical studies in many fields today. This equation is recommended for different foundation types with strip footing assessed in this study.

\[
q_u = K_1 c N_c + \gamma D_f N_q + K_2 \gamma B N_g
\]

\[
q_{net} = q_u - \gamma D_f
\]

\[
q_{em} = q_{net} / G_s + \gamma D_f
\]

In these equations; \(q_u\): final bearing capacity, \(q_{net}\): net bearing capacity, \(q_{em}\): safe bearing capacity, \(K_1, K_2\): coefficients linked to the foundation type, \(c\): cohesion, \(D_f\): foundation depth (3m), \(G_s\): reliability number (3), \(\gamma\): unit volume weight, and \(N_c, N_q, N_g\): bearing strength factors, calculated from the following equations.

\[
N_q = e^{\pi\tan\phi \tan^2 (45+\phi/2)}
\]

\[
N_c = (N_q - 1) \cot\phi
\]

\[
N_g = 1.8 (N_q - 1) \tan\phi
\]

3.2. Bearing Capacity According to Meyerhof’s (1963) Equation

The bearing capacity equation produced by Meyerhof (1963) includes the parameters depth (d) and shape (s) different from Terzaghi (1943). Here a rectangular foundation type was used.

\[
q_u = c N_c s + \gamma D_f N_q s + 0.5\gamma B N_g d
\]

In this equation; \(B=2\), \(L=4\), \(D_f=3\), and \(G_s=3\) were used.

\[
K_p = \tan^2 (45+\phi/2)
\]

\[
s_c = 1+0.2K_p (B/L)
\]

\[
d_c = 1+0.2K_p 0.5(D_f/B)
\]

\[
s_q = s_c = 1+0.1K_p (B/L)
\]

\[
d_q = d_c = 1+0.1K_p 0.5(D_f/B)
\]

\[
N_q = e^{\pi\tan\phi \tan^2 (45+\phi/2)}
\]

\[
N_c = (N_q - 1) \cot\phi
\]

\[
N_g = (N_q - 1) \tan(1.4\phi)
\]

The safe bearing capacity values for soils in the study area according to Meyerhof’s (1963) bearing capacity equation are given in table 5.

Table 4- Bearing capacity of soils according to Terzaghi’s (1943) equation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c) (kN/m²)</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\phi) (°)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma) (kN/m³)</td>
<td>18.96</td>
<td>18.44</td>
<td>19.22</td>
<td>19.81</td>
<td>19.62</td>
<td>18.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_c)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_q)</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_g)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K_1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K_2)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q_u) (kN/m²)</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>3151</td>
<td>4220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q_{net}) (kN/m²)</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>1884</td>
<td>3093</td>
<td>4165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q_{em}) (kN/m²)</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>1444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USC</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Bearing Capacity According to Kurtuluş’s (2000) Equation

The shear and compression wave velocities obtained for the zone forming the foundation level (first layer) near the surface as a result of seismic refraction and MASW tests from study lines in the study areas were used in the final bearing capacity equation of Kurtuluş (2000) to determine the soil bearing capacity of soils in Akçakale and Tamzı villages (Table 6). In the equation recommended by Kurtuluş, the wave velocities of soil, are used together with a unitless P constant, foundation width (B) and foundation depth (D) parameters to determine safe bearing capacity of soils. Additionally to determine the safe bearing capacity the reliability coefficient was taken as the velocity ratio ($F_s = V_p/V_s$).

$$q_u = \frac{(P V_s)}{200} \text{ (kg/cm}^2) \quad (20)$$

$$q_{em} = q_u / F_s \quad (21)$$

3.4. Bearing Capacity according to Türker’s (2004) Equation

Türker accepted the dominant soil vibration period (T) as 0.33 seconds and recommended the following equation for final bearing capacity. For safe bearing capacity, the reliability coefficient ($G_s$) was taken as 3.

$$q_u = \left(\frac{V_s gT}{40}\right) + \left(\frac{g D f}{10}\right) \text{ (kg/cm}^2) \quad (24)$$

$$q_{em} = q_u / G_s \quad (25)$$

$$\rho = 0.31 V_p^{0.25} \text{ (gr/cm}^3) \quad (26)$$

Using the velocities obtained from seismic measurements of soils in the study areas, the safe bearing capacity values are given in table 7.
3.5. Bearing Capacity According to Keçeli’s (2010) Equation

The bearing capacity equation recommended by Keçeli only used the wave velocities, and appears not to consider the dimensions of the foundation. The safe bearing capacity of soils in the study areas were determined by using the following equations, with results given in table 8.

\[ q_u = r V_s / 100 \text{ (kg/cm}^2) \]  
\[ q_{em} = (r V_s^2 / V_p) / 100 \text{ (kg/cm}^2) \]  
\[ \rho = 0.44 V_s^{0.25} \text{ (gr/cm}^3) \]

3.6. Bearing Capacity According to Tezcan and Özdemir’s (2011) Equation

In addition to the wave velocities, to determine safe bearing capacity of soils Tezcan and Özdemir developed a \( \alpha \) coefficient representing foundation width. In this study the foundation width was taken as \( B=2 \text{ m} \) and the following equations were used.

\[ \alpha = 1.13 - 0.11B \]  
\[ \gamma = 4.3 V_s^{0.25} \text{ (kN/m}^2) \]  
\[ q_{em} = 0.025 g V_s \alpha \text{ (kN/m}^2) \]

Using the bearing capacity equation of Tezcan and Özdemir, the soil bearing capacities of soils in Tamzı and Akçakale villages were determined (table 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Line No</th>
<th>( B ) (m)</th>
<th>( \rho ) (kN/m²)</th>
<th>( V_s ) (m/s)</th>
<th>( V_p ) (m/s)</th>
<th>( a )</th>
<th>( q_u ) (kN/m²)</th>
<th>( q_{em} ) (kN/m²)</th>
<th>USC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamzı Village</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>516.9</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>351.09</td>
<td>144.67</td>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>585.6</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>396.99</td>
<td>159.31</td>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>452.4</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>292.39</td>
<td>118.92</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>320.8</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>213.36</td>
<td>95.11</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Line No</th>
<th>( B ) (m)</th>
<th>( \rho ) (kN/m²)</th>
<th>( V_s ) (m/s)</th>
<th>( V_p ) (m/s)</th>
<th>( a )</th>
<th>( q_u ) (kN/m²)</th>
<th>( q_{em} ) (kN/m²)</th>
<th>USC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akçakale Village</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.43</td>
<td>516.9</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>318.41</td>
<td>79.60</td>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.84</td>
<td>585.6</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>360.03</td>
<td>90.01</td>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.84</td>
<td>452.4</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>265.17</td>
<td>66.29</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>320.8</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>193.50</td>
<td>48.37</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When the safe bearing capacity results in Table 10 are assessed, the clays (CL) outcropping in Tamzı village have carrying capacity according to Terzaghi (1943) equation varying from 225-267 kN/m², while the clayey sand (SC) outcropping in Akçakale village varies from 687-1444 kN/m². According to Meyerhof’s (1963) equation, the clays (CL) have bearing capacity of 308-383 kN/m², while the clayey sand (SC) have bearing capacity of 1061-2491 kN/m².

When the safe bearing capacity results obtained from geophysical methods are investigated, the bearing capacity of clays (CL) in Tamzı village are from 64-159 kN/m², while the clayey sand (SC) in Akçakale village have bearing capacities varying from 47-119 kN/m².

### 3.7. Determination of Settlement Amounts with Numerical Analysis

Acceptable settlement values for soils are predicted as ≤7.5 cm for clayey soils and ≤5 cm for sandy soils. The stress values which provide these settlement amounts are defined as the maximum vertical stress that can be applied to the soils. As a result using the bearing capacity values obtained from empirical equations is important to determine whether the settlement values for the soils are within acceptable limits.

To determine which vertical stress values provide acceptable amounts of settling in the clay (CL) and clayey sand (SC) soils investigated in this study, numerical analysis was completed with the finite element method (FEM). Noting the condition of two-dimensional plane deformation, the strain-deformation behavior of the material was modeled with a finite element network showing linear behavior. The modeling used the Phase² v6.0 (Rocscience, 2006) finite element-based computer program and under Mohr Coulomb failure conditions, settling that will occur in a vertical direction was determined. The values of parameters used in the numerical analysis of clay and clayey sand soils are given in table 11.
Taking note of the acceptable vertical settling for construction foundations in clay (CL) and clayey sand (SC) soils in the model sections (clay soils ≤7.5 cm, sands ≤5 cm) and the safe bearing capacity for strip footing geometry obtained from empirical equations (3 m foundation depth, 2 m foundation width), each soil was separately evaluated under uniform load.

According to the numerical analysis results, uniform vertical strains causing acceptable settling conditions were determined as 190 kN/m² for clay soils (CL) and 485 kN/m² for clayey sand (SC) (Figures 4-5). Under this uniform vertical strain the amount of vertical settling in clay soils is 6.40-7.20 cm (Figure 4). When clayey sand is assessed in this situation, the vertical settling amount varies from 3.75-4.75 cm under 485 kN/m² uniform vertical stress (Figure 5).

When the uniform vertical stress values ensuring acceptable settling conditions obtained from numerical analysis are compared with the bearing capacity values obtained from empirical equations, it is possible to see that the safe bearing capacity values obtained from the empirical equations recommended by Terzaghi (1943) and Meyerhof (1963) for clay (CL) and clayey sand (SC) soils are higher that the values obtained from the numerical analysis.

The empirical equation recommended by Keçeli (2010) calculated a safe bearing capacity value that ensured acceptable settling values only for clay soils (CL). The values obtained from equations recommended by Kurtuluş (2000), Türker (2004), and Tezcan and Özdemir (2011) were determined to cause much less settling compared to the acceptable settlement conditions.

4. Results and Discussion

This study calculated the safe bearing capacity of clay and clayey sand soils in Tamzı and Akçakale villages in Gümüşhane using bearing capacity equations recommended by several researchers and attempted to determine which values obtained from these empirical equations ensured acceptable settlement conditions for the soils. With this aim

![Figure 4- Numerical analysis model of vertical settling of clays (CL) under uniform stress.](image)
values obtained from field and laboratory studies were used to complete numerical analysis. The results obtained from the study are summarized below.

1. The safe bearing capacity values calculated from empirical equations based on geophysical methods showed great differences both compared with each other and with the safe bearing capacity values obtained from laboratory experiments. Using geophysical methods, the safe bearing capacity was 64.25-159.31 kN/m² for clay soil (CL) and 46.79-118.92 kN/m² for clayey sand (SC). Bearing capacity values calculated from empirical equations based on laboratory data varied from 225-383 kN/m² for clay soil (CL) and from 687-2491 kN/m² for clayey sand (SC).

2. When parameters obtained from laboratory tests are noted and the bearing capacity equations of Terzaghi (1943) and Meyerhof (1963) are used, there were significant differences in the values obtained from these two equations. According to the equation recommended by Meyerhof (1963), bearing capacity for both clays (CL) and clayey sand (SC) had higher values. Similarly, when geophysical data are used the safe bearing capacity values obtained using the empirical equations recommended by Kurtuluş (2000), Türker (2004), Keçeli (2010) and Tezcan and Özdemir (2011) presented very different values.

3. When the numerical analysis of soils are assessed, the uniform vertical strain value ensuring acceptable settlement conditions was determined as 190 kN/m² for clay (CL) and 485 kN/m² for clayey sand (SC). These values are the optimum safe bearing capacity values for the soils and if more stress is applied to these soils, the settlement values in the soils will exceed acceptable limits. If less stress is applied than these values, there will be less than the necessary stress applied and optimum design will not ensue.
4. When the safe bearing capacity values calculated with the aid of different empirical equations for clay (CL) and clayey sand (SC) soils are compared with the uniform vertical stress obtained from numerical analysis and ensuring acceptable settlement conditions, the values obtained from the empirical equations recommended by Terzaghi (1943) and Meyerhof (1963) provide higher settling above the limits of acceptable settlement in both soil types (clay soils ≤7.5 cm, sands ≤5cm). The values obtained from the empirical equations of Kurtuluş (2000), Türker (2004), Keçeli (2010) and Tezcan and Özdemir (2011) cause much less settling. These results show that the safe bearing capacity values obtained from all empirical equations are not appropriate for optimum design. As a result, to complete optimal foundation design, the safe bearing capacity values should be taken as 190 kN/m² for clay soil (CL) and 485 kN/m² for clayey sand (SC).

5. The study shows that determination of whether empirical calculation of safe bearing capacity of soils ensures acceptable settlement conditions is very important for optimum design. Thus, it is fundamental to apply the maximum stress that the soil can bear in foundation design while keeping the settlement amount caused by this stress within acceptable limits. As a result, during foundation design, it is necessary to note not only the soil safe bearing capacity but also the settling amount that will occur in soils.
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ABSTRACT

Wetlands play an important role in the hydrologic cycle. This investigation was completed to determine the origin of waters and recharge-discharge areas using stable isotopes ($\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta D$) which are fingerprints of the water in Güllük (Muğla) wetland. This area is important both economically and in terms of aquaculture environment in Turkey. Sample locations were selected from not only wetlands but also the possible recharge area that consists of karstic springs and streams. EC (Electrical Conductivity) of the waters range between 5080-41000 µS/cm, except streams. $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta D$ contents of the samples ranged from -6.00‰ to 0.50‰ and from -29.1‰ to 2.1‰, respectively. In general, samples plotted between Global and Local Meteoric Water line with waters also plotted on the seawater mixing line. The sources of salinity were evaluated by $\delta^{18}O$-Cl in and around the wetland. Streams are under the influence of “Evaporation”; samples from Avşar and Koruköy are under the influence of “Both Evaporation and Seawater Mixing”; İçme and Ekinambarı springs, and Limni Lake are under the influence of “Seawater Mixing”; and Savran spring and Tuzla Lake are under the influence of “Dissolution of Salts-Leaching” processes. The fact that Savran source plotted in this area raises the question of whether the current sea water is the source of salinity. The recharge area of the wetland consists of karstic formations, sea water, streams and precipitation in the Güllük area.

1. Introduction

Wetlands are complicated and very sensitive ecologic locations involving many biological, hydrological and hydrogeological elements. They have a very important place in terms of fresh water supply within the hydrological water cycle. The presence, attributes, quality and potential of water are significant factors directly affecting the wildlife and plant cover in wetlands (Somay and Gemici, 2012). As such for groundwater recharge by wetlands (surface waters filtered by soil and rocks mixing with underground water), hydrogeology, hydrogeochemistry and water-rock interaction are important (Somay and Filiz, 2005). Hydrogeology, hydrogeochemistry and environmental isotopes aid in the determination of water types, recharge-discharge limits, and water storage capacities of wetlands (Somay and Filiz, 2006). The water quality in wetlands is linked to rock types, mineralogy, and distance from the sea, industry-agriculture and settlement areas. Lithology controls major ion exchanges and which minerals saturate the water (Somay and Filiz, 2005). The major/minor ion contents and environmental isotope values of water indicate how waters arrived at which source. There are some hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical studies completed on some important coastal wetland areas in western Anatolia (Gediz Delta, Kıyık Menderes Coastal Wetland, Büyük Menderes Coastal Wetland) (Somay and Filiz, 2003; Somay et al., 2008; Somay and Gemici, 2009; Somay and Gemici, 2012). Additionally as the studied region is an important karstic area, there are many hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical studies on karstic areas in the western Aegean and Mediterranean (Öztan et al., 2004; Yüce, 2005; Ekmekeçi et al., 2008; Özyurt, 2008; Bayar et al., 2011; Günay et al., 2015).

One of Turkey’s important wetlands of Güllük (Muğla) and Tuzla-Boğazığı Lake is a significant region contributing to the country’s economy with aquaculture in addition to tourism and cultural heritage (Figure 1). The region in the south of Milas county in Muğla also houses an active airport. The Republic of Turkey Ministry of Forestry and Water Management began the Tuzla Lake and Güllük Delta Wetland Management Plan Project and Tuzla Lake and Güllük Delta Wetlands Sub-basin Biodiversity Research Subproject as the area is an important wetland. With depth varying from 0.5-5.0 m covering...
2500 decares, the area covered by Güllük lagoon is linked to Güllük Bay with a canal (Egemen et al., 1999). One of the first and largest fishtraps in Turkey is Güllük Lagoon northeast of Milas-Güllük covering the mouth of Sarçay, with seawater access from the Aegean Sea through Güllük Bay while freshwater input comes from drainage channels collecting water from tobacco and cotton fields surrounding the trap dug by the General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works (DSI). Topics like whether the chemical balance is preserved or not, which regions the wetland is recharged by and the water-rock interaction have not been determined. The majority of studies in the area have focused on seafood, geography and partial agricultural applications (e.g., Dalman et al., 2006; Demirak et al., 2006; Tuna et al., 2007; Kaymakçı et al., 2010; Yücel-Gier et al., 2013 Kalkan and Altuğ, 2015; Altınsaçlı et al., 2015). Additionally the karstic areas around Milas were studied by Barut et al. (2001), while the geology of the region was studied by Yılmaz et al. (2002) Aksoy and Aksarı, (2008) and Arslan et al. (2013).

Oxygen and hydrogen isotope ratios vary linked to different factors such as precipitation in the region, evaporation amounts and geographic conditions (Clark et al., 1997). Temperature plays an important role in the variation of isotopic ratios. As temperature increases, evaporation increases and increased evaporation leads to depletion of light isotopes and enrichment of heavy isotopes in the ratio. Thus, heavy isotopic compositions are dominant (Clark and Fritz, 1997). Surface and underground water which are not affected by a significant degree of evaporation are located on the global meteoric water line. Spring and summer rains and precipitation at lower elevations have slightly positive $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta^2H$ values above the global meteoric water line. In contrast, autumn and winter rains and precipitation at high elevations have more negative $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta^2H$ values (Coplen et al., 2000). Environmental isotopes in the study area are used to determine distribution of recharge areas, source of water, evaporation rates, mixing rates of seawater, fresh water and geothermal waters and rock-water interactions.

![Figure 1- Location of the study area and sample locations.](image-url)
In this way, the recharge-discharge and water-rock interaction are important in terms of continuity and sustainability of the naturally, culturally and economically important Güllük wetland. Within this study environmental isotope analyses of samples with important representative capacity were completed with the aim of researching the recharge and sources of water within and around the wetland area.

2. Climate Characteristics

The long term meteorological data (1950-2014) were obtained from the Turkish State Meteorological Service linked to the Republic of Turkey Ministry of Forestry and Water Management (Table 1). The lowest monthly mean temperature in the region is 5.5 °C for the month of January with highest monthly mean temperature of 26.3 °C for the month of July. The annual mean precipitation amount for Muğla province was measured as 811.3 mm. Using the 64-year meteorological data, the evapotranspiration values for the region were calculated using the “Thornthwaite” (1948) method with the EVAPO (Birsoy and Ölgen, 1991) program (Table 1). According to the Thornthwaite method, the study area has climate type “B3,B’2,s2,b’3 (Humid, Mesothermal, Water deficit in summer and strong, summer evaporation rate: 54%)”. The Etp (potential evapotranspiration) was calculated with the method as follows:

\[
E_{tp} = 106 \left( \frac{10^t}{I} \right)^a
\]  
(Equation 1)

In this formula Etp: potential evapotranspiration (mm); t: monthly mean temperature (°C); I: total temperature indice and a: 6.75*10^{-7} I^3 – 7.71*10^{-5} I^2 +1.79*10^{-2}I+0.492. The meteorological data were used in the EVAPO computer program with the Etp formula and the values obtained are shown in Table 1 and from these a “Evapotranspiration Graph” was drawn (Figure 2). In table 1, PE is potential evapotranspiration, CPE is corrected evapotranspiration and ETR is real evapotranspiration. In calculations the soil-moisture reserve (beneficial water reserve) was conceptually taken as 100 mm. When the table is examined, in January, February and March precipitation appears to be greater than Etp and as a result Etp is equivalent to Etr (real evapotranspiration). Some of the surplus precipitation feeds rivers while some recharges groundwater. In the months of April, May and June, the water shortage occurring due to precipitation being less than Etp is compensated by the soil-moisture reserve conceptually assumed to be 100 mm. Thus from June to October, an agricultural water shortage (water deficit) occurs. Between July to October, the Etr value is written as the mean monthly precipitation values for the region. As precipitation is once again greater than Etp in November and December, it is equal to Etr. Here the surplus precipitation recharges the consumed soil-moisture reserve. The remaining precipitation surplus feeds surface and groundwater.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T I</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>106.7</td>
<td>133.1</td>
<td>131.5</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>732.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPE</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>132.3</td>
<td>166.4</td>
<td>153.9</td>
<td>101.9</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>824.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>235.3</td>
<td>174.7</td>
<td>117.6</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>259.0</td>
<td>811.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>386.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>158.9</td>
<td>146.7</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>437.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW</td>
<td>226.0</td>
<td>163.9</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>111.0</td>
<td>245.7</td>
<td>863.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>113.0</td>
<td>194.9</td>
<td>129.4</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>178.3</td>
<td>740.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Sampling and Analysis

In March 2014, 11 water samples were taken from the study area: 5 surface water samples from rivers and lakes, 4 from springs and 2 from underground water in drill holes (Figure 1). At all these points, water temperature, electrical conductivity (EC) and pH measurements were completed with a WTW brand multimeter device and water was sampled for oxygen-18 ($\delta^{18}$O) and deuterium ($\delta$D) analyses. Samples were collected in 50 ml PE plastic bottles and were not filtered.

$\delta^{18}$O and $\delta$D isotope analyses were completed with a GVI Optima isotope mass spectrometer (SIRMS) at California University Davis Stable Isotope Laboratory. Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) was used as standard and the measurement sensitivity for this standard was determined as $0.25\%e$ for $\delta^{18}$O and $3\%e$ for $\delta$D.

4. Geological and Hydrogeological Characteristics

The study area is located at the SW of the Menderes Massif at the contact with the Likya Nappes (Figure 3). There are three stratigraphic sequences described in the region. These are autochthonous Menderes Massif rocks, allochthonous emplaced Likya Nappe rocks and the young sediments overlying these two rock assemblages (MTA, 2002).

From older to younger the units forming the lithologies in the Menderes Massif comprising the bedrock are; metamorphic basement, Milas formation and Kalınağıl formation (Barut et al., 2001). The metamorphic basement comprises gneiss, schist, quartzite and marbles. The age of the basement rocks was estimated to be Precambrian by Akat (1975). The clayey schist, mica schist, chlorite schist, quartzite, calcschist and marble lenses in this unit are impermeable. Large areas with transitions from marbles to schists may be assessed as local karstic aquifers (Eroskay et al., 1992). However, in general schist and quartzite is impermeable basement (Barut et al., 2001). With broad distribution in the study areas, the concordant Milas Formation above the schists comprises dolomitized limestone (Eroskay et al., 1992). Generally these are permeable and have very karstic character. Karstic springs emerge from the impermeable schist contact at the base of
the formation (Barut et al., 2001). The Kalınağıl formation (Eroskay et al., 1992) overlies the Milas formation and is counted as cover on the Menderes Massif and the uppermost unit in the autochthonous sequence. The age of the formation was determined as Maastrichtian-Paleocene (Çağlayan et al., 1980) or Late Paleocene (Akat, 1975). Located at the top of the autochthonous sequence, the formation comprises breccia-structured red limestones, and cherty micritic limestone levels that have karstic permeability. The shale, marl and siltstone levels found at the upper levels of the formation are impermeable. The regions where the limestones from lower levels are exposed have karstic structure. As a result they may be accepted as locally permeable in terms of hydrogeology (Barut et al., 2001). The overthrusts Likya Nappes are internally organized. From bottom to top, this sequence starts with clastic sediments and continues with limestones and repeated clastics above. From younger to older this allochthonous sequence comprises the Gökova formation, allochthonous limestones, Güllük formation and tectonic melange (Barut et al., 2001). The Güllük formation is the lowest in the allochthonous sequence. It comprises initially conglomerate followed by sandstone, shale layers and limestone lenses of varying sizes (Barut
The age of the Güllük formation is Late Permian-Early Triassic (Çağlayan, 1980). Due to its lithological properties, it is generally impermeable. It forms a barrier to underground water movements (Eroşkay et al., 1992). In sections near the base of the formation, the limestone under sandstone and shale has karstic character. In the study area the Kıyıkışlacık, Ekinambarı and Yaykın springs emerge from karstic limestone (Barut et al., 2001). According to fossil finds, the age of the sediments is Late Triassic-Liassic (Akat, 1975). According to Barut et al. (2001), the allochthonous sequence above the Güllük formation is a permeable unit. The transitional surfaces with the Güllük formation are impermeable. Levels transformed to dolomite and calcites are permeable and have karstic character. This sequence is composed of rocks such as conglomerate, sandstone, shale, mudstone, limestone, etc. (Barut et al., 2001). The Yatağan formation is formed of lacustrine and river sediments comprising gray, cream-colored sandstone, conglomerate, siltstone, marl, claystone and limestone with occasional coal beds (Barut et al., 2001). These Neogene sediments are covered with alluvium in Milas plains and Ekinambarı and Ağacıkşıyık. In this formation, a neo-autochthonous sequence, the clays, marls and coal levels are impermeable. There are sorted sandy and pebble levels forming generally locally permeable cover sediments (Barut et al., 2001). In the study area Quaternary-age alluvium and slope debris are most common on plains between Milas, Ekinambarı, Savran and Hisarcık-Ovakışlacık. Due to active tectonism and linked uplift in the study area, depression areas are commonly filled with broad and thick alluvium sediments (Barut et al., 2001). The alluvial cover is generally permeable. However, upper levels in these sediments containing clay have impermeable character. Karst is observed within slope debris along the Milas-Bodrum road. As a result, in terms of hydrogeology, the alluvium and slope debris are generally accepted as being permeable (Barut et al., 2001).

5. Results and Discussion

The EC values of water samples from the study area were generally very high with values varying from 5080-41000 µS/cm, apart from the Sarıçay-Dibekdere (M-1) sample in the north and the Mazıçayı (M-10) sample in the south (Table 2). The highest value was measured in Tuzla Lake in the south of the study area. This value was close to the EC value of 50000 µS/cm measured in seawater during the study by Barut et al. (2001). Another lake forming an important element of Güllük wetland, Limni Lake, had EC value recorded as 15330 µS/cm. The mean EC value of karstic springs in the basin was 17310 µS/cm. The pH values of waters in the study area varied from 7.27 to 9.15. Sodium concentrations had a wide interval from 18-11450 mg/l. Calcium amounts were 34-435 mg/l, while Mg amounts were 6-920 mg/l. The dominant anion in the region was Cl and distribution was 15-19600 mg/l. Apart from surface waters, the remaining water samples were Na-Cl water facies type according to IAH (1979) classification.

In a study by Barut and Gürpınar (2005) based on Cl values, the contribution of seawater to karstic springs in the region was calculated as 13% in Ekinambar and Avşar, 35% in Savran and 37% in İçme. This indicates that moving from the sea toward inland, the contribution of seawater increases.

The δ18O and δD values of samples taken from the study area were between -6.00‰ to 0.50 ‰ and -29.1 ‰ to 2.1 ‰, respectively (Table 2, Figure 4).

Using the formula d= δD-8*δ18O, the deuterium excess for samples from the study area was calculated to vary from 6.49 to 18.87 ‰ (Table 2). When the deuterium excess is examined, the samples with lowest deuterium excess had evaporation effects (M6, M10, M11). The highest deuterium excess was from a sample taken from Koruköy dug-well (M7); it was depleted in heavy isotopes compared to other samples and determined to be a sample discharging from higher elevations with no evaporation effect. As given in table 2, when the spring discharge elevation is examined, it is noted that springs discharging from higher elevations are depleted in heavy isotopes. Samples placed along the Global Meteoric Water Line (GMWL: D=8*δ18O+10; Craig, 1961) and the Mediterranean Meteoric Water Line (MMWL: δD=8xδ18O+22; Gat and Carmi, 1970). In terms of representing the region, the Local Meteoric Water Line (LMWL: δD=8xδ18O+14; Barut et al., 2001) calculated from precipitation in the region was used. The samples with relatively more negative values on the diagram are probably fed from more continental and higher elevations. In light of this knowledge, the most depleted samples in terms of heavy isotopes in
the study area are Koruköy dug-well (M7) and Sarıçay River (M1), with these fed by precipitation falling at higher elevations compared to samples from other locations.

The M6, M10 and M11 samples from the region deviated from the meteoric water line (Figure 4). This deviation may be due to different processes such as evaporation, condensation and water-rock interaction, or CO₂ effects (Clark and Fritz, 1997; Mook, 2001).

As mentioned by Clark and Fritz (1997) and Coplen et al. (2000), mixed waters are located on a line with lower slope under the meteoric line. To identify which of these processes caused the deviation, the Cl- δ¹⁸O diagram recommended by Mook (2001) was used for the study area (Figure 5). The sample closest to the fresh water end component was sample M1. Accordingly the dominant processes are shown in figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Distance from Sea (km)</th>
<th>Elevation above sea level (m)</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>EC (µS/cm)</th>
<th>Cl (mg/l)</th>
<th>δD (‰)</th>
<th>δ¹⁸O (‰)</th>
<th>D-excess (‰)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-1</td>
<td>Sarıçay-Dibekli</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-28.7</td>
<td>-5.47</td>
<td>15.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-2</td>
<td>İçme Spring</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>18830</td>
<td>6900</td>
<td>-20.5</td>
<td>-4.31</td>
<td>9.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-3</td>
<td>Savran Spring</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>19240</td>
<td>8100</td>
<td>-19.8</td>
<td>-4.13</td>
<td>-1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-4</td>
<td>River-Aşvar</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>17250</td>
<td>6450</td>
<td>-21.7</td>
<td>-4.33</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-6</td>
<td>Avşar Spring</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>7480</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
<td>-2.63</td>
<td>12.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-7</td>
<td>Dug Well-Koruköy</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>5080</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>-29.1</td>
<td>-6.00</td>
<td>15.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-8</td>
<td>Ekinambarı Spring</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>13860</td>
<td>6100</td>
<td>-22.6</td>
<td>-4.60</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-9</td>
<td>Limni Lake</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>15330</td>
<td>6750</td>
<td>-21.8</td>
<td>-4.37</td>
<td>18.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-10</td>
<td>Mazı Stream</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>-23.9</td>
<td>-4.24</td>
<td>14.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-11</td>
<td>Boğaziçi-Tuzla Lake</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>41000</td>
<td>19600</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>13.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea*</td>
<td>Sea water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50000</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2- Temperature, electrical conductivity and environmental isotope values from the study area (*Sea water values taken from Barut et al. (2001)).

Figure 4- Relationship between δ¹⁸O and δD.
Sea water with nearly 14000 mg/l Cl content and 1.3‰ δ18O isotope values is located at the top portion of the graph. Relatively more fresh waters with Cl varying from 15-71 mg/l and δ18O isotopic ratios varying from -5.47 to -4.24 ‰ are located in the left lower corner of the graph. According to figure 5, the surface waters from Sarıçay River (M1) and Mazıçay (M10) are more affected by “evaporation”; samples from Avşar drill hole (M5), Avşar spring (M6) and Koruköy dug-well (M7) are affected by “both evaporation and seawater mixing”; İçme spring (M2), Avşar drainage channel (M4), Ekinambarı spring (M8) and Limni Lake (M9) are affected by “seawater mixing”; and Savran spring (M3) and Tuzla Lake (M11) samples are affected by “dissolution of salts-leaching”.

6. Conclusions

Environmental isotope research was completed on one of Turkey’s most important aquaculture areas of Güllük wetland. Limni Lake and surrounding karstic springs forming the Güllük wetland comprise a saltwater ecosystem. Seawater continuously advances toward the interior sections of the limestone and feeds İçme and Ekinambarı springs and the lakes (Figure 6). According to Erol (1991), in the last 4000-5000 years a total of 3-4 m uplift has occurred along coasts in Western Anatolia. Additionally, according to Ekmekçi et al. (2008), due to the saltwater wedge geometry in karstic aquifers commonly observed on the south coasts of Turkey and irregular variation of sea levels linked to paleoclimatic conditions, the estimation of equations developed for isolated aquifers is generally difficult. The seawater contribution to spring discharge 11-12 km inland may be explained in this way. The Savran spring discharging 11 km from the sea does not appear to support the current seawater mixing model. Savran spring and Tuzla Lake were defined within the “dissolution of salts-leaching” area and have brine character. The results of comparing analyses from the early 2000s with the isotope analyses of the same springs in this study showed no significant change in the δ18O and δD values of İçme and Savran springs and they appear stable.
Other sources recharging the wetland are Sarıçay and Mazı Çayı freshwater springs. According to isotope values, these are recharged from high elevations and generally affected by evaporation. The water from Avşar and Koruköy are affected by both seawater mixing and evaporation. Though Koruköy waters, especially, were salty, based on the δ18O and δD values as it is recharged from the NE Çırkan Formation and relatively high sections, mixing with fresh water is predicted (Figure 6).

Different karstic formations, current and non-current seawater, freshwater streams and precipitation ensure the Güllük wetland is recharged. Currently both fresh and salt water ecosystems appear to be balanced, but in the future the sustainability of these ecosystems should be monitored.
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ABSTRACT

In this research, heavy metals (Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Mo, Cd, Ba, Pb) and a metalloid (As) sampled from 84 wells used for drinking water and irrigation in Karabağlar Karstic Polje (Muğla, Turkey) were analyzed. The results were evaluated by different statistical methods in order to investigate the interaction between elements. Ti, Mn, Fe, Zn, Mo and Pb were detected in many wells. According to findings, the strongest correlation is between As and Cu (R=0.832). As-Ni (R=0.789) and Cu-Ni (R=0.776) are the other strong correlations. The relationship between these elements were also shown by Cluster Analysis (CA). With respect to CA, the closest proximity distance matrix are found for these three elements. Also, elements examined composed 3 main clusters in dendrogram created from CA result matrix. These clusters match up with the findings of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) too. PCA gathers all elements up in 3 components: As, Cu and Ni at the first component; Mo and Cd at the second; Cr and Ba at the third. The accumulation of the elements studied were investigated by Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests. According to the results, the least and the most common elements are Cu and Ba, respectively. The differences in the amount of all elements except Ni and Mo were statistically significant (p<0.05). In addition, both the amount of the elements and some water quality parameters were compared with EPA (U. S. Environmental Protection Agency) and Turkish inland water quality classes and no hazardous situation has been found.

1. Introduction

Since surface waters have very low resistance to external factors, the use of groundwater in many parts of the world is increasing day by day. The fact that city network water cannot reach everywhere and that people can use groundwater free of charge by opening wells to their land increases the importance of underground water resources. For these reasons, groundwater has become an alternative to surface waters as a source of drinking water (Girish et al., 2013). People use groundwater daily and in field irrigation. This raises the importance of knowing the pollution status, especially heavy metal pollution and the quality of groundwater. Studies have shown that metal pollution in groundwater, particularly in urban areas, is often not noticed and remains confidential (Huang et al., 2014). Metal contamination of waters can occur both by natural means and by human origin. Many metals such as Cu, Fe, Zn, Mn and Ni are essential for the survival of life. Metals such as Cd, Pb and As are not essential, but they are highly poisonous even at low concentrations. However, whether or not it is essential or not, each metal has a toxic effect above a certain threshold value (Pavlovic et al., 2014). The accumulation properties, permanence and toxic effects of metals make them the most important common contaminants to the world’s genera (Okbah et al., 2014).

Karabağlar Plate (polje), which is selected as the study area, is located in Muğla province (Turkey) (Figure 1). The study area is about 40 km² and the altitude ranges from 606 to 717 meters except for the surrounding hills. Karabağlar Plate is an active settlement area located in the center of Menteşe district of Muğla province. Typical Mediterranean climate prevails in the region, with hot and dry summers and warm and abundant rains in the winters, with an average annual rainfall of 1185 mm which is above the Turkish average. These rains cause floods and material damage every year in the spring season. In addition to being one of the most important tourism centers of Turkey, Muğla also contributes very much to the regional economy through its wide agricultural land. The dense population and intensive agricultural activities in the
Figure 1- Geological map of Karabağlar Polje and the studied wells (MTA, 2002).
study area cause the underground waters to be used extensively in the direction of irrigation and domestic purposes and cause undesirable pollution to be found in the groundwater. For this reason, the importance of determining and regularly monitoring the metal content of the groundwater in the region is increasing. Because these elements accumulate intensively in the plants that grow on agricultural land, which is irrigated with heavy metals contaminated waters. An example is the arsenic pollution that occurs in rice fields in Bangladesh (Alam et al., 2003, Polizzotto et al., 2013). This accumulation in the plants poses a danger to all living beings consuming these plants (Kafadar and Saygıdeğer, 2010). Determination of the amount of metal in the region was carried out by Yıldıztekin and Tuna (2011). This study was conducted seasonally at 20 wells in February-November 2006 and it was researched whether these wells were suitable for irrigation purposes. Yıldıztekin and Tuna (2011) have shown that the wells investigated do not pose a risk for irrigation, but the importance of long run monitoring including the other wells, has been emphasized.

The studied wells which are water samples taken from are shallow and the depths vary between 8-20 meters. The geology of the study area is given in figure 1 and all wells sampled are within the Quaternary alluvium unit. The thickness of this unit varies between 80 and 100 m (Atalay, 1980). Alluvial deposits cover the Jurassic Yılanlı Formation (Jkmu) in much of the land. Kurttaş (1997) stated that this formation consists of dolomite-sedimentary limestone and limestone. It is estimated that the Yılanlı Formation is the most important karstic unit in the region and that the most important karstic structures in the region have developed in this unit (Ekmekçi et al., 2012; Açıkel, 2003). As a result of the field studies, water sinks were determined and it was also determined that these structures drained the flood waters accumulated in the field during the high flow period in the spring to the karst system (Figure 1). Ekmekçi et al. (2012) and Açıkel (2003) have formed a detailed hydrogeological conceptual model of the region and the broader region with the studies they have conducted and have shown that the studied area is in the drainage basin of Gökova sources.

Tertiary-Miocene Köprüçay formation (Tk) is found in the south of the study area. Ekmekçi et al. (2012) stated that this formation consists of conglomerate and limestone formed by very large limestone pebbles bonding with a carbonate cement. Tertiary-Pliocene Yatağan formation (Tya) is found in the northwest of the study area. This unit consists of sandstone, conglomerate, siltstone, marl, claystone, limestone and coal deposits (Ekmekçi et al., 2012).

Examination of metal content of groundwater, investigation of the interaction between the metals by different statistical methods, determination whether the current situation poses a risk in terms of ecosystem and public health and determination of possible sources of pollution were aimed in the present study carried out in Karabağlar Polje, Muğla.

2. Method

Within the scope of the field study conducted in April 2013, water samples were taken from 84 different wells to perform chemical analyzes. In addition, the specific electrical conductance (SPC), total dissolved solid (TDS), salinity, pH and ammonium (NH₄⁻N) values of the samples were determined.

2.1. Chemical Analyzes

Elemental analyzes were performed for ⁴⁷Ti, ⁵²Cr, ⁵⁵Mn, ⁵⁶Fe, ⁶⁰Co, ⁶⁵Cu, ⁶⁶Zn, ⁷⁵As, ⁹⁵Mo, ¹¹¹Cd, ¹²⁷Ba and ²⁰⁸Pb by using ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectrometer). The values of ⁴⁷Ti, ⁵⁵Mn, ⁶⁰Fe, ⁶⁶Zn, ⁷⁵As and ²⁰⁸Pb were not included in the results because they were below the detection limits in most of the analyzes performed. The detection limits for the elements are 0.1, 0.5, 0.06, 0.9, 0.1, 0.1, 0.01, 1.4, 1.2, 0.04, 0.04, 3 and 0.04 ppb, respectively. ICP-MS measurements were performed at Bilkent UNAM Laboratories with the devices; Thermo Scientific X-Series II and Cetac Asx-260 Autosampler. Water samples were first filtered (pore size 0.22 µm) and then acid treated (%65 HNO₃) to both increase mobility and solubility of elemental ions and equate acidity of the samples to the medium of the instrument (which is about 2% HNO₃). Ultra-pure distilled water was used. High Purity Standards branded QCS-27 series standard reference material with 27 elements was used in order to preparing of calibration curves. Calibration curves for all elements were determined as the correlation coefficient is higher than 0.99 by taking account of the element concentrations of samples and keeping the searching
metal concentration on the calibration curve. 10 ppb $^{209}$Bi was used as internal standard. Number of main run was assigned 3 as the analyses parameters. Sample drawing and washing periods were decided as 60 seconds by the consideration of tubing length.

2.2. Statistical Analyzes

All the statistical analyses were carried out by SPSS 19.0 (IBM, USA).

2.2.1. Comparison of Quantity Difference Between Metals (Mann-Whitney U)

This test was used to determine which of the studied metals in the region had accumulated more. Shapiro Wilk test was used to determine whether the data normally distributed or not. No data appeared to be normally distributed. On this, nonparametric Kruskal Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests were preferred in the comparison of the averages (Tunca et al., 2013a).

2.2.2. Correlation Analysis

Correlation Analysis was used to determine whether there were correlations between amounts of metal quantity change in all samples collected during the study. Spearman’s Correlation Analysis was chosen as the correlation analysis to be applied, because it was determined that the data were not normally distributed with the Shapiro Wilk Test (Tunca et al., 2013b).

2.2.3. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA, one of the most frequently used factor analyzes, is used to collect data in common components, depending on the relationships of the data with each other. For his study, this means collecting elements whose variabilities are statistically similar to each other in a common component. The PCA applied within the scope of this study was performed according to Varmuza and Filzmoser (2009) method.

2.2.4. Cluster Analysis (CA)

CA is an analysis that classifies similar features in dense data by proximity matrix. Moreover, the created dendrogram makes it easier to understand the relations visually. From here, it was desired to cluster samples according to the variations of elements quantities. In the proximity matrix, the shorter the distance between the elements, it means that the variations in the amounts of those elements are so similar. The analysis was carried out with the “Z-score” correction in the Euclidean distance according to Ward’s method (Lopez et al., 2004).

3. Results and Discussion

In this study carried out at the Karabağlar Polje in Muğla province, water samples from a total of 84 wells were taken for metal-metalloid analysis and some principal parameters (SPC, TDS, salinity, pH and ammonium) of these wells were determined (Figure 2). The metal-metalloid values of 23 from these wells were below the measurement detection limits and were therefore excluded from the study. In this study; $^{47}$Ti, $^{52}$Cr, $^{55}$Mn, $^{56}$Fe, $^{59}$Co, $^{60}$Ni, $^{65}$Cu, $^{66}$Zn, $^{75}$As, $^{95}$Mo, $^{111}$Cd, $^{137}$Ba and $^{208}$Pb parameters were determined. $^{47}$Ti, $^{55}$Mn, $^{56}$Fe, $^{66}$Zn, $^{95}$Mo and $^{208}$Pb were not included because their values were below the detection limits for the majority of the wells investigated. The spatial distributions of the assessed elements and the water quality parameters are given in figure 3.

Statistical relationships of elements with each other were investigated by Correlation Analysis, CA and PCA. These are generally very reliable methods which are frequently used in studies related to both the environment and the earth sciences, to clarify the relationships between variables (metal-metalloid in this case). Therefore, they are frequently preferred in many studies (Tsai et al., 2003; Gergen and Harmanescu, 2012; Pandey et al., 2014).

According to Correlation Analysis, the strongest correlation is between As and Cu (R=0.832) (Table 1). From these elements, arsenic can be mixed with groundwater by natural processes, pesticides, industrial activities and industrial wastes. As is carcinogenic to humans as well as can lead to chronic-acute diseases, kidney and liver disorders and anemia (Fatrorini et al., 2006; Thorsen et al., 2009; Rodriguez-Sosa et al., 2013). Copper found in groundwater can be originated from metal coatings, industrial & domestic waste and mining. Cu is essential for all known organisms and serves as the cofactor for many different enzymes (Franco et al., 2009). It even enters the structure of the hemocyanin, the oxygen carrier protein, in the crustaceans (Tunca et al., 2013a, b). Cu can cause stomach, intestinal, liver, kidney and anemia diseases. Although copper is an extremely vital element, there
are many studies showing toxic effects in different organisms; in mice (Wang et al., 2014), in fungus (Klimek and Niklinska, 2007), in bacteria (Wang et al., 2009), in aquatic floating plants (Üçüncü et al., 2013), in rooted plants (Wodala et al., 2012), in crustaceans (Luis Gama-Flores et al., 2009), in mollusks (Ramakritinan et al., 2012) and in mammals (Matos et al., 2010).

Correlation of As-Ni is also very strong (R=0.789). Ni is one of the vital elements like Cu (Serafim et al., 2012). Nickel can be found naturally in soil, groundwater and surface water, and is used in the coating of stainless steel and alloy products. Nickel can be toxic to mammals and can lead to heart and liver disorders (Gathwan et al., 2013).

Other strong correlations were found between Cu-Ni (R = 0.776) and Mo-Cu (R = 0.726). Besides these, moderate correlations were observed between Mo-As and Mo-Ni. Molybdenum is not only naturally found in low concentrations in groundwater, but it can also cause acute diseases in humans, although it is one of the vital elements that can be sourced from long-term domestic waste storage areas, mine tailings and sewerage (Alonso et al., 2004). But its role in metabolism and the interaction with other elements are not yet fully understood.

Figure 2 a- Analysis and in-situ measurement results; The amounts of $^{75}$As, $^{137}$Ba, $^{111}$Cd, $^{52}$Cr, $^{65}$Cu and $^{95}$Mo.
Figure 2 b- Analysis and in-situ measurement results; The amount of $^{60}$Ni and the values of water quality parameters; ammonium, SPC, TDS, salinity and pH.
Figure 3a - Spatial display of analysis and in-situ measurement results; The values of As, 137Ba, 111Cd, 52Cr, 65Cu and 95Mo.
Figure 3 b- Spatial display of analysis and in-situ measurement results; The values of $^{60}$Ni and water quality parameters; ammonium, SPC, TDS, salinity and pH.
These strong correlations between Cu, Ni and As observed in Correlation Analysis are also noted in other methods in which relations between elements are investigated. The Euclidean distance between these 3 elements is closest to each other in the proximity matrix in CA (Table 2). However, unlike the Correlation Analysis, the nearest in the matrix, that is, the strongest relationship, appears between As and Ni (As-Ni=5.154 Euclidean distance). Then Cu-As (5.357 Euclidean distance) and Ni-Cu (5.762 Euclidean distance) stand out.

PCA findings also support Correlation Analysis and CA outcomes (Figure 4 and Table 3). The elements assessed in this study were collected in 3 different groups according to PCA results. These 3 components cover 77.89% of all data. The first component contains Cu, Ni and As, while the second component contains Mo and Cd. Cadmium dissolves in rocks with acidic water and can mix with groundwater at low concentrations. Other sources are industrial-mining waste, metal waste, water pipes, batteries and paints. Cd is one of the elements that are not essential for living things, which can cause liver, kidney, anemia and hypertension diseases in humans (Gallego et al., 2012). In addition, EPA has incorporated the Cd into the B1 class, which includes possible carcinogens for humans. The third component consists of Cr and Ba. The source of chromium content in groundwater can be represented by old mining operations, fossil fuel consumption and cement plant waste. Cr is an element which can be found in different valences from -2 to +6 but trivalent and hexavalent valences are more common (Ergül-Ülger et al., 2014). Especially, hexavalent form is extremely important. Hexavalent Cr is not vital for the living creatures and has a high toxic effect (Bankar et al., 2009). Chromium is mutagenic and carcinogenic to humans and can lead to liver, kidney, internal bleeding, respiratory, skin inflammation and ulcer disorders (Mishra and Doble, 2008). Barium is an element that can be found naturally in some limestones, sandstones and soils, and whose concentration in the soil can be relatively higher than other metals (Suwa et al., 2008). It does not have a known biological function, but certain forms may cause heart, digestive and hypertension disorders, while showing a highly toxic effect (Llugany et al., 2000).

Table 1- Correlations of elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Ba</th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Ni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.399**</td>
<td>0.312*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0.832**</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>0.679**</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.412**</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.726**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.789**</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>-0.093</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.776**</td>
<td>0.606**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Correlation is significant at 0.05 (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at 0.01 (2-tailed).

Table 2- CA proximity matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Ba</th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Ni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>9.827</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>10.284</td>
<td>10.167</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>11.280</td>
<td>9.656</td>
<td>9.552</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>5.357</td>
<td>10.628</td>
<td>9.328</td>
<td>11.526</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>8.238</td>
<td>10.257</td>
<td>6.877</td>
<td>9.967</td>
<td>8.405</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>5.154</td>
<td>9.375</td>
<td>11.338</td>
<td>10.836</td>
<td>5.762</td>
<td>8.841</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3- PCA rotated component matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.674</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The PCA results also coincide with the CA results. In the dendrogram formed by CA matrix, it is seen that the elements constitute 3 main clusters (Figure 5). The element distributions of these clusters are similar to those of PCA.

The accumulation of the elements has also been revealed (Figure 6). Nonparametric Kruskal Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests were used to compare the amount of the elements, since the data was not normally distributed. This test combination is one of the most frequently used non-parametric comparison tests (Blazewicz et al., 2013; Farmaki et al., 2014). According to the results, Cu is the least common element and Ba is the most common element in the study area (p <0.05). The amounts of all the elements except Ni and Mo are statistically significant. There is no statistically significant difference only between the amounts of Ni and Mo (p> 0.005).

When the relations of the elements studied in this paper are evaluated as holistic, the highest statistical relationship was found between As and Cu, followed by As-Ni, Ni-Cu, Cd-Mo, Cu-Mo, As-Mo, Mo-Ni and Cr-Ba. When the statistical relationships and the spatial distributions shown in figure 3 are evaluated together in order to determine the common sources of the elements studied, the main sources of the elements in the region are the mine and the industrial activities. In addition, household waste, agricultural activities and rock dissolution can be considered as potential sources.

The values of all metal and metalloids studied do not exceed EPA’s limits for drinking water (EPA, 2012). The total dissolved matter (TDS), one of the water quality parameters, is compared by considering EPA and Turkish inland water quality classifications. The upper limit determined by EPA as 500 mg/l corresponds to the 2nd class water quality group from 4 different level found in the Turkish inland water quality classification. (ÇOB, 2004). The TDS values of the water in the examined wells were generally less than 500 mg/l and were included in the 1st and 2nd grade Turkish quality groups. A few values above 500 mg/l are point-based and do not represent a specific area. The TDS measurements determined above this value are in 3rd grade group according to the Turkish inland water quality classifications. Again according to this classification, no wells in 4th grade class were found in the study area. The range determined by EPA for pH is 6.5-8.5. This range corresponds to the 1st and 2nd degree quality groups according to the Turkish inland water quality classifications. Only 3 of the wells
examined in the study are not within this range. In terms of ammonium, most of the water samples are in the 1st degree class according to Turkish classification. Only a few of them are at the limits of the 2nd degree class. No water samples in 3rd or 4th degree classes were found. None of the parameters examined constitute health risk by the standards of the United States and Turkey and no pollution could be mentioned for the groundwater in the region. In addition, the quantities of the parameters studied do not exceed the natural limits for the water (Hem, 1985).

Yıldıztekin and Tuna (2011) obtained similar findings in the same study area. However, due to the fact that Yıldıztekin and Tuna (2011) did not specify the locations of the sampling wells in the study they performed, time-based and well-based comparisons could not be done, only general comparisons were performed.

Sampling and in situ measurements made in April, the rainy season for the region, are more likely to result in rare values due to the high water content from the rainfall. For this reason, it is recommended that the same field studies be carried out again in August, which is an arid period for the region, in order to be able to monitor and evaluate each parameter more accurate.

If the values of the elements and the other parameters examined in the study increase to the level that can be considered as “pollution”, the source or sources of this pollution should be determined urgently and necessary precautions should be taken. In this context, actively operated waste water treatment plant, cement plant, sand and gravel quarry, industrial site, swimming pool and agricultural activities can be predicted as potential sources of pollution. Furthermore, it is important that the region be monitored in a stable manner, as the probability of a certain and continuous source of pollutants will increase pollution over time.

4. Conclusion

Within the scope of the study, heavy metal and metalloid analyzes of 84 water wells used for drinking and irrigation in Karabağlar Polje (Muğla, Turkey) were made and water quality parameters were measured. No evidence has been identified to threaten human health and ecosystem in terms of metals and metalloids studied. Water quality parameters measured in place do not indicate the presence of any pollution in the area. However, the high interaction and correlations found in the context of statistical evaluation of the relationship between metal and metalloids have shown that some elements may have common sources.
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ABSTRACT
Impact breakage functions for a gold ore from Bergama region (Turkey) was estimated based on the single-particle impact breakage distributions of particles obtained from drop weight tests. For this purpose, a modified manual version of a JK Tech drop-weight test device was used. Effect of specific comminution energy (Ecs) on impact breakage distributions were investigated. Relationship between specific comminution energy and impact breakage product fineness (t10) parameter was established. Ecs-t10 model given in the literature was successfully fitted to the breakage test results. Ecs-t10 impact breakage model for the gold ore was proposed to be used in breakage function estimation. t-family curve approach was applied to estimate single particle breakage functions of the gold ore. For this purpose, t-family curves were modelled and variations of empirical breakage functions for the gold ore were estimated on different impact energy levels for comminution process modelling.

1. Introduction

Comminution circuit design, simulation and optimization studies can only be achieved if the reliable models of the comminution equipment are built based on the actual breakage data. Models of comminution equipment (Napier Munn et al., 2005) require the determination of breakage distribution function which can be determined by using different methods such as single particle breakage test (Narayanan, 1985), one-size fraction batch grinding test, back-calculation using continuous grinding test data (Genç, 2002). Although many methods are suggested in the literature for the experimental measurement of breakage distributions, it is usually difficult to represent the breakage of materials by a standart method due to the mathematical formulation and non-normalizable breakage. Specific breakage function of materials is usually assumed to be independent of initial particle size, process conditions (Austin and Luckie, 1971; Austin, 1982; Narayanan, 1986; Weller et al., 1988; Zhang et al., 1988) and input energy level (Austin and Weller, 1982) to ease the comminution modelling work. Many other researchers proved the opposite case (Hukki, 1961; Yashima, 1987; Schönert, 1988; 1991; Taveres and King, 1998; Weedon, 2001). Man (2000) showed that, particle size dependency of breakage distribution function changes from material to material.

Twin-pendulum and drop-weight devices were used to develop standard procedures for the calculation of breakage functions (Narayanan, 1985; 1986; Awachie, 1983; Leung, 1987; Narayanan, 1987; Morrell and Man, 1997). Specific breakage function can be estimated by using the relationship between specific comminution energy (kWh/t) and t10 breakage parameter and t-curve approach which were described by Narayanan (Narayanan, 1985; 1986; 1987). t-curve approach normalizes the effect of particle size. Different breakage energy levels were proposed for the estimation of breakage distribution function in the literature. According to Narayanan (1985), an input energy level of 41.788 kg-cm gives the appropriate characteristic breakage distribution function on the Ecs-t10 curve and proposed to be used in wet ore ball mill modelling. Morrell and Man (1997) suggested an arbitrary energy level of 1kWh/t. Zhang et al. (1988) used an energy range of 1.25-1.5 kWh/t for the estimation of breakage distribution functions of cement clinkers. Genç (2002) proposed 1kWh/t as a standard energy level for the breakage of cement clinker particles to estimate breakage functions.
In this study, it was aimed to evaluate the variations in the breakage distributions of different size fractions of a gold ore by drop-weight technique at different specific impact energy levels and normalize the size effect by using the t-curve approach in estimating the breakage functions. Ecs-t10 model (Napier Munn et al., 2005) was validated for the breakage test results. The model was also validated size by size. Established overall relationship between specific comminution energy and breakage distribution parameter (t10) was used to estimate breakage functions at different specific comminution energy levels. Breakage function reconstructions models (t10-tn models) were proposed for gold ore comminution modelling.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Drop-Weight Test Device

Drop-weight test device which was used in this study was previously described by Genç et al., (2004; 2014). It mainly comprises a steel anvil made from steel alloy, plate shape drop weight head; an electromagnet through which an electromagnetic field is formed so that weights can be hold or released from the desired heights (Genç et al., 2004; 2014). A photograph of the drop weight device is given in figure 1.

Impact energy level supplied by the plate shaped weight was calculated by Equation (1). Specific comminution energy level was calculated by Equation (2) (Napier Munn et al., 2005).

\[
E_i = m_d g (h_i - h_f) \tag{1}
\]

where,

\[
E_i : \text{Impact breakage energy (m}^2\text{kg/sec}^2) \\
m_d : \text{Mass of drop weight head (kg)} \\
h_i : \text{Initial height of the drop-weight above the anvil (m)} \\
h_f : \text{Final height of the drop-weight above the anvil (m)}
\]

\[
Ecs = \frac{E_i}{m_p} \tag{2}
\]

where,

\[
Ecs : \text{Specific comminution energy (kWh/t)} \\
m_p : \text{Mean particle mass (g)}
\]

2.2. Sample and Laboratory Studies

Run-of-mine test sample was provided from the Bergama region in Turkey. Contained gangue mineral in the ore was mainly quartz. Tests were conducted on the selected narrow particle size fractions at different specific comminution energy levels (kWh/t). For this purpose, samples were dry sieved to the desired narrow size fractions and representative samples were

![Figure 1- Drop-weight test device.](image)
taken from each size fraction by using a riffler for each breakage energy level. Number of particles in each test size fraction was counted to determine the mean mass of the particles. Appropriate height and drop weights were calculated to achieve the desired specific comminution energy levels. Impact energy supplied by the plate shaped weight is calculated from the equations given by Napier Munn et al. (2005). Single particle breakage tests were carried out on each sample at the required energy levels. Broken fragments were collected from each breakage test, and dry sieved on √2 sieve series in a ro-tap sieve shaker for 15 minutes. Finally, particle size distributions of the broken gold ore samples were determined from the top size down to 0.038mm. Test size fractions, specific comminution energy levels (Ecs) in kWh/t and number of particles broken per energy level are tabulated in table 1.

3. Discussion

3.1. Impact Particle Size Distributions

Particle size distributions of the broken ore particles are given in figure 2 to 5 for different impact energy levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test size fraction (mm)</th>
<th>Nominal test size (mm)</th>
<th>Ecs (kWh/t)</th>
<th>Number of particles broken per energy level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-13.2+11.2</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-9.5+8.0</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8+6.7</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.6+4.75</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2- Size distributions of product particles from the breakage of -13.2+11.2mm at different impact energy levels.

Figure 3- Size distributions of product particles from the breakage of -9.5+8mm at different impact energy levels.
Particle size distributions of the breakage products in the breakage event of coarsest test size fraction -13.2+11.2mm indicated that finer particle size distribution could be achieved as the level of impact breakage energy was increased. It was observed that, breakage product size distributions did not change significantly although the energy level was increased by approximately 0.4 kWh/t. This condition could be observed from the size distributions of product particles from the breakage of -8+6.7mm particles broken at energy levels of 1.32 kWh/t and 1.77 kWh/t (Figure 4). It became difficult to break particles by impact as the particle size got finer. For example, closely similar breakage product size distributions were observed in the breakage event of particles within the size fraction of -5.6+4.75 although the impact energy level was increased by about 3 kWh/t (Figure 5). This condition indicated that no more considerable size reduction would occur. More comminution energy is needed or the type of comminution mechanism should be changed for further breakage of gold ore particles.

3.2. Ecs-t10 Size Reduction Model

The value of t10 was traditionally accepted as the fineness or breakage index number. t10 was quantitatively defined as the amount of material passing 1/10th of the geometric mean of the broken size fraction. The value of t10 distribution parameter indicates the fineness of the broken particle size fraction for different energy consumption levels. Impact breakage behaviour of materials can be characterized and compared through a single distribution parameter at any specific comminution energy level on the particle size basis by using t10 value. When the relationship between t10 and specific comminution energy level is established, specific energy consumption required to achieve the desired particle size distribution can be predicted using t-curves. Ecs-t10 model is given in equation (3). The product of model parameters A and b is the slope of the Ecs-t10 relation at ‘zero’ input energy. Axb parameter can be used to characterize the hardness of the ore. Lower value of Axb indicates that more energy is needed for an equivalent amount of breakage (Napier Munn et al., 2005).

\[ t10 = A \times \left[ 1 - \exp(-b \times \text{Ecs}) \right] \]  

In this comminution model;  
A, b : material impact parameters  
Ecs : specific comminution energy (kWh/t)

Impact breakage model for the gold ore is given by Equation (4). A and b values were determined by non-linear regression using SPSS statistical program. R^2 of the overall model fit was 0.92. Axb value was determined as 15.72.

\[ t10 = 14.56 \times \left[ 1 - \exp(-1.08 \times \text{Ecs}) \right] \]  

Overall relationship between specific comminution energy and t10 parameter is given in figure 6. Experimental values were plotted as compared to model calculated values (model fit). Sufficiently good agreement between the experimental and model fitted values were observed which showed the validation of the Ecs-t10 model for the gold ore. Non-linear regression analysis was performed on the test results of each test size fraction to establish the Ecs-t10 relationship by particle size. Experimental and model fitted values are compared for different particle size

![Figure 4- Size distributions of product particles from the breakage of -8+6.7mm at different impact energy levels.](image)

![Figure 5- Size distributions of product particles from the breakage of -5.6+4.75mm at different impact energy levels.](image)
fractions in figure 7. Model validation results for different particle size fractions are tabulated in Table 2. Ecs-t10 model could not be validated for the particle size fraction of -5.6+4.75mm as there was only two experimental results. A linear relationship was found to exist between particle size and Axb parameter. This relationship provided comparison between the hardness of different particle sizes (Figure 8). Findings also indicated that, Ecs-t10 relationships of ore particles vary by particle size for a constant level of specific comminution energy which may be linked to the probable differences in microstructure, mineralogical and chemical composition of different particle sizes.

3.3. t-family Curves and Models

t-family curve approach (Narayanan, 1985) was used to determine breakage functions of the gold ore. t10-tn relationships are given in Figure 9 for breakage function reconstruction. Description of the t-curve approach which normalizes the effect of particle size was given in the literature (Narayanan, 1985; 1986; 1987). Distribution parameter, t10 was used which represents the amount of material at fine size ranges thus provides more information on the fragmentation at fine sizes. According to this approach, particle size distribution data obtained after the breakage of test samples was plotted and the size distribution parameters t2, t4, t10, t25, t50, and t75 correspondingly expressing the cumulative per cent passing size of y/2, y/4, y/10, y/25, y/50, y/75 were determined. y is the geometric mean of the size fraction of the test particles. t10 versus other distribution parameters are plotted to obtain t-family curves through which the product size distribution resulting from the breakage of the considered size fraction at any specific comminution energy level can be established. t10-tn family curves for the gold ore are given in Figure 9. Regression equations of the t-curves are tabulated in Table 3. Single particle impact breakage functions of the gold ore were estimated for different specific

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size fraction (mm)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Axb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-13.2+11.2</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>27.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-9.5+8.0</td>
<td>15.29</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>16.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8.0+6.7</td>
<td>12.58</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>13.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6- Overall relationship between specific comminution energy and t10% for the gold ore sample.

Figure 7- Relationships between specific comminution energy and t10% for different size fractions of the gold ore sample.

Table 2- Estimated model parameters for different particle size fractions.

Figure 8- Relationship between particle size and Axb.
energy levels using the regression equations in table 3 and given in figure 10. It was observed that, gold ore particles started to exhibit similar breakage functions at impact energy levels higher than 1 kWh/t which indicated that no more considerable size reduction could be achieved at energy levels higher than 1 kWh/t by impact mechanism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t_2 = 39.86 \ln(t_{10}) - 32.516 )</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_4 = 2.6571(t_{10}) - 1.6486 )</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{25} = 0.4267(t_{10}) + 0.3636 )</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{50} = 0.2309(t_{10}) + 0.3403 )</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{75} = 0.1495(t_{10}) + 0.3738 )</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

Relationship between specific comminution energy and \( t_{10} \) breakage distribution parameter for the gold ore was found to be successfully fitted to the \( E_{cs-t_{10}} \) model given in the literature (Napier Munn et al., 2005). Impact breakage of gold ore particles were found to be size dependent. A linear relationship was found to exist between particle size and \( A_{xb} \) impact breakage parameter. \( t \)-curves for the gold ore were modelled and proposed to reconstruct breakage functions which can be used in modelling of gold ore comminution. Variation in normalized breakage distribution functions were determined for different energy levels. Impact breakage distribution function was found to not change considerably at energy levels higher than 1 kWh/t. Breakage function reconstruction models were proposed to be used in comminution modelling and simulations of size reduction machines operating on the basis of the impact mechanism in the processing of the related gold ore.
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1. Introduction

As a result of physical transformation made by using the apparent gravity linear filter and data set of Turkey, the distribution related to the Conrad discontinuity was investigated. During this study, the velocity model based on the seismic data set generated by the gravity data was taken as a basis. In doing so; it was aimed at illuminating the crustal structure of Turkey (Akm, 2016). Therefore; the subject has a great importance.

The velocity distribution obtained is based on an empirical conversion (Barton, 1986). The gravity depth variation has been estimated by a linear filter. Here, the density continuously increases with depth. However; it is not possible in everywhere. Salt fields can be regarded as an example. The variation of the gravity with depth has been obtained by not considering the lower depth of blocky structures, which are located between the upper and lower crusts and dominate the gravitational effect (Simeoni and Brückl, 2009). Conrad is a vertical discontinuity and some difficulties are encountered when monitored by dynamic parameters. The place, where the density and seismic velocity increases are the most, is defined as 16 km’s, the upper crust (estimating by using the empirical relationship obtained by Barton (1986) in Northern Sea, so far away from our country). However; the characteristics of seismic wave and the gravity effect do not linearly disperse in crust.

1.1. Linearity Dilemma

The resulting paragraph of the Barton’s (1986) article, quoted for each value of the empirical conversion (valid under some circumstances), titled as “The relationship between seismic velocity and density in continental crust – a useful constraint?”, which forms the backbone of the article, is as follows;

Conclusion: Calculated gravity profiles for the continental crust show that, due to the range of Densities possible for rocks of each seismic velocity and vice versa, the use of a seismic velocity measurement of a rock as the only indication of its density does not provide a useful constraint when attempting to reproduce observed gravity variations.

It is understood from the paragraph that, the author has answered the question of “usability of the method”
as given on title of the article and reached the result that “the rock density is not usable as the “single indicator” for seismic velocity conversion”.

In this case, to the contrary of the source article, which has been used during the preparation of the article criticized, there has not been used any other indicator. Furthermore, a transformation from gravity data to seismic data has been made with an inverse method.

When theoretical and empirical trials reach the success, industrial sectors would follow and benefit from these methods. This article has handled a subject, which saves time and money, but it is seen that this subject has not been taken seriously in sectorial basis from 1986 to recent.

It is known that the single indicator is not useful except for reconstruction studies by means of seismic and gravity data conversion. However, the studies in which the single indicator is used are mainly based on the correlation of drilling data. The medium velocities of P and S waves are sensitive to temperature and pressure changes. The physical meaning of this statement is as follows; the velocities do not linearly vary with depth. Besides; the elements such as; the compressibility and attenuation losses, which determine the seismic quality of the environment, are the factors affecting the seismic velocity. These factors do not disperse uniformly in underground, and the reason of the anomaly, which we often search for, is the non-availability of this uniform dispersion.

When these indicators are not taken into consideration, the result of data transformation is almost one to one related with primary data. When the output obtained in this article are studied, it is seen that the velocity distribution and Conrad distribution maps, which their scale change and show the same distributions with the Bouguer gravity map, were achieved (see figure 4 and 6 from Akın, 2016).

The whole Turkey has been selected for the study area and Bouguer gravity data set has been used. However; quite large areas are observed, where the data transformation is not valid, within the boundaries of this study area.

Çankırı and Salt lake basins are some of these areas. Large scale salt structures take place on these fields. Salt structures may rise up due to the excess load of the overlying sediments in sedimentary environments. That is; these structures are very low compressible structures, and their volumes and structures can dramatically change under pressure. Although the densities are 2-2.2 gr/cm³, their seismic velocities are very high (4.5-5 km/s). That is; the response of these formations to parameter conversion, which is the topic of this article, is false. For example; the Thrace basin is very deep and the block structures, which are mentioned that dominate the upper crust, are in minority. Similarly; sedimentary basins of which have thicknesses that continue for kilometers are present. Physical transformation on these fields is regarded as inconvenient.

It is not mentioned any exception or an exceptional area about data and conversions used in the study. Velocity losses have not been considered. Seismic discontinuities based on the apparent density anomaly are investigated by acquiring apparent velocities using increases of apparent density. If this was a valid approach, it would be possible to estimate layers and discontinuities only by gravity data. It would even be a preferable way in order to get rid of the application cost of seismic methods.

Mathematical and logical acceptations can be done for the resolution of underground structures. These acceptances are sometimes compulsory in order to solve the problem or make it solvable. When Barton (1986) investigated, whether this conversion was useful or not, he made a modelling with a transformation into gravity using an empirical relationship by the seismic method. This can give information about the formation in vertical direction and its layer thickness can be estimated, and an empirical acceptance for a model construction. Seismic velocities are measured in time scale as they do not disperse linearly. Therefore; the nature of the problem is not linear.

In addition; the inverse of it is not valid. That is; the transformation into seismic data to make discontinuity calculation from the gravity method, which its layer thickness cannot be estimated (which does not homogenously disperse in layer), cannot be qualified as a meaningful acceptance.

Simeoni and Brückl (2009) wrote the conditions of velocity-density conversions in their studies. They
stated under what giga pascal (gpa) pressure and what temperature (°C) conditions the conversions had been made and in which velocity interval the relation of conversion had been valid.

Seismic velocities in crust size are measured by traversing the mantle. We may get seismic signals where the crust is thick. Despite that; there are situations when we cannot achieve contrast by effects such high temperature and metamorphism. Similarly; density values are also influenced by the high temperature and metamorphism. The problem is the same. The method followed here does not obscure the problem. However; its effect on the conversion is not known either.

The zone, where the velocity information changes, decreases or increases is normally the anomaly region. The gravity-seismic transformation at these depths will not give a reliable anomaly zone because of temperature and pressure conditions. That is; the differences, which should be solved the first would not affect the estimation and unnoticed, have not been investigated. The Conrad, which is difficult to monitor also by seismic methods in which the vertical variation of seismic waves with respect to time are observed, is a weak discontinuity zone.

2. Technical Dilemmas

Opinions on “acquiring the density from seismic velocities and the seismic velocity from densities”, which are applied in the article, are as follows;

The contrast between the lower and upper crusts in line 16 of the page 3 is given as 0.3 gr/cm³ based on Simeoni and Brückl (2009) on page 186. However; it is mentioned about 300 kg/m³ contrast between the lower crust and upper mantle. The author, here has misunderstood the contrast between the lower and upper crusts and the contrast between the lower crust and mantle. This is a big difference. Thus; accepting such a big difference forms an equal confusion of accepting that the Conrad discontinuity can be monitored across Turkey. The excessively discontinuous and tectonically active structure of Turkey already makes the monitoring of this zone impossible.

On page 189 of the article, the “apparent” density by means of linear method is calculated by formula (1) as given below, using gravity Bouguer data of which its first term is based on the parameter prediction of \( \rho_o \), but the conditions of the prediction are not explained;

\[
\rho(x,y) = \rho_o + \left( \frac{1}{2\pi G} \right) \frac{1}{\omega (1-e^{-\omega h})} \cdot \Delta g(u,v) \]  

In doing so; the seismic velocity from “density” has been obtained making an empirical and linear relationship using the density values suggested by Barton (1986).

Woollard (1959) clearly stated that there had not always been a linear relationship between seismic velocities and gravity.

Barton (1986), in figure 1 of his article used a method which has not any formula, but was defined by a linear relationship with indefinite coefficient of relationships. He predicates the method on the linear interpretation of laboratory calculations in Nafe and Drake (1970) and the offset of these values. Velocities (5.7 km/s) were taken as the base for massif continental crust in such a way to correspond to 2.8 gr/cm³. However; this is an acceptance, too. Despite that; the velocity was transformed from apparent density by the transformation, which Barton had used, instead of the conversion from velocities into density in the article mentioned. Here; the method of re-calculation by empirical method had been edited from previously made empirical calculation.

The increasing depth negatively affects the downward analytical continuation signal, but it does not affect the apparent density relationship. If the effect has been removed then it should be explained. The density continues to increase linearly. The relationship works at the center of the earth, too. The prediction of “\( \rho_o \)” has been expressed as a background value. In formula (1), the “\( \rho_o \)” value is constant and prediction value. The condition of the second term to be zero should be analyzed and with what respect the prediction has been made should be explained. It also has not been explained what had been meant by “\( \omega \)” symbol.

The gravity senses the total effect and is not sensitive to the calculation of layer information in vertical due to the block lower depth, as the “lateral change” is estimated basically in this method. In spite
of this; seismic waves are lithology sensitive and anisotropic. Seismic velocities are valid in the location where the measurement is made. Seismic waves are transmitted on the boundaries of solid particle and have identities both in shear and pressure.

On page 189, in table 1, seismic velocities corresponding to scale increase of the densities have been written, but their identities explaining whether velocities (\( V_p \) or \( V_s \)) are pressure or shear wave velocities have not been indicated (Akin, 2016). Whereas; the identity affects the result.

On page 198, in figure 8, profile images in different directions and lengths take place (Akin, 2016). The profile passing through Turkey in W-E directions in profile E and the profile, which has approximately half length in NE-SW direction in profile F, have been displayed as in the length. The vertical exaggeration for both profiles are different and therefore; it causes some confusions in interpretations.

Seismic waves are energy extinct and dynamic facts. Seismic waves in the article are directionless, continuous, point based and have no identity. In velocity maps obtained from active-passive source seismology studies, the magnitudes of velocity are the time dependent magnitudes that have pre and post.

The density is under the control of temperature and pressure, and this effect is not linear. It is inconvenient to apply a linear transformation to a fact which depends on non-linear parameters in the mass and in an environment where the mass non-linearly disperses. The first term of the transformation formula is estimated by prediction method. Thus; the scientific quality of the transformation made is in debate.

If calculations made were handled within scope of approach then the valid interval if available should be stated. A certain velocity distribution map is introduced in the article. The obtained model has been formed bearing several negativities in its body.

3. Result

Earth science studies are multi-disciplinary in terms of their effects and results, and are problem focused investigations that should be solved by the combination of information and experiences decomposed from different educations. Only qualitative or only quantitative approaches in the solution of problem negatively affect the productivity. Analytical thinking and creativity make both approaches valuable and necessitate both of them to be handled together, but the transitions between them should be based on scientific facts with no doubts.

Bulletin of Mineral Research and Exploration is a publication which has an access via internet, worldwide and organizational characteristic. It fulfills an important emptiness beyond its great role in the area of earth science in Turkey. Its contribution to scientific studies in our country has reached a significant level. The bulletin has a body recording recent professional developments rather than being a magazine. Therefore; it was needed to express opinions in order to ease the scientific sight about the article discussed above.

The author thanks to the editorial board for providing to express his opinions.
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RESPONSE TO THE “REACTION OF THE PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE GRAVITY DATA AND LINEARITY DILEMMA”

Uğur AKIN**

“General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration, Department of Geophysical Researches

There is not any filter such as the “apparent gravity linear filter”, which is mentioned by the criticizer, in the literature of geophysical potential methods.

The “apparent density filter” was used in the study. As the name implies; the crustal structure of Turkey was investigated in the article of “Investigation of the Seismic Velocity Distribution and the Crustal Structure of Turkey” (Akın, 2016). So; the article had different findings. The “Conrad discontinuity” has been one of the findings of this article. Or else; the distribution related to the Conrad discontinuity has not been the main topic of the article as it had been understood by the criticizer. In this study, the density and seismic velocity took their highest values within first 20 km’s of the continental crust as; 2.74 gr/cm³ and 5.86 km/s, respectively. This zone was considered at the same time as the Conrad discontinuity between the lower and upper crusts, and it had an approximate depth of 16 km.

The statement of “Although their densities are 2-2.2 gr/cm³, the velocities are very high (4.5-5 km/s). That is; the response given to the parameter transformation by these formations, which is the subject of the article, is false” made by the criticizer is rather thought-provoking.

Therefore; the article was reviewed. However; the density of 2-2.2 gr/cm³ and the corresponding velocity of 4.5-5 km/s mentioned by the criticizer were not encountered in the article. The article has not been carefully read by the criticizer.

Density and velocity maps in this publication were prepared for depths of 20 m as emphasized in figure captions. The apparent density map of Turkey for depth of 20 m in figure 4 in the article showed variation within intervals of 2.55-2.98 gr/cm³. Also; the seismic velocity values of Turkey for 20 km depth in Figure 6 were estimated within intervals of 4.91-6.78 km/s. Basins mentioned by the criticizer by giving examples for Çankırı and Lake Salt is considered as very shallow structures.

Apart from the example basins, which the criticizer mentions about, there are many basins in many places of Turkey. The investigations regarding these basins can surely be carried out by me or by other investigators in the future. However; it can never anticipated personally to answer for some basins in this article.

Therefore; in this study the gravity apparent density data were estimated and different characteristics of the crustal structure were investigated. Besides; simple relationships between the tectonic units and structural zones were utilized. As the name of the article implies, this study was performed in Turkey scale, however; the interpretations of shallow and small scale basins or...
other geological structures as the criticizer mentions have never been targeted in this article.

Simeoni and Brückl (2009), applied power spectrum on to gravity Bouguer data. The data of 0.3 gr/cm³ = 300 kg/m³, which is mentioned in the article, was given as the reference of previous information. The criticizer thought that the density information here had entered into estimations or interpretations. Thus, he completely misunderstood the article. Besides; the information about the Conrad discontinuity have come up due to the abnormal increase in the gravity apparent density at mentioned depth in the article.

The description of “ω” symbol, which is said to have not been explained in formula in the article, is already present. The article has not been carefully read by the criticizer.

\[ \rho(x,y) = \rho_o + \left(\frac{1}{2\pi G}\right) F^{-1}\{(\omega / 1-e^{-\omega h}) \cdot \Delta g(u,v)\} \]

ω: total number of waves

The formula in the article is in medium of wave number. However; the estimation of prediction value of “\(\rho_o\)” between the values of 2.7-3.3 gr/cm³ were continued with 0.1 gr/cm³ increments until the mean value of the crust is attained. As a result of the estimation, the lowest and the highest densities at different levels of Turkey were obtained as; 2.23 gr/cm³ and 3 gr/cm³, respectively. Nevertheless; the mean density value were estimated as; 2.698 gr/cm³.

It is also stated by the criticizer for Figure 8 that, the vertical exaggerations are different and caused confusions in interpretations. Nonetheless; the vertical axes of all sections shown in figure 8 are in the same scale. Almost all sections have different lengths from each other. Therefore; depths and distances on vertical and horizontal axes in interpretations were already described on sections in order to prevent any misunderstanding. The article has been carefully read by the criticizer.

The author would like to thank the criticizer for taking the time to read the article during his very intensive work.

As the general assessment, I could say that the article, which is called the “Investigation of the Seismic Velocity Distribution and Crustal Structure of Turkey by means of Gravity Data”, is a significant research topic. I also believe that the article findings will enlight the solution of earth science problems from a different point of view. Every researches are open to conceptual contributions and renovations. Therefore; this investigation too will be developed and remediated more as it is in all other research topics by the supports of related earth scientists.
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  latest issue of the Bulletin.

• The discussion/reply type articles that criticize
  all or a part of a recently published article, are
  published in the following first issue, if it is
  submitted within six months after the distribution
  of the Bulletin.

• The discussions are sent to the corresponding
  author of the original paper to get their reply,
  before publication. So that, the discussion and
  reply articles can be published at the same time,
  if they can be replied within the prescribed period.
  Otherwise, the discussion is published alone.
  Re-criticising of the replies is not allowed. The
  authors should keep the rules of scientific ethics
  and discussions in their discussion/reply papers.
  The papers in this category should not exceed
  four printed pages of the journal including figures
  and tables etc. The format of the papers should
  be compatible with the “Spelling Rules” of the
  Bulletin.

2.3. Short Notes

• Short notes publishing in the Bulletin covers short,
  brief and concisely written research reports for
  papers including data obtained from ongoing and/
  or completed scientific researches and practices
  related to geoscience and new and/or preliminary
  factual findings from Turkey and worldwide.

• The short notes will follow a streamlined schedule
  and will normally be published in the following
  first or second issue shortly after submission of
  the paper to the Bulletin. To meet this schedule,
  authors should be required to make revisions with
  minimal delay.

• This type of articles should not exceed four printed
  pages of the journal including figures, tables and
  an abstract.
3. Submission and Reviewing of Manuscripts

Manuscript to be submitted for publishing in the Journal must be written clearly and concisely in Turkish and/or English and it should be prepared in the Bulletin of Mineral Research and Exploration style guidelines. All submissions should be made online at the http://bulletin.mta.gov.tr website.

- The manuscript submitted for reviews mustn’t have been partially or completely published previously; that it is not under consideration for publication elsewhere in any language; the publication must have been approved by all co-authors.

- The rejected manuscripts are not returned back to author(s) whereas a letter of statement indicating the reason of rejection is sent to the corresponding author.

- Submitted manuscripts must follow the Bulletin style and format guidelines. Otherwise, the manuscript which does not follow the journals’ style and format guidelines, is given back to corresponding author without any reviewing.

- Every manuscript which passes initial Editorial treatise is reviewed by at least two independent reviewers selected by the Editors. Reviewers’ reports are carefully considered by the Editors before making decisions concerning publication, major or minor revision or rejection.

- The manuscript that need to be corrected with the advices of reviewer(s) is sent back to corresponding author(s) to assess and make the required corrections suggested by reviewer(s) and editors. Authors should prepare a letter of well-reasoned statement explaining which corrections are considered or not.

- The Executive editor (Editorial Board) will inform the corresponding author when the manuscript is approved for publication. Final version of text, tables and figures prepared in the Bulletin of Mineral Research and Exploration style and format guidelines, will need to be sent online and the corresponding author should upload all of the manuscript files by following the instructions given on the screen. In the absence of online submission conditions, the corresponding author should send four copies of the final version of the manuscript including one original hard copy, and CD by post-mail. The files belonging to manuscript should be clearly and separately named as “Text”, “Figures” and “Tables” at the CD.

- To be published in the Bulletin of Mineral Research and Exploration, the printed lenght of the manuscript should not exceed 30 printed pages of the journal including an abstract, figures and tables. The publication of longer manuscripts will be evaluated by Editorial Board if it can be published or not.

4. Publication Language and Periods

- The Bulletin of Mineral Research and Exploration is published at least two times per year, each issue is published both in Turkish and English.

- Thus, manuscripts are accepted in Turkish or English. The spelling and punctuation guidelines of Turkish Language Institution are preferred for the Turkish issue. However, technical terms related to geology are used in accordance with the decision of the Editorial Board.

5. Spelling Draft

- Manuscripts should be written in word format in A4 (29.7 x 21 cm) size and double-spaced with font size Times New Roman 10-point, margins of 25 mm at the sides, top and bottom of each page. Authors should study carefully a recent issue of the Bulletin of Mineral Research and Exploration to ensure that their manuscript corresponds in format and style.

- The formulas requiring the use of special characters and symbols must be submitted by the symbols part of the Microsoft Office Word Program on computer.

- Initial letters of the words in sub-titles must be capital. The first degree titles in the manuscript must be numbered and left-aligned, 10 point bold Times New Roman must be used. The second degree titles must be numbered and left-aligned, they must be written with 10 point normal Times New Roman. The third degree titles must be numbered and left-aligned, they must be written
with 10 point italic Times New Roman. The fourth degree titles must be left-aligned without having any number; 10 point italic Times New Roman must be used. The text must continue placing a colon after the title without paragraph returns (See: Sample article: http://bulletin.mta.gov.tr).

- Line spacing must be left after paragraphs within text.
- Paragraphs must begin with 0.5 mm indent.
- The manuscript must include the below sections respectively;
  - Title Page
  - Abstract
  - Key Words
  - Introduction
  - Body
  - Discussion
  - Conclusion
  - Acknowledgements
  - References

5.1. Title Page

The title page should include:

A short, concise and informative title

The name(s) of the author(s)

The affiliation(s) and address(es) of the author(s)

The e-mail address, telephone and fax numbers of the corresponding author

The title must be short, specific and informative and written with capital letters font size Times New Roman 10-point bold. The last name (family name) and first name of each author should be given clearly. The authors’ affiliation addresses (where the actual work was done) are presented below the names and all affiliations with a lower-case superscript letter is indicated immediately after the author’s name and in front of the appropriate address. Provide the full postal address of each affiliation, including the country name and, if available, the e-mail address of each author.

The author who will handle correspondance at all stages of refereeing and publication, also post-publication are to be addressed (the corresponding author) should be indicated and the telephone, FAX and e-mail address given.

Please provide a running title of not more than 50 characters for both Turkish and English issue.

5.3. Abstract

- The article must be preceded by an abstract, which must be written on a separate page as one paragraph, preferably. Please provide an abstract of 150 to 200 words. The abstract should not contain any undefined or non-standard abbreviations and the abstract should state briefly the overall purpose of the research, the principle results and major conclusions. Please omit references, criticisms, drawings and diagrams.

- Addressing other sections and illustrations of the text or other writings must be avoided.

- The abstract must be written with 10-point normal Times New Roman and single-spaced lines.

- “Abstract” must not be given for the writings that will be located in “Short Notes” section.

- English abstract must be under the title of “Abstract”.

5.4. Key Words

Immediately after the abstract, please provide up to 5 key words and with each word separated by comma. These key words will be used for indexing purposes.

5.5. Introduction

- The introduction section should state the objectives of the work, research methods, location of the study area and provide an adequate and brief background, by avoiding a detailed literature survey.
• Non-standard or un-common classifications or abbreviations should be avoided but if essential, they must be defined at their first mention and used consistently thereafter.

• When pre-information is needed for facilitating the understanding of the text, this section can also be used (for example, statistical data, bringing out the formulas, experiment or application methods, and others).

5.6. Body

• In this chapter, there must be data, findings and opinions that are intended to convey to the reader about the subject. The body section forms the main part of the article.

• The data used in the other sections such as “Abstract”, “Discussions”, and “Results” is caused by this section.

• While processing subject, care must be taken not to go beyond the objective highlighted in “Introduction” section. The knowledge which do not contribute to the realization of the purpose of the article or are useless for conclusion must not be included.

• All the data used and opinions put forward in this section must prove the findings obtained from the studies or they must be based on a reference by citation.

• Guidance and methods to be followed in processing subjects vary according to the characteristics of the subjects dealt with. Various topic titles can be used in this section as many as necessary.

5.7. Discussions

• This section should state the significance of the results of the work, not repeat them. This must be written as a separate section from the results.

5.8. Conclusions

• The main conclusion of the study provided by data and findings of the research should be stated concisely and concretely in this section.

• The subjects that are not mentioned sufficiently and/or unprocessed in the body section must not be included in this section.

• The conclusions can be given in the form of substances in order to emphasize the results of the research and be understandable expression.

5.9. Acknowledgements

Acknowledgement of people, grants, funds, etc should be placed in a separate section before the reference list. While specifying contributions, the attitude diverted the original purpose of this section away is not recommended. Acknowledgements must be made according to the following examples.

• This study was carried out under the ......................project.

• I/we would like to thank to ........... for contributing the development of this article with his/her critiques.

• Academic and / or authority names are written for the contributions made because of requirement of ordinary task requirement.

For example:

“Prof. Dr. İ. Enver Altnli has led the studies”.

In order to determine the chemistry of chromium minerals, the comments and suggestions of Dr. Tandoğan Engin’s has been considered.

• The contributions made out of the requipment of ordinary task:

For example:

“I would like to thank to Professor Dr. Melih Tokay who gives the opportunity to benefit from unpublished field notes”; “I would like to thank to State Hydraulic Work 5. Zone Preliminary-Plan Chief Engineer Ethem Göğer.” Academic and / or task-occupational titles are indicated for this kind of contributions.

• The contributions which are made because of requirement of ordinary task but do not necessitate responsibility of the contributor must be specified.
For example:

- Such sentences as “I would like to thank to our General Manager, Head of Department or Mr. / Mrs. President ………………who has provided me the opportunity to research” must be used.

5.10. References

- All references cited in the text are to be present in the reference list.

- The authors must be sure about the accuracy of the references. Publication names must be written in full.

- Reference list must be written in Times New Roman, 9-point type face.

- The reference list must be alphabetized by the last names of the first author of each work.

- If an author’s more than one work is mentioned, ranking must be made with respect to publication year from old to new.

- In the case that an author’s more than one work in the same year is cited, lower-case alphabet letters must be used right after publication year (for example; Saklar, 2011a, b).

- If the same author has a publication with more than one co-author, firstly the ones having single author are ranked in chronological order, then the ones having multiple authors are ranked in chronological order.

- In the following examples, the information related to works cited is regulated in accordance with different document/work types, considering punctuation marks as well.

- If the document (periodic) is located in a periodical publication (if an article), the information about the document must be given in the following order: surnames of the author/authors, initial letters of author’s/ authors’ first names. Year of publication. Name of the document. Name of the publication where the document is published, volume and/or the issue number, numbers of the first and last pages of the document.

For example:


- If more than one document by the same authors is cited, firstly the ones having single name must be placed in chronological order, then the ones having two names must be listed in accordance with chronological order and second author’s surname, finally the ones having multiple names must be listed in accordance with chronological order and third author’s surname.

- If the document is a book, these are specified respectively: surnames of the author/authors, initial letters of author’s/authors’ first names. Year of publication. Name of the book (initial letters are capital). Name of the organization which has published the book, name of the publication where the document is published, volume and/or the issue number, total pages of the book.

For example


- If the document is published in a book containing the writings of various authors, the usual sequence is followed for the documents in a periodic publication. Then the editor’s surname and initial letters of their name/names are written. “Ed.” which is an abbreviation of the editor word is written in parentheses. Name of the book containing the document (initial letters are capital). Name of the organization which has published the book. Place of publication, volume number (issue number, if any) of the publication where the document is published, numbers of the first and last page of the document.
For example:


- If name of a book where various authors’ writings have been collected is specified, those must be indicated respectively: book’s editor/editors’ surname/surnames, and initial letters of their name/names. “Ed.” which is an abbreviation of the editor word must be written in parentheses. Year of Publication. Name of the book (initial letters are capital). Name of the organization which has published the book, total pages of the book.

For example:


- If the document is an abstract published in a Proceedings Book of a scientific activity such as conference/symposium/workshop …etc., information about the document must be given in the following order: surnames of the author/authors, initial letters of author's/authors’ first names. Year of publication. Title of the abstract. Name, date and place of the meeting where the Proceedings Book is published, numbers of the first and last pages of the abstract in the Proceedings Book.

For example:


- If the document is one of the unpublished documents as report, lecture notes, and so on., information about the document must be given by writing the word “unpublished” in parentheses to the end of information about the document after it is specified in accordance with usual order which is implemented for a document included in a periodic publication.

For example:


- The followings must be specified for the notes of unpublished courses, seminars, and so on: name of the document and course organizer. Place of the meeting. Name of the book, corresponding page numbers.

For example:


- If the document is a thesis, the following are written: surname of the author, initial letter of the author’s first name. Year of Publication. Name of the thesis. Thesis type, the university where it is given, the total number of pages, the city and “unpublished” word in parentheses.

For example:


- Anonymous works must be regulated according to publishing organization.

For example:

• The date, after the name of the author, is not given for on-printing documents; “in press” and / or “on review” words in parenthesis must be written. The name of the article and the source of publication must be specified, volume and page number must not be given.

For example:


• Organization name, web address, date of access on web address must be indicated for the information downloaded from the Internet. Turkish sources must be given directly in Turkish and they must be written with Turkish characters.

For example:


• While specifying work cited, the original language must be used; translation of the title of the article must not be done.

6. Illustrations

• All drawings, photographs, plates and tables of the article are called “illustration”.

• Illustrations must be used when using of them is inevitable or they facilitate the understanding of the subject.

• While selecting and arranging the illustrations’ form and dimensions, page size and layout of the Bulletin must be considered, unnecessary loss of space must be prevented as much as possible.

• The pictures must have high quality, high resolution suitable for printing.

• The number of illustrations must be proportional to the size of the text.

• All illustrations must be sent as separate files independent from the text.

• While describing illustrations in the text, abbreviations must be avoided and descriptions must be numbered in the order they are mentioned in the text.

• Photographs and plates must be given as computer files containing EPS, TIFF, or JPEG files in 600 dpi and higher resolutions (1200 dpi is preferred) so that all details can be seen in the stage of examination of writing.

6.1. Figures

• Drawings and photos together but not the plate in the text can be evaluated as “Figure” and they must be numbered in the order they are mentioned in the text.

• The figures published in the Bulletin of Mineral Research and Exploration must be prepared in computer environment considering the dimensions of single-column width 7.4 m or double-column width 15.8 cm. Figure area together with the writing at the bottom should not exceed a maximum 15.8x21.

• Figures must not be prepared in unnecessary details or care must be taken not to use a lot of space for information transfer.

• Figures must be arranged to be printed in black-and-white or colored. The figure explanations being justified in two margins must be as follows:

• Figure 1 -Sandıklı Town (Afyon); a) Geological map of the south-west, b) general columnar section of the study area (Seymen 1981), c) major neotectonic structures in Turkey (modified from Koçyiğit 1994).

• Drawings must be drawn by well-known computer programs painstakingly, neatly and cleanly.

• Using fine lines which can disappear when figures shrinks must be avoided. Symbols or letters used in all drawings must be Times New Roman and not be less than 2 mm in size when shrink.

• All the standardized icons used in the drawings must be explained preferably in the drawing or with figure caption if they are very long.

• Linear scale must be used for all drawings. Author’s name, figure description, figure number must not be included into the drawing.
• Photos must have the quality and quantity that will reflect the objectives of the subject.

6.2. Plates

• Plates must be used when needed a combination of more than one photo and the publication on a special quality paper.

• Plate sizes must be equal to the size of available magazine pagespace.

• Figure numbers and linear scale must be written under each of the shapes located on the Plate.

• The original plates must be added to the final copy which will be submitted if the article is accepted.

• Figures and plates must be independently numbered. Figures must be numbered with Latin numerals and plates with Roman numerals (e.g., Figure 1, Plate I).

• There must be no description text on Figures.

6.3. Tables

• Tables must be numbered consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text.

• All tables must be prepared preferably in word format in Times New Roman fonts.

• Tables together with table top writing must not exceed 15x8 cm size.

• The table explanations being justified in two margins must be as follows:

Table 1- Hydrogeochemical analysis results of geothermal waters in the study area.

7. Nomenclature and Abbreviations

• Non-standard and uncommon nomenclature abbreviations should be avoided in the text. But if essential, they must be described as below: In cases where unusual nomenclatures and unstandardized abbreviations are considered to be compulsory, the followed way and method must be described.

• Full stop must not be placed between the initials of words for standardized abbreviations (MER, SHW, etc.).

• Geographical directions must be abbreviated in English language as follows: N, S, E, W, NE …etc.

• The first time used abbreviations in the text are presented in parenthesis, the parenthesis is not used for subsequent uses.

• The metric system must be used as units of measurement.

• Figure, plate, and table names in the article must not be abbreviated. For example, “as shown in generalized stratigraphic cross-section of the region (Figure 1…………..”

7.1. Stratigraphic Terminology

Stratigraphic classifications and nomenclatures must be appropriate with the rules of International Commision on Stratigraphy and/or Turkey Stratigraphy Committee. The formation names which have been accepted by International Commision on Stratigraphy and/or Turkey Stratigraphy Committee should be used in the manuscript.

7.2. Paleontologic Terminology

• Fossil names in phrases must be stated according to the following examples:

  a. For the use of authentic fossil names:

    e.g. Calcareous sandstone with *Nummulites*

  b. When the authentic fossil name is not used.

    e.g. nummulitic Limestone

  c. Other examples of use;

    e.g. The type and species of Alveolina/Alveolina type and species

• Taxonomic ranks must be made according to following examples:

  • The names of the fossils should be stated according to the rules mentioned below:
a. For the first use of the fossil names, the type, species and the author names must be fully indicated

Alveolina aragoensis Hottinger
Alveolina cf. aragoensis Hottinger
Alveolina aff. aragoensis Hottinger

b. When a species is mentioned for the second time in the text:
A. aragoensis
A. cf. aragoensis
A. aff. aragoensis

• It is accepted as citation if stated as Alveolina aragoensis Hottinger (1966)

a. For statement of the species mentioned in the body text

Borelis vonderschmitti (Schweighauser, 1951).
(plate, figure, figure in the body text).

b. When citing from other articles

1951 Neoalveolina vonderschmitti Schweighauser, page 468, figure 1-4, figure in body text

1974 Borelis vonderschmitti (Schweighauser), Hottinger, page 67, plate 98, figure 1.7

For the citation in the text

(Schweighauser, 1951, page, plate, figure 67, plate 98, figure 1-7, figure in the body text.)

8. Citations

All the citations in the body text must be indicated by the last name of the author(s) and the year of publication, respectively. The citations in the text must be given in following formats.

• For publications written by single author:

- It is known that fold axial plain of Devonian and Carboniferous aged units around Istanbul is NS oriented (Ketin, 1953, 1956; Altınlı, 1999).

- Altınlı (1972, 1976) defined the general characteristics of Bilecik sandstone

• For publications written by two authors:

- The upper parts of the unit contain Ilerdian fossils (Keskin and Turhan, 1987, 1989).

• For publications written by three or more authors:

According to Caner et al. (1975) Alıcı formation reflects the fluvial conditions.

The unit disappears wedging out in the East direction (Tokay et al., 1984).

• If reference is not directly obtained but can be found in another reference, cross-reference should be given as follows:

- It is known that Lebling has mentioned the existence of Lias around Çakraz (Lebling, 1932: from Charles, 1933).
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